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CHAPTER I
Introduction

Despite the enormous popularity and success of the Internet leading to a wide
range of network applications available today, we still cannot entirely depend on networks for time-critical wide-area applications, such as remote surgery, first-responder
emergency coordination, and financial transactions. The main concerns to fully rely
on Internet service is the occurrence of unexpected failures, attacks causing performance degradations [126]. Given the scale and complexity of the Internet, failures
and performance problems can occur in different ISP networks, in different geographic
locations, and at different layers, affecting the end-to-end performance [97, 103, 138].
It is thus important to quickly identify and proactively respond to potential problems
which can be early symptoms of more serious performance degradation. In order
to achieve this, network monitoring and diagnosis systems need to be set up to collect and analyze various types of data, which usually indicate network disruptions in
different protocol layers and in different locations.
A large amount of research work has been proposed in the past on ISP-centric
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monitoring. Today’s Internet service performance from an end-to-end perspective is
determined by individual networks composing the network path, particularly Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) of the core Internet network infrastructure, e.g., AT&T, and
Sprint. Network performance data, e.g., latency and loss rate, are passively collected
by setting up monitors inside their networks by each ISP individually [48, 125, 144].
These monitors are used to ensure the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) compliance
offered to their customers. This monitoring approach is insufficient. Usually such
SLAs are in the form of average values over monthly durations within each individual network. It is rather opaque in terms of how to evaluate the user-perceived
performance on the end-to-end paths which traverse multiple ISPs. Moreover, given
that most ISPs are reluctant about revealing details of their networks, they normally
keep their routing and performance statistics publicly inaccessible. Therefore, all the
above previous techniques cannot be easily used by end hosts who do not have any
proprietary information. As a result, customers are in the dark about whether their
service providers meet their service agreements. Similarly, ISPs have limited ways to
find out whether the problems experienced by their customers are caused by their
neighbors or some remote networks. They usually have to rely on phone calls or
emails to perform troubleshooting [8].
The ability to monitor and pinpoint the network responsible for observed performance degradations is critical for network operators to quickly identify the cause
of the problems and mitigate potential impact on customers. More importantly, enabling end-system based monitoring can significantly improve the Internet reliability
and fairness. It accurately represents the application-perceived performance which di2

rectly relates to the Internet usability. Once the disruption is detected, the end-system
can construct efficient recovery reactions to minimize the damage. End-system based
monitoring can provide incentives for ISPs to enhance their service quality. It also
enhances the capability for end hosts to more intelligently select ISPs and predictively
reduce the impact of disruptions.
Motivated by the above observations, this thesis aims to design novel techniques
to enable end-users to monitor wide-area network services, accurately diagnose the
causes of observed network disruptions, and predicatively recover from any performance problems. This is an essential step towards improving accountability and
fairness on the Internet, which can help customers assess the compliance of their
service-level agreements (SLAs). Our approach differs markedly from recent work
on routing and SLA monitoring in that it purely relies on probing launched from
end-hosts and does not require any ISP proprietary information.
Building effective end-host based monitoring systems faces following key challenges. First, due to the limited CPU and network resources available at each end
host, we need to aggressively reduce the probing overhead and monitor scalably. Second, given the limited view from each end host, it is difficult to locate the disruptions,
not to mention diagnosing more fine-grained causes. Third, given end users often do
not have much control over the network, it is challenging to mitigate the damage from
end hosts.
Many research has been proposed to reduce the probing overhead [110, 136], or
to improve the accuracy to locate the failure using correlation across hosts [67, 79].
These work mainly focus on coarse-grained diagnosis in terms of locating the failure
3

in the data path for packet forwarding. The
My work focus on fine-grained cause monitoring and diagnosis on both control
plane (routing data) and the Internet data plane (packet forwarding). It covers important research questions on three dimensions: effective and efficient monitoring ,
accurate diagnosis, and intelligent mitigation response, each of which is indispensable to building a complete Internet monitoring and diagnosis system. I take
the approach of building large-scale, accurate and efficient network monitoring systems from purely end-hosts’ perspective, which enables end hosts to diagnose and
react to performance degradations in real-time. I elaborate the contributions in each
dimension as follows.
Monitoring. The first step in building a monitoring system is to determine where
to monitor. The first contribution in my works is that I carefully consider and demonstrate the monitor selection which has great impact on the monitoring quality and the
interpretation of the results. Network monitors are the systems used to collect various
performance data. A variety of networking research, e.g. troubleshooting, modeling,
security analysis and attack prevention, all heavily depend on the monitoring results.
Despite its importance, the monitor selection problem has not been well-studied in
the past. My work studies the impact of diverse deployment schemes on answering
diverse important research questions including Internet topology discovery, dynamic
routing behavior detection, and inference of important network properties. Our study
of route monitor selection provides insights on improving monitor placement. Our
work is the first to critically examine the visibility constraints imposed by the deployment of route monitors on understanding the Internet [140].
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Diagnosis. My second contribution is in designing novel techniques for accurate
diagnosis the fine-grained causes of disruptions. The key principles of my approaches
are to explore information across multiple protocol layers, and to diagnose across
locations collaboratively. Previous work has studied monitoring in either control
plane or data plane individually. Each approach has its own benefit: the former
is less noisy and of less overhead and the latter can accurately capture the actual
path and performance experienced by the application. I explore the benefit on both
approaches to improve the accuracy and reduce monitoring overhead. Combining
views from multiple locations can significantly improve the diagnosis accuracy.
More specifically, it is known that severe performance degradations can be caused
by routing changes [103, 123, 138], which can last up to 30 minutes. It can also be the
consequence of ISP policies, e.g. slowing down BitTorrent traffic [45]. Accordingly, I
developed two systems to diagnose the disruptions induced by each of these two types
of causes.
First, I focus on diagnosing the locations and root causes of routing-induced network disruptions [139]. The diagnosis component builds on the measurement results
obtained. Correlating the traces from multiple locations, I design an inference algorithm to identify the minimum set of root causes that can explain most observations
using a greedy algorithm. Our work is the first to enable end systems to scalably
and accurately diagnose causes for routing events associated with large ISPs without
requiring access to any proprietary data such as real-time routing feeds from many
routers inside an ISP.
Secondly, I focus on detecting general performance difference induced by ISP in5

tentionally differentiated treatment. This is motivated by the topic of ”net neutrality”
which has become a critical social and technical problem, as ISPs may use different
ways to discriminate traffic, e.g., giving peer-to-peer application traffic lower priority,
providing different qualities of service based on customer identities. I design novel
application content-aware probing techniques to monitor the service provided for diverse applications and customers [137]. This helps detect traffic discrimination and
ensures fairness of the Internet.
Mitigation. Ultimately, the monitoring and diagnosis results should be used for
mitigating the damage or preventing being affected in the future. In the last two
chapters of this thesis, I demonstrates two potential applications of end-host based
monitoring systems.
The first application is short-term prevention of avoiding choosing the problematic
route by exploring the predictability from history. In Chapter VI, we conduct a
comprehensive characterization of many diverse routing changes using a measurement
framework. The probing is triggered by locally observed routing updates. The probing
target is an identified live IP address within the prefix associated with the routing
change. We are able to detect most of the reachability problems caused by transient
routing disruptions.
In the second application, I demonstrate its usefulness in providing information
for long-term ISP evaluation by comparing ISPs using multiple metrics. I developed
a system that monitors multiple metrics on multiple ISPs deployed on the Planetlab
testbed. It can simultaneously perform both long-term and instantaneous real-time
comparisons across multiple ISPs using key performance metrics such as loss and
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reachability. By correlating multiple metrics, we clearly demonstrate the necessity
for comparing ISPs under different metrics to assist more informed provider selection
or traffic engineering.
To summarize, it is my thesis that:
Using a novel collaborative and application-aware measurement methodology, end systems are capable of monitoring and diagnosing today’s Internet accurately for the purposes of improving failure accountability and
enhancing application performance.
This thesis work demonstrates the capability for end hosts to monitor and diagnose
the Internet. It can be used in various applications, such as ISP selection and widearea service placement.
This dissertation is structured as follows. I will first review the related work in
network monitoring and diagnosis area in Chapter II. Next, I systematically study
the impact of route monitor selection in Chapter III, which motivates the necessity
for end-host based approaches. In Chapter IV, we will present the first component to
diagnose routing disruptions. The system to detect traffic differentiation is described
in Chapter V. Two applications of mitigations are shown in Chapter VI for shortterm prevention of routing-induced problems, and in Chapter VII for long-term ISP
evaluation. Finally, Chapter VIII concludes this thesis.
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CHAPTER II
Background and Related Work

There has been many work on network monitoring and diagnosis in both the
Internet and enterprise network, including studies on both control plane and data
plane. This chapter describes about several research areas related to the work in
the thesis. We first provide an overview of related work in the area of monitoring
in the inter-domain routing plane. We then summarize the existing work of Internet
measurement, monitoring, and diagnosis on the data plane. We finally provide a
summary of the discussion of net-neutrality violations and its likely implementations.
All these research is the foundation where this thesis is built upon and they inspire
the new work proposed in this thesis.

2.1

Introduction to BGP

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [105] is the de facto standard Internet interdomain routing protocol that Autonomous Systems (ASes) use to exchange information about how to reach destination address blocks (or prefixes). Each AS is a
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network entity with well-defined routing policies. BGP uses TCP (port 179) as its
transport protocol, which provides reliable and in-order delivery. The base protocol is
simple, leaving significant freedom for the network operators to specify various policies in path selection. In the following, we first describe the basic operation of BGP,
the BGP dynamics affecting application performance, and the BGP security issues.

2.1.1

BGP basic operations

BGP sessions between routers within the same Autonomous System are iBGP
sessions and can traverse through several IP hops. BGP sessions between routers
belonging to different ASes are eBGP sessions and usually are established over a
single hop to ensure low latency and loss.
There are four types of BGP messages: OPEN, KEEPALIVE, NOTIFICATION,
and UPDATE. OPEN is used to establish the BGP session between two routers. Once
the session is established, BGP neighbors send each other periodic KEEPALIVEs to
confirm the liveness of the connection. If an error occurs during the life time of a
BGP session, NOTIFICATION message is sent before the underlying TCP connection is closed. The UPDATE message is the primary message used to communicate
information between BGP routers.
There are two types of BGP updates: announcements and withdrawals. An announcement of destination prefix P sent from router Ra in AS A to router Rb in
AS B indicates that the path Ra is willing to carry traffic for Rb to destination P .
Announcements indicate the availability of a new route to a IP prefix. It also in-
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dicates the routing decision of the advertiser. The announcement messages contain
the length of the path as well as the actual path to reach to the destination. An
announcement contains the following fields. Neighbor IP and neighbor AS indicates
where the update is sent. Origin means that whether this route is generated internally
(IGP) or externally (EGP). Local preference is a locally defined parameter to specify
the preference in route selection process. Another internally-defined parameter MED
is also used to specifying cold-potato routing policy. Finally, the community is used
for prefix aggregation. Withdrawals indicate that the sender no longer has a route to
the destination. It invalidates the last update message sent from the advertiser. It
can be caused by network link failures, congestions, router upgrades or configuration
changes.
BGP is a path vector protocol, as the AS PATH attribute contains the sequence
of ASes of the route. Each BGP update contains other path attributes such as
NEXT HOP, ORIGIN, MED (Multiple-Exit-Discriminator), ATOMIC AGGREGATE,
AGGREGATOR [105], etc.. All such attributes can influence the route selection decision. Some of the attributes such as ORIGIN, AS PATH, and NEXT HOP are
mandatory. By representing the path at the AS level, BGP hides the details of the
topology and routing inside each network. BGP is incremental, i.e.every BGP update
message indicates a routing change.
In addition, BGP is policy-oriented. Rather than selecting the route with the
shortest AS path, routers can apply complex policies to influence the selection of
the best route for each prefix and to decide whether to propagate this route to its
neighbors. To select a single best route for each prefix, a router applies the decision
10

process [105] to compare the routes learned from BGP neighbors. The flexibility in
defining routing policies makes BGP more difficult to understand. Moreover, the complexity of the flexibility in expressing BGP policies continuously grows. For instance,
an AS can make routing decision based on its commercial relationship. There can be
dual transit/peer relationship or commercial relationship on a per-destination base,
which makes BGP protocol more complicated. Finally, BGP is a stateful protocol,
meaning that only the changes of the state will be exchanged but no periodic refreshment. The stateful design enables BGP’s capability to scale to the entire Internet.

2.1.2

BGP dynamics

Local BGP changes in a single AS may propagate globally and result in routing
changes in all the ASes on the Internet. In other words, local instability may result
in global performance. To select a single best route for each prefix, a router applies
the decision process [105] to compare the routes learned from BGP neighbors. First,
a route is ignored if the next hop is unreachable. Then the BGP speaker will select
the route with the highest local preference value, which is often set according to the
economic relationship between ASes. The best practice to set the local preference is
that customers route is preferred over providers routes, which is preferred over peer
routes. Intuitively, provider provides transit services to all its customers while peers
are only responsible for carrying traffic to their own customers. The relationship
can be very complex, which is expressed in the local preference field in the update
for each destination. Next, the BGP speaker will choose the route with shortest
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AS path, which indicates better path performance. Third, the router will prefer the
route with lowest MED attribute to implement cold-potato routing with neighboring
networks. Then it prefers EBGP route over IBGP route in order to implement hotpotato routing. If all the steps above are the same, then it select one with shorter
intra-domain distance from IGP protocols, e.g.OSPF. Finally, it breaks the tie based
on router ID.
Although the process of choosing the best route is clear, there is no network-wide
protocol support to express the routing policies and ensure its correctness. There has
been work proposing to ease the job of configuring networks automatically. eamster et
al. [53] applied statical analysis to find faults in BGP configurations. Caesar et al. [34]
proposed a centralized routing control platform (RCP) to facilitate configuration and
route selection inside an AS. Karlin et al. [64] proposed an enhancement to BGP
to slow the propagation of anomalous routes, similar to our design. Karpilovsky
and Rexford [66] recently proposed an algorithm to reduce router memory usage by
discarding alternate routes and refreshing on demand.
Another serious problem in BGP performance is that local routing decision may
lead to BGP oscillation that multiple BGP speakers continuously change their route
selection and never reach a stable state. Such worst-case routing convergence has
been proved to exist and its detection is NP-hard. Routing changes on the Internet
are mostly caused by failures or configuration changes. They occur quite frequently.
At the interdomain level, one can easily observe more than 10 updates per second
to a wide range of destinations from a large tier-1 ISP such as Sprint using publicly
available BGP data from RouteViews [13].
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Moreover, routing dynamics directly influence the data plane, i.e.the packet forwarding behavior. Previous measurement studies [73, 85, 123] have already shown
that routing changes can cause transient disruption to the data plane in the form of
packet loss, increased delay, and forwarding loops. Data plane failures are often caused
by inconsistent forwarding information of routers involved in routing changes [123].
During routing convergence, some routers may lose their routes [122] or have invalid
routes [73]. Routing policies, timer configurations, and network topologies are just
some of the contributing factors [122, 123]. For instance, transient loops can be
caused by temporarily inconsistent views among routers. Persistent loops are more
likely due to misconfigurations [127].

2.1.3

BGP security issues

The Internet originated from a research network where network entities are assumed to be well-behaved. The original Internet design addresses physical failures
well, but fails to address problems resulting from misbehavior and misconfigurations.
Routers can misbehave due to misconfigurations [82], impacting network reachability.
Today, the Internet has no robust defense mechanisms against misbehaving routers,
leaving the routing infrastructure largely unprotected [91]. One of the most widely
known and serious misconfiguration occurred in 1997, when a customer router at a
small edge network by mistake advertised a short path to many destinations, resulting
in a massive blackhole disconnecting a significant portion of the Internet [28]. This
example illustrates the need for an easily deployable protection mechanism to pre-
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vent local forwarding decisions from being polluted. It has been well-known that the
Internet routing is vulnerable to various misconfigurations and attacks [32]. Recent
studies [82, 116, 141] have focused on identifying routing anomalies using BGP data.
Given the lack of security in today’s routing protocols, both the research and
the network operator community have already proposed secure solutions. Several
protocols have been proposed to enhance BGP security by incorporating cryptographic mechanisms to provide confidentiality, integrity, and origin authentication.
S-BGP [69] is the first comprehensive secure routing protocol. It relies on two public
key infrastructures (PKIs) to secure AS identity and association between networks
and ASes. Each route contains two attestations (digitally signed signatures), one for
the origin authentication and one for the route integrity. In reality, due to the large
number of sign and verify operations, S-BGP is too costly to deploy. For example,
SPV [62] utilizes purely symmetric cryptographic primitives, a set of one-time signatures, to improve efficiency. Butler et al. [33] reduced the complexity of S-BGP by
exploring path stability. Along the angle of reducing the overhead of asymmetric key,
Hen et al. [130] proposed a scheme using key chain to improve its performance. Only
one existing work, Secure Origin BGP (soBGP) [93], focuses on providing address attestation. However, soBGP still uses one PKI to authenticate the address ownership
and AS identity. Each soBGP router first builds a topology database securely, including the address ownership, organization relationship and topology. Aiello et al. builds
an address ownership proof system [16] which still uses a centralized infrastructure
requiring gathering address delegation information.
However, we have witnessed a rather slow deployment. Furthermore, most of
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them do not eliminate the possibility of router misconfigurations and their associated impact. Complementary approaches exist without modifying BGP to identify
configuration errors. IRV [57] defines such a service to mitigate malicious or faulty
routing information by relying on collaboration among several networks. Feamster et
al. [53] applied statical analysis to find faults in BGP configurations. Caesar et al. [34]
proposed a centralized routing control platform (RCP) to facilitate configuration and
route selection inside an AS. Karlin et al. [64] proposed an enhancement to BGP
to slow the propagation of anomalous routes, similar to our design. Karpilovsky
and Rexford [66] recently proposed an algorithm to reduce router memory usage by
discarding alternate routes and refreshing on demand.

2.2

Characterization of Internet control plane

There has been a significant amount of work on characterizing Internet control
plane behavior, including passive topology discovery, understanding BGP dynamics,
and root cause analysis. Many related work relies on analyzing BGP updates collected
passively. There are two types of BGP data, the table dumps and the routing updates.
The former keeps of the snapshot of the best routes used by the router contributing
the data. The latter contains a sequence of routing updates received over time. The
other type of measurement relies on injecting controlled routes to the unused prefixes
into the Internet.
There exist several public route monitoring systems, such as Route Views [14] and
RIPE [10], which have been deployed to help understand and monitor the Internet
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routing system. These monitoring systems operate by gathering real-time BGP updates and periodic BGP table snapshots from various ISP backbones and network
locations on the Internet to discover dynamic changes of the global Internet routing
system. The routers in the ISP networks exposes default-free routing data to these
collectors with real-time BGP session. Various research studies have been conducted
relying on these data, including network topology discovery [59], AS relationship
inference [24, 43, 44, 56, 115], AS-level path prediction [86, 90], BGP root cause
analysis [54], and several routing anomaly detection schemes. Most of these studies
process the routing updates and the BGP table snapshots from the route monitoring
system, extracting information such as AS-level paths and their changes over time,
to study the dynamic routing behavior.

2.2.1

Network topology discovery

BGP data is an important information source for understanding the Internet topology. Very basic network properties are critical for understanding the Internet routing
system. These properties include AS connectivities, IP prefix to origin AS mappings,
stub AS information and stub AS’s provider information, multi-homed ASes, and
AS path information. A large group of related work focus on examining the graph
properties of topology snapshots such as node degree distribution [50, 107, 117]. The
theoretical analysis shows that the Internet exhibits power law distribution. The
seminal work by Faloutsoset al. [50] found that the degree of inter-domain AS level
topology exhibits a power-law degree distribution. Stickily speaking, the degree dis-
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tribution of the AS topology does not conform to a strict power law but with a heavy
tail. Later work seeks for explanation for the highly-variable degree distribution.
One possible explanation is that the AS size determines the AS topology, but AS size
varies significantly due to business reasons.
Many of these work on Internet topology are using BGP snapshots or traceroutes
over longer time period [96]. The snapshot-based approach may miss significant
number of links due to the limited visibility induced by vantage points. Such analysis
are limited by the vantage points of BGP data. Besides static topology snapshots,
other work explores the evolution of the Internet over time. The most challenge
problem is to identify the real topology changes from the observed topology. A
most recent work studies the topology evolution as a liveness problem consisting
of consistent-rate birth process and death process. It points out that the impact
of transient routing dynamics on topology characteristics decreases over time. It
subsequently proposes a model that predicts the real topology given the observed
topology with a confidence interval.
BGP allows each AS to choose its own policy in choosing the best route. One
of the important factors determining the route selection policy is the commercial
relationships between autonomous systems. It is essential to infer the AS relationship
in order to fully understand the Internet topology and to predict AS-level routing
path. The relationship between ASes can be classified as customer-provider, peering,
and sibling relationship. Such relationship is usually not available to the public due
to privacy concerns. The seminal work by Gao proposes an algorithm to infer the
AS relationship based on routing paths from BGP tables [56]. From the BGP table,
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we can easily construct a AS-level connected graph. The algorithm is based on the
heuristic that the size of the AS is proportional to its node degree in the graph. The
relationship between ASes are then built based on the size of the ASes. Other work
subsequently proposes methodologies to improve the accuracy using registry data or
other data sources [25, 43, 44, 115]. Knowing commercial relationships among ASes
reveals network structure and is important for inferring AS paths.

2.2.2

BGP diagnosis and root cause analysis

T. Griffin [31] observed that ”In practice, BGP updates are perplexing and interpretation is very difficult.” Given routing instabilities occur rather frequently and
complex BGP policy-based routing, understanding the root causes of various updates
is challenging. Several research has been proposed to locate the autonomous system responsible when a routing change occurs by correlating the routing updates for
many prefixes. These techniques have proven to be effective in pinpointing routing
events across multiple ISPs. Feldmann et al. [54] proposes an algorithm based on the
intuition that the responsible AS should appear either on the old path or the new
path, given an AS-level path change. Then they use simulation approach to inject
failures on the real AS topology from BGP updates. The methodology is verified
using measurement data with several heuristics.
Different from the previous work of diagnosing BGP from multiple ASes, the
work by Wu et al. [125] focuses on diagnosing BGP updates within a single ISP.
It is also the closest related work on identifying routing disruptions to Chapter IV.
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However, even within a single ISP, the amount of BGP updates may prevent the
operator from pinpointing the key problems. This work aims at summarizing the
large volume of updates to a small number of reports that highlights the significant
BGP routing changes impacting large amount of traffic. Their system groups all BGP
updates from all the border routers of the ISP to several events with similar changing
patterns occurring close in time. They combine with intra-domain OSPF data as well
as router log to validate the system.
A follow-up work by Huang et al. [63] performs multivariate analysis using BGP
data from all routers within a large network combined with router configurations
to diagnose network disruptions. In contrast, we do not rely on such proprietary
BGP data, and we can apply our system to diagnose routing changes for multiple
networks. There are also several projects on identifying the location and causes of
routing changes by analyzing BGP data from multiple ASes [54, 119]. However, it
is difficult to have complete visibility due to limited number of BGP monitors. Note
that our system is not restricted by the deployment of route monitors and can thus
be widely deployed.

2.3

Characterization of Internet data plane

ISP AS-level topology can be inferred from the BGP data, which can be accessible
from public route repository. However, not all the ASes are willing to share the
BGP data due to overhead and privacy concerns. In the data plane, the routerlevel Internet topology is even more difficult to obtain from the research community.
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Without cooperation from the ISPs, researchers have been seeking approaches to
characterize the data-plane performance on the Internet. In the following section, we
first discuss several performance metrics for data-plane performance characterization
and methodologies to measure these metrics. Then we discuss existing topology
discovery work on data plane.

2.3.1

Data-plane measurement methodology

Traceroute is a tool widely used for path discovery on the Internet from the end
hosts. It reports the IP addresses for the routers along the path from a source to a
destination. The source host sends packets with limited Time-to-live (TTL) values
in the IP header. Routers along the path decrement the TTL value by one each hop.
When the TTL value is zero, the router discards the packet and sends back an ICMP
TTL expired message. The sender discovers routers along the path using the source
IPs of the ICMP messages.
The traditional traceroute faces several measurement inaccuracies due to topology
or network device artifacts. For instance, multiple equal cost path can exist between
a pair of ingress and egress routers in the intra-domain for load-balancing purpose.
Routers can spread their traffic across multiple equal-cost paths using per-packet,
per-flow, or per-destination policies. The multi-path existence means that there is no
longer a single path from a source to a destination. In packet-based load-balancing,
one packet may traverse any of the possible paths. For per-flow based balancing, different flows between a source/destination pair may go through different paths. Thus,
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traditional traceroute cannot discover the true nodes and links traversed. Augustinet
al. [19] introduces Paris-traceroute, which controls the probe packet header fields to
force all packets follow the same path to a destination. It can distinguish per-flow
based load-balancing from the per-packet based load-balancing.
Traceroute reports the routers along the paths using the source address of the
“Time exceeded” ICMP messages. However, the address is actually the outgoing interface of the router traversed. It causes the alias problem in inferring the network
topology, i.e.determining which IP address belongs to which router. Otherwise, the
inferred topology may contain more routers than link than the actual topology. Existing work solves the alias resolution problem by using various techniques, including
mapping the IP addresses to DNS names, combining addresses with similar reverse
TTL value [135].
Besides path discovery to gain a basic understanding of the Internet topology, researchers are also interested in metrics that directly affects the application, i.e.latency,
loss rate and bandwidth. Traceroute and ping are the two common tools widely used
for measuring network latency between a source/destination pair or from a source
to an intermediate router.The most popular tool for packet loss rate measurement is
ping. Ping sends ICMP echo packets to the target host with fix intervals. Loss rate is
computed by the number of response packet not received from the target host. Most
work use the discrete sampling approach with fixed-interval probe packets to measure
loss rate. To distinguish the loss rate on the forward path versus the reverse-path,
it is commonly using the large packet as the probe packet on the forward path, as
large packets are more likely dropped than the small ICMP replies [81]. Sommerset
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al. [109] showed that the discrete sampling approach cannot capture the true loss
rate due to the bursty nature of loss behavior in the network. Their experiments
show that even for probes with Poisson intervals are not sufficient. This paper proposes Badabing, a tool that explores the characteristics of loss episode frequency and
duration to capture loss rate more accurately with low overhead.
Another important metric to quantify network service quality is the available
bandwidth of the bottleneck links. It is challenging to accurately infer the available
bandwidth without load information from all relevant links. Most of the tools rely
on two-ended control by sending large number of packets to cause congestion on the
target link. Common techniques use a chain of packets with different size and measure
the latency difference of various-sized packets [62]. By customizing the TTL value in
the packet header, these approaches exploits how different-sized packets are handled
by the routers. The bottleneck location can be inferred via hop-by-hop measurement.

2.3.2

Topology discovery

ISPs do not reveal their router-level topology to the research community as it
is often considered confidential. Thus, researchers usually rely on end hosts to infer router-level topology. Understanding the router-level topology can shed light on
whether the synthetic topology for simulation is representable. Springet al. [110]
presents Rocketfuel, a light-weight system, to infer accurate ISP router-level topology. To achieve low measurement overhead, Rocketfuel uses routing information to
select a set of paths that are likely traversing the ISPs under study. To further re-
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duce overhead, it suppresses the probes that are likely to traverse redundant paths
following the same segment inside the ISP network. Traceroute-based approach may
not be very accurate due to alias problem, i.e.one router may return different IPs
depending on different interfaces traversed. This work produces detailed maps for
ten large ISPs, which is an important base of the work in this thesis.

2.3.3

Network tomography

Network Performance Tomography is a technique that correlates performance
measurements across multiple end-to-end paths infer the performance of the internal links. Using statistical inference, it can infer packet loss, delay, and even the
underlying topology, from purely end-to-end probes [47]. It is first applied on identifying the packet loss rate of individual link in a multicast infrastructure. To improve
the accuracy and practical aspects, they emulate multicast probes with sets of unicast packets and study simple performance level correlations among dedicated packet
streams. Buet al. [30] infers loss rate of individual link from end-to-end multicast
measurement in a collection of trees. They propose the minimum variance weighted
average (MVWA) algorithm infers the loss rate on each tree separately and aggregate the inference across trees using the expectation-maximization algorithm. The
algorithm can achieve reasonable accuracy even with certain portion of measurement
missing given its statistical nature. The method can also be easily extended to latency
metrics.
Besides network tomography in multicast networks, Zhaoet al. [142] applies the
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tomography concept on the Internet. The accuracy of the tomography approach may
not be high on the Internet given various sources of measurement noise. Instead of
identifying the exact link causing congestion, it proposes a minimal identifiable link
sequence algorithm to pinpoint the minimal length of link sequence with undistinguishable performance properties.
Overall, tomography approach uses signal processing and statistical techniques to
infer link level property or shared congestion based on end-to-end measurement in
both IP networks or multicast networks. The accuracy of tomography approaches is
subject to uncertainty from the statistical assumption of the network. Moreover, the
algorithm can be fundamentally under-constrained as there exist unidentifiable links
that cannot be easily distinguished. It also requires a large amount of end-to-end
measurement to achieve high accuracy.

2.4

Interaction between control and data plane

A significant number of measurement studies have been conducted to examine
the impact of routing changes on data plane performance degradation [15, 52, 74, 77,
100, 122, 123]. With large volume of routing updates on the Internet, it is essential
to understand how routing changes result in end-to-end performance degradation.
Moreover, understanding how topology, configurations and routing policies affect the
data-plane performance can help improve the network performance in the long term.
Wanget al. [123] studies the end-to-end performance on the Internet under controlled
routing changes. They examine delay, loss rate, jitter, and out-of-order packets using
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probes from planetlab to the destination with scheduled routing changes. The paper
found that routing changes can lead to severe packet loss rate as long as 20 seconds.
the iBGP configuration is the major cause of the performance degradation during
routing convergence. This thesis also examines routing change’s impact on data
plane but under the metric of reachability.
Other work focuses on examining other aspects of routing changes’ impact. Labovitzet
al. [74] presents a two-year study of Internet routing convergence. It focused on the
stability of the path between two ISPs by artificially injecting routing failures. It
shows that the path restoral delay can be significant due to unexpected interaction of
router times and specific router vendor implementation. The duration and location
of end-to-end path failures are studied and correlated with BGP routing instability
in [52]. Data plane transient failures are also widely studied in [60, 98, 100, 113, 122].
It has been shown that transient loops can be caused by inconsistent or incomplete
views among routers during routing convergence [143], while persistent loops are more
likely a result of misconfiguration and can be explored to create flooding attacks [127].
In [20], light-weight data plane countermeasures are used to detect routing protocol
and data plane attacks, which can be used in the routing architecture. Our work
uses a wide range of measurements in analyzing the impact of the data plane failures
triggered by routing updates. This thesis focuses on exploring the coarse-grained
performance degradation in terms of reachability caused by routing changes. We
measure the data plane performance via active probing triggered by routing updates.
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2.5

Infrastructure-based monitoring and diagnosis

The more closely related work is measuring the ISP performance. The ISPs set
up measurement platform to monitor its own network latency, loss rate, reachability,
and bandwidth. In this section, we will first discuss several work on SLA monitoring
methodologies. Then we summarize existing work to diagnose network disruptions
from ISPs’ perspective.

2.5.1

SLA monitoring

The Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a set of performance metrics that an Internet Service Provider (ISP) needs to ensure for its customers. It contains various
metrics such as average and maximum packet loss rate, delay, jitter, and network
reachability. Each ISP has its own promised performance in the agreement with
its customers, namely, the Service Level Agreements(SLAs). Accurate and efficient
monitoring of SLA compliance is critical for an ISP as it directly impacts the ISP’s
revenue and reputation. The ability to monitor SLA compliance is essential for both
customers and ISPs to optimize their network performance. Many SLA compliance
monitoring techniques have been proposed in previous work. Today’s SLA specifications contain metrics such as average and maximum packet loss rate, delay, jitter,
and network reachability [3, 7, 9, 12].
Many previous work on SLA monitoring is from a single ISP’s perspective. ISPs
set up monitors to collect routing data from all the routers within its network. For
instance, the design and deployment of the OSPF server for a single ISP is studied
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to provide real-time and accurate view of the topology of an IP network and the
path traversed by different flows. It captures the dynamic changes of the network in
face of link or router interface failures. It can also help monitor the effect of routine
maintenance and configuration changes.
A recent work [48] uses network performance tomography to monitor SLA inside
an ISP with relatively low measurement overhead. This work presents a methodology
to use a single multi-objective probe stream to evaluate loss rate, delay, and delay
variation. A centralized probe scheduler interacts with the senders to make use one
probe for multiple purpose. It also proposes a methodology to quantify the lower
bounds on all the path performance metrics using measurements from a subset of
paths. In contrast, this thesis focuses on monitoring SLA compliance from endsystem’s perspective.
There exists commercial third-party systems to help ISP monitor performance
such as the commercial KeyNote system [70]. KeyNote system measures the latency
and loss rate for paths internal to the ISPs and paths between a pair of ISPs. It
place measurement servers co-located with the ISP point of presence (PoPs) and
measure the paths between them. This approach requires cooperation from the ISPs
thus limits its deployment scope. The loss rate measurement is based on HTTP web
downloads which heavily depends on TCP congestion control and is coarse-grained.
Overall, the SLA monitoring focuses only on paths within an ISP, which does not
capture any end-to-end performance to the destinations. Since Internet routing is
destination based, the path to reach the destination may not be the same as the path
to another measurement node.
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2.5.2

Network diagnosis from ISPs’ perspective

The ability to efficiently and accurately troubleshoot network disruptions is of
critical importance to Internet Service Providers (ISPs). In most ISP networks, network events occur continuously in different locations and at different layers. It is thus
important to quickly identify and proactively respond to potential problems which
can be early symptoms of more serious trouble. In order to achieve this, network
monitors have been set up to collect various types of data, which usually represent
network disruptions in different layers. To identify important network disruptions
from such huge amounts and various types of data, it is necessary to identify the
correlation across different network changes,which can further help investigate and
locate the disruption.
Traditional troubleshooting in an ISP network usually requires time-consuming
manual data correlation by operators despite the availability of numerous tools generating alerts using one or a small number of data sources. However, troubleshooting
in a network consists of diverse protocols and elements. The current approach has
several limitations. If each data source is analyzed and acted upon independently, the
resulting mitigation response may be suboptimal and redundant. Furthermore, such
an approach cannot easily identify the effect and possible cause of a problem. For
example, purely analyzing BGP flapping routes alone cannot always identify whether
it is caused by peering link failure, internal disruption, or customer network instability. Finally, it cannot identify longer-term correlations, which is in fact less sensitive
to correlation errors. To identify shared risks across network elements, Kompella et
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al. [72] proposes a system called SCOPE (spatial correlation engine) to automatically
identify likely root causes across layers. It models the network as several risk groups
and applies it to localize the fault across IP and optical network layers. Later work
proposes a framework to identify hidden correlations across multiple data sources and
across geographic locations [84]. The correlation information can assist identifying
root cause and performing efficient mitigation strategies.

2.6

End-host based monitoring and diagnosis

Besides the above mentioned ISP-centric approaches, there has been a large body
of work on enabling end-user to measure and diagnose the Internet. It is challenging
to effectively measure and compare the quality of network services offered by different core ISPs from end hosts. When disruptions occur, the capability to quickly
locate the failure and to proactively bypass is important to improve the reliability
of end-to-end paths. Much work has been proposed to use end-host based probing
to identify various network properties. For example, Rocketfuel [110] discovers ISP
topologies by launching traceroute from a set of hosts in an intelligent manner to
ensure scalability and coverage. iPlane [79] estimates the Internet path performance
using traceroutes and prediction techniques. There have been many other research
measurement infrastructures [39, 42, 55, 58, 94] for measuring network distance with
performance metrics such as latency and bandwidth. Another example is PlanetSeer [136] which uses active probes to identify performance anomalies for distributed
applications. The key difference from these measurement efforts is that our work
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focuses on using collaborative traceroute probes to diagnose network problems, in
both routing and performance aspects, associated with large networks. The closest
work on monitoring ISP performance using end-host based probing is NetDiff [83]
which measures latency for one ISP at a time. Our work differs in that our approach
efficiently monitors traffic discrimination for multiple ISPs simultaneously to enable
cross ISP comparison.
After reviewing the large body of related work of network monitoring for general
purpose, next, we discuss the related work to discover a specific types of performance
issue, the net-neutrality violations. Network neutrality is a topic that has recently
drawn significant attention [27, 41, 128, 129]. Crowcroft has pointed out that network
neutrality has different technical definitions and feasibility in various types of network
models [41]. From the detection perspective, a recent study uses end-host based
active measurement to identify one type of discrimination: port blocking [27]. For
prevention, new measurement techniques [21, 22] based on encryption and multipath routing have been proposed to conteract ISPs’ potential selective treatment and
discrimination of measurement traffic. Our system focus on systematically detecting
various types of discrimination on the Internet. Finally, our work also resembles a
broad class of measurement studies to reverse engineer the Internet [80, 111].
To summarize, past work in the area of Internet monitoring and diagnosis has
demonstrated the limitation of ISP-centric approaches and illustrated the potential
opportunities for enabling more accurate end-host based monitoring systems. Next,
we turn to discuss the unique approaches in our research to address various problems
under this context.
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CHAPTER III
On the Impact of Route Monitor Selection

3.1

Introduction

There exist several public route monitoring systems, such as Route Views [14] and
RIPE [10], which have been deployed to help understand and monitor the Internet
routing system. These monitoring systems operate by gathering real-time BGP updates and periodic BGP table snapshots from various ISP backbones and network
locations to discover dynamic changes of the global Internet routing system. Various research studies have been conducted relying on these data, including network
topology discovery [59], AS relationship inference [24, 43, 44, 56, 115], AS-level path
prediction [86, 90], BGP root cause analysis [54], and several routing anomaly detection schemes. Most of them process the routing updates from the route monitoring
system to study the dynamic routing behavior.
These studies relying on BGP routing data usually assume that data from the
route monitoring systems is reasonably representative of the global Internet. However,
no existing work has studied the limitations of route monitoring systems and the
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visibility constraint of different deployment scenarios. For example, recent work using
these data to detect malicious routing activities, such as address hijacking [61, 65,
75, 76] could potentially suffer from evasion attacks similar to those affecting traffic
monitoring systems [106]. The accuracy of such anomaly detection schemes depend
heavily on the coverage of the route monitoring system. The limitation of the route
monitor system is critical for any system relying on BGP data from multiple vantage
points.
It is usually impossible to obtain routing data in real time from every network
due to the scalability issue and privacy concern. Obtaining one feed from one AS
often provides a restricted view given there are many routers in an AS, each with a
potentially different view of routing dynamics. Additional BGP feeds are useful for
detecting routing anomalies, traffic engineering, topology discovery and other applications. But adding an additional feed usually requires interacting with a particular
ISP to set up the monitoring session. Therefore, an urgent question is to understand
the generality and representativeness of the given monitor system, and to understand
how to select monitor locations to maximize the overall effectiveness of the route
monitoring system.
Some existing work [23, 104, 133] studied the limitation of existing monitor placement and monitor placement algorithms [95] in terms of topology discovery. In this
work, we study the impact of monitor network location constraints on various research
work in the Internet routing community. We are the first to examine the visibility
constraints imposed by the deployment of route monitors, impacting a diverse set of
applications. To understand the difference among current deployment settings, we
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analyze three deployment scenarios: all Tier-1 ISPs only, Route Views and RIPE
setup, and a setup combining many public and private vantage points. We further
study four simple schemes of network monitor selection and the resulting impact on
multiple metrics based on the applications using the data. Our analysis shows that
current public monitors already provide good coverage in various applications we
study.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we introduce
the methodology of our study, followed by a short discussion comparing three deployment scenarios in Section 3.3. We study in detail several different monitor selection
schemes in Section 3.4.

3.2

Methodology

In this section, we describe our methodology, including the data and various metrics for comparing monitor selection schemes motivated by several common but important applications.

3.2.1

Route monitor locations

The BGP data we used in our study are collected from around 1000 monitoring
feeds, including public data sources such as Route Views [14] and RIPE [10], feeds
from the local ISP, and data from private peering sessions with many other networks,
covering more than 200 distinct ASes, which are not in the public feeds. In the
remainder of the chapter, we use the term monitoring feed to refer to a BGP data
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source from a particular router. We define a vantage point to be a distinct AS
from which we collect BGP data from. Note that feeds from different routers in the
same AS may provide different information, and we leave the study of the difference
between feeds in the same AS for future work. We use one monitoring feed from one
vantage point. For ease of comparison across vantage points, we only choose feeds
with default-free routing tables (with entries for all prefixes), and create a data set
called LargeSet consisting of data from 156 ASes for our subsequent analysis.
The BGP updates are collected from a set of route monitors, each of which establishes peering session with one router in each network being monitored. Note that
our study is inherently limited by the BGP data we have access to and we attempt
to draw general conclusions independent of the data limitation. Although the BGP
data from all available monitors is still not the ground truth for the whole network,
we study different applications using data from different sampling strategies and compare with this LargeSet. Developing more intelligent monitor placement algorithms
is part of future work.
To understand static network properties, instead of using a single table snapshot
from each feed, we combine multiple snapshots taken at different times with routing
updates from each feed whenever available. This helps improve the topology completeness as many backup links are only observable during transient routing changes.
We use two snapshots of tables from each monitoring feed including feeds from about
100 ASes, along with six months of updates and tables from Route Views, RIPE and
a local ISP from May 2006 to Oct. 2006. The resulting network topology contains
25,876 nodes(ASes) and 71,941 links. We list the properties of current peers that
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Route Views and RIPE have in Table 3.2.
To compare different deployment strategies, we construct three sets of realistic
deployment scenarios. First, to understand the visibility of the core of the Internet,
we select only 9 well-known Tier-1 ISPs to be monitors, including AS numbers: 1239,
174, 209, 2914, 3356, 3549, 3561, 701, and 7018. Second, we use only feeds from
commonly used Route Views and RIPE. Third, we use LargeSet to obtain the most
complete topology from all available data. We denote the three deployment scenarios
as Tier-1, Route Views, and LargeSet, respectively.
We focus on three types of applications relying on BGP data, namely (1) discovery
of relatively stable Internet properties such as the AS topology and prefix to origin AS
mappings, (2) discovery of dynamic routing behavior such as IP prefix hijack attacks
and routing instability, and (3) inference of important network properties such as AS
relationships and AS-level paths. Note that the first two applications simply extract
properties directly from the routing data. The performance of the third one depends
not only on the data but also the algorithm used for inference. We describe these
applications in more detail below.

3.2.2

Discovery of static network properties

BGP data is an important information source for understanding the Internet topology. Very basic network properties are critical for understanding the Internet routing
system. These properties include AS connectivity, IP prefix to origin AS mappings,
identifying stub AS information and its provider’s information, multi-homed ASes,
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and AS path information. Intuitively, including vantage points from the core is more
beneficial as a larger number of network paths traverse the core networks. Previous
work [35, 59, 134] has shown the influence of data sources besides BGP table data,
e.g.traceroute data and routing registries, on the completeness of inferred AS topology. We extend this analysis to two other properties: (1) multihomed stub ASes to
understand edge network resilience and potentially increased churn in updates, and
(2) AS paths, which are difficult to infer.

3.2.3

Discovery of dynamic network properties

Dynamic properties of the routing system are of strong interest for studying routing instabilities, e.g.due to misconfigurations, and detecting anomalies. Understanding such properties is useful for troubleshooting and identifying possible mitigation
to improve routing performance. We focus on two representative applications here:
monitoring routing instability and IP prefix hijack attack detection.
Routing instability monitoring: Routing updates are a result of routing decision changes in some networks caused by events such as configuration modifications,
network failures, and dynamic traffic engineering. Comprehensively capturing Internet routing changes is useful for important applications like troubleshooting, routing
health monitoring, and improved path selection.
IP prefix hijacking detection: One of the original goals of the public route monitoring systems in Route Views and RIPE is troubleshooting. Nowadays they are
increasingly used for the timely detection of malicious routing activities such as pre-
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fix hijacking attacks. Current hijack detection systems in control plane [61, 75] rely
on detecting inconsistency in observed BGP updates across vantage points. However, the detection system may not detect all attacks due to limited visibility. In this
work, we study the impact of different monitoring deployment setups on the detection
coverage.
Intuitively, an attack is missed if no vantage point of the monitoring system adopts
the malicious route. Thus, we define attack evasion as follows. For a monitoring
system SM = m1 , m2 , . . . , mn with n monitors, given an attacker A, a victim V , and
A
V
A
the hijacked prefix p, if ∀i, P refm
(p) < P refm
(p), where P refm
(p) is the route
i
i
i

preference value for p announced from A as observed by mi , then attacker A can
hijack V ’s p without being detected.

3.2.4

Inference of network properties

The third class of application studied relates to properties inferred from the above
basic properties from BGP data.
AS relationship inference: There is much work [24, 43, 44, 56, 115] on inferring AS
relationships from BGP AS paths. Knowing commercial relationships among ASes
reveals network structure and is important for inferring AS paths. In this work, we
study the commonly-used, Gao’s degree-based relationship inference algorithm [56].
AS-level path prediction: Accurately predicting AS paths is important for applications such as network provisioning. In this work, we compare two path prediction algorithms under various monitor deployment settings. We use the recent algorithm [86]
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Category
Number of ASes
Number of AS links
Profit-driven prediction
Length-based prediction

Tier-1
25732
51223
34%
67%

Route Views
25801
56000
39%
76%

LargeSet
25876
71941
43%
73%

Table 3.1: Comparison among three deployment scenarios.

which makes use of the inferred AS relationships, and study both profit-driven and
shortest-path-based route selection. For the profit-driven policy, the route selection
prefers customer routes to peering routes and over to provider routes. Note that
predicted paths for both approaches need to conform to relationship constraints [56].
We also study the recent work [89] which does not use AS relationships but instead
exactly matches observed paths.
To improve scalability, we eliminate stub AS nodes, or customer ASes that do
not provide any transit to other ASes. The graph without stub nodes contains only
4426 (16% of all nodes) and 25849 links (15% of all links). For completeness, we also
simulate the path prediction to 50 randomly sampled stub ASes. We include these
50 stub ASes and their links.

3.3

Deployment scenario analysis

We first analyze the three deployment scenarios, Tier-1, Ruter Views, and LargeSet defined in Section 3.2.1. We study the impact of these three settings on applications of AS topology discovery, AS relationship inference, and AS-level path
prediction.
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Data
Route Views
LargeSet

Tier
2
3
40 58
82 60

1
9
9

4
12
5

Geographic location
Europe Asia Africa America
37
4
1
77
46
4
1
105

Table 3.2: Statistics of the monitors.
Data
Route Views
LargeSet

Min
156
156

Address
Avg
Max
65313 1561473
116989 1561473

Min
3
1

Degree
Avg Max
247 2922
344 2922

Min
0
0

Customer
Avg Max
112 2899
177 2899

Table 3.3: Monitor size characterization
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of observed links across tiers.

Table 3.1 summarizes the comparison across the three setups. Confirming previous
studies [23, 133], we find that the largest monitor set, LargeSet, observes much more
links but only slightly more non-private ASes. The additional ASes in the LargeSet
are mostly at the edge. Using Gao’s degree-based relationship inference algorithm,
we compare the accuracy of inferred paths comparing with paths in BGP data in
terms of path length. Note that the improvement is small for path prediction with
increasing vantage points. Interestingly, using the largest data set lowers the lengthbased prediction accuracy. These results imply that Gao’s algorithm is reasonably
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stable with changes in the BGP data.
We list the network properties of current peers of both Route Views and LargeSet
in Table 3.2. We use the tier definition specified in previous work [115]: Tier-1 means
closest to the core Internet and Tier-5 is associated with stub or pure customer ASes.
We also analyze each AS in the aspects of geographic location. Next, we study the
number of IP addresses it announces, its degree and its customers in Table 3.3. The
additional ASes in LargeSet are mainly Tier-2 ASes in US, with large number of
addresses and degree.
To understand which links are identified using a larger data set, we plot in Figure 3.1 the topological location of links in each data set. The X-axis indicates the
link level, defined by the tier value of the two ASes associated with the link sorted
in increasing order. For example, there are 10 links observed from LargeSet between
nodes in tier-1 and tier-4 at the X value of 14. The hierarchy level for each node
is assigned according to the relationship inferred using all the data available. As
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expected, the additional benefit of observed links are mostly at the edge.
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Figure 3.4: Monitors in Tier 3

3.4

Monitor Selection Analysis

In the previous section, we have observed some differences and similarities among
the three realistic deployment settings. To delve deeper, we apply four simple schemes
to identify the incremental benefit and even possible negative effects of adding monitors for a wider set of applications.

3.4.1

Monitor selection schemes

Our candidate set of monitors consists of all BGP feeds we have access to. We
study the following four ways of adding monitors.
Random based: monitor nodes are selected randomly.
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Figure 3.5: Number of observed links

Degree based: monitors with the largest node degree are selected first based on the
entire data set. Node degree means the number of neighbors each AS has.
Greedy link based: at any time, the next monitor is selected with the largest
number of unobserved links, given the set of already selected monitors.
Address block based: without relying on all the data, monitors in the ASes that
originate the largest number of IP addresses are selected with random tie breaking.

3.4.2

Discovery of static network properties

To fully understand how each scheme works, we study the topological distribution
of the monitors selected based on the tier classification, with the first three tiers
shown in Figure 3.2 3.3, and 3.4. We observe that as expected the address-blockbased scheme always selects the Tier-1 nodes first as they usually announce largest
number of addresses. For Tier 2 and Tier 3, there is little difference among the
schemes.
We first show that the observed link count increases with vantage point in Figure 3.5. Confirming previous studies [95], the increase of links from 80 vantage points
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can be twice as the links observed from one. The greedy-based scheme performs best
as expected, followed by the the degree-based one. Interestingly, the address block
based scheme is no better than random selection. This is likely due to the fact that

Number of observed multi-homed ASes

most ASes in our candidate set contribute a similar number of links.
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Figure 3.6: Number of observed multi-homing stub ASes

Next, we study the prevalence of multi-homing at edge networks for network
redundancy as shown in Figure 3.6. The greedy-based selection again performs best
as additional edge links for multi-homed stub ASes are more likely discovered. The
difference between random and greedy can be up to several hundred, indicating that

Number of subpaths

we may not have a complete set of multi-homed customer ASes.
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Figure 3.7: Observed AS path count (including subpaths)

As we have shown, accurate AS path prediction is still quite challenging. One way
to lower the difficulty is to collect as many empirically observed AS paths as possible,
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as depicted in Figure 3.7. Greedy performs the best, followed by the degree-based
scheme. Note that the absolute difference in observed paths for the same number of
vantage points among various schemes can be as large as one million.

3.4.3

Discovery of dynamic network properties

We study two applications relying on monitoring of dynamic routing events.
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Figure 3.8: Fraction of observed routing events

Routing instability monitoring: A single network event such as link failure can
trigger routing updates from many networks. We study how to monitor as many
routing events occurring on the Internet as possible. Figure 3.8 shows the fraction of
BGP routing events observed by the set of vantage points selected. Notice there is a
huge difference between random selection and the other three schemes, indicating that
vantage points associated with core networks (i.e.with high degree and many links,
and originating many addresses) are more likely to observe network instabilities.
IP prefix hijacking detection: Intuitively, more monitors enable more diverse
paths to be observed. Therefore, the IP prefix hijacking detection system has a higher
chance of detecting all hijacks. However, based on our simulations, we observe there
still exist attacker-victim pairs that can evade detection even using all the monitoring
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Figure 3.9: Evasion of prefix hijacking detection: number of attacker-victim pairs
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Figure 3.10: Evasion of prefix hijacking detection: number of attackers per victim
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Figure 3.11: Evasion of prefix hijacking detection: number of victims per attacker

feeds we have access to. Studying to what extent attackers can evade detection is
important for knowing the limitation of current detection systems due to visibility
constraints.
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Figure 3.12: Profit-driven path prediction accuracy (length match).

The main metric we study is the number of attacker-victim pairs that can evade
detection. As shown in Figure 3.9, with 10 nodes deployed in the random scheme,
0.35% of all possible attacker-victim pairs can evade the detection, which is the worst
case we observe from our simulation. We also show changes in the average number of
evading attackers for each victim in Figure 3.10, and in the average number of victims
an attacker can attack without being detected in Figure 3.11. Overall, address block
scheme performs similar to the random scheme, while greedy performs the best in
most cases.

3.4.4

Inference of network properties

In the following we analyze the effect of vantage point selection on inference of
AS relationships and AS-level paths. We study two algorithms for path inference.

3.4.4.1

AS relationship inference and path prediction

We first study commonly used path inference algorithms relying on AS relationships as indicated in Table 3.1. In particular, we apply Gao’s degree-based relationship inference scheme [56] and then predict paths enforcing the AS relationships.
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Figure 3.13: Number of matched top degree AS in all observed AS paths

Figure 3.12 shows that, surprisingly, as the number of monitors increases, the accuracy may decrease compared with observed AS paths.
We conjecture this may be caused by the nature of the degree-based relationship
inference algorithm. The algorithm determines the AS relationships based on the
relative degree values of AS nodes within an AS path. The topology obtained from
the vantage points tends to be quite complete already in terms of relative degree
information. As more vantage points are added, more noise may be introduced causing
inaccuracies in inferred AS relationships.
To further understand this, we analyze the changes in the top degree node per
path to explain why the increase in number of vantage points does not always result in
increased accuracy. Based on the degree of each node observed in the topology using
all data available, we identify the top degree AS for each observed AS path. From
each set of vantage points we also locate the top-degree node. We then examine for
each monitor data set, the fraction of matched top ASes for all AS paths compared
with the case for the complete topology, as shown in Figure 3.13. The fluctuation
in the graph indicates that additional BGP data does not consistently improve the
estimation of the top-degree nodes in each path.
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We emphasize that we have made an important observation: BGP data from more
vantage points may not necessarily increase the accuracy of inferred network properties. The inference algorithm [56] is based on degree, which may vary in different
selection of monitors: the further away an AS is to the monitor, the more incomplete
the observed degree is. We point out that developing inference algorithms that are
less sensitive to available data feeds but also more fully utilize the data is important in
this area. We also observe that profit-driven path prediction as shown in Figure 3.12
actually performs worse than length-driven prediction. This could be due to the fact
that profit-driven path selection is more sensitive to the impact caused by inaccurate
AS relationship inference.
Besides accuracy, we also perform other sanity checks for inferred relationships.
Two metrics are used: first, some observed paths are considered as invalid based
on the inferred relationships. The fraction of such invalid paths can be used as an
indication of inaccurate AS relationship inference. We found that the number of
observed invalid paths slightly decreases as the number of vantage point increases.
Second, for some node pairs no valid paths are predicted. Such disconnected node
pairs can be used as another metric of relationship inference inaccuracy. The number
of invalid paths generally decreases with more vantage points as expected; similarly,
the number of AS pairs with valid paths increases with vantage point. Greedy is
again observed to be the best for identifying valid paths.
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Figure 3.14: Sampled path prediction accuracy: exact matching (new algorithm)

3.4.4.2

AS-relationship-independent path prediction

In the following, we study the behavior of a recent proposed path prediction algorithm [89] that does not rely on AS relationships for prediction. For each deployment
scenario, we use all observed AS paths to construct an initial topology model, and
then use observed AS paths of 50 random prefixes to iteratively train the topology
model using the refinement algorithm specified. The trained model is used to predict
the paths from any AS to the same 50 prefixes.
To evaluate the accuracy of the predicted paths, we consider three sets of paths.
The first set, total, is the AS paths to the 50 prefixes observed from the total defaultfree 165 vantage point ASes. The second set observed is the AS paths to the 50
prefixes observed from all the monitors a particular deployment scenario. The third
set unobserved is the complementary set of observed in total. The algorithm always
produces a perfect match on the observed set. Therefore, we use the other two sets for
evaluation. Note that the path prediction in Section 3.4.4.1 is evaluated on observed
instead.
Figure 3.14 shows the fraction of paths in total and unobserved that match the
predicted paths. Overall, all schemes accurately predict 28% ∼ 60% of the unobserved
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paths in all scenarios. This number is lower than those in [90] because we do not
include suffix subpaths in the evaluation sets, and hence do not give partial credits to
the paths that partially match the prediction. The match percentage on unobserved
generally does not increase with more monitors. The above observations show the
difficulty of path prediction: predicting an unobserved path does not benefit much
from observing its subpaths or its reverse path. The figure also shows that the
accuracy on the total set improves with more monitors, which is a result of more
paths being observed. Greedy performs best on the total set because this scheme
observes most paths.

3.5

Summary

Understanding the limitation of route monitor deployment is critical for any system relying on BGP data from multiple vantage points. This understanding also
enables us to better interpret the findings of previous research in terms of their generality and representativeness. Note that it is impossible to obtain routing data in
real time from every network due to the scalability issue and privacy concern. Moreover, a single BGP feed from one AS also presents a restricted view given there are
many routers in an AS, each with a potentially different view of routing dynamics.
However, for the purpose of detecting routing anomalies, traffic engineering, topology
discovery and other applications, it is useful to have additional feeds. But adding
an additional feed usually requires interacting with a particular ISP to set up the
monitoring session. Thus, an urgent question is to understand how to select monitor
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locations to maximize the overall effectiveness of the route monitoring system.
In this chapter we illustrate the importance of route monitor selection on various
applications relying on BGP data. We study BGP data’s impact on three categories
of applications, namely, (1) discovery of relatively stable Internet properties such as
the AS topology and prefix to origin AS mappings, (2) discovery of dynamic routing
behavior such as IP prefix hijack attacks and routing instability, and (3) inference
of important network properties such as AS relationships and AS-level paths. For
each cateogy, we study various monitor deployment strategies by choosing ASes with
diverse topological properties.
We summarize our key results in the following. For the first class, more vantage
points generally improve completeness and accuracy of the topological properties
studied. we find that larger set of monitors can observe much more links but only
slightly more non-private ASes. The additional ASes identified are mostly at the edge.
Using Gao’s degree-based relationship inference algorithm, we compare the accuracy
of inferred paths comparing with paths in BGP data in terms of path length. We
found the improvement is small for path prediction with increasing vantage points.
These results imply that Gao’s algorithm is reasonably stable with changes in the
BGP data. For routing instability detection, we found a huge difference between
different schemes, indicating that vantage points associated with core networks are
more likely to observe network instabilities. For attack evasion, we show that it is
important to take into consideration possibility of evasion due to visibility constraints
for detecting routing attacks.
Overall, our work demonstrates the limitation of purely relying on the ISP data.
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It motivates future work in the area of building monitoring and diagnosis systems
without ISP proprietary purely from end hosts. Revisiting the BGP based monitoring described in Chapter II, all those studies relying on BGP routing data usually
assume that data from the route monitoring systems is reasonably representative of
the global Internet. Our work studied the limitations of route monitoring systems
and the visibility constraint of different deployment scenarios. We are the first to
point out the monitor location’s limitation on the attack detection. It suggests that
any detection system should be aware of the detection inaccuracy induced by vantage
point constraints.
This work also suggests an inherent limitation of approaches relying on routing
data alone. Given that most ISPs are reluctant about revealing details of their networks, they normally keep their routing feeds publicly inaccessible. The existing public routing data repositories, RouteViews and RIPE, receive data from only around
154 ISPs, in most cases with one feed from each AS. The results in this chapter show
that sometimes it is insufficient to detect routing events, not to mention locating
the failure to a particular ISP. Given this fundamental limitation, in Chapter IV we
investigate the techniques to detect and locate performance disruptions using an end
host based approach.
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CHAPTER IV
Diagnosing Routing Disruptions from End Systems

4.1

Introduction

The end-to-end performance of distributed applications and network services are
susceptible to routing disruptions in ISP networks. Recent work has found routing
disruptions often lead to periods of significant packet drops, high latencies, or even
temporary reachability loss [51, 103, 123, 138]. The ability to pinpoint the network
responsible for observed routing disruptions is critical for network operators to quickly
identify the cause of the problems and mitigate potential impact on customers. In
response, operators may tune their network configurations or notify other ISPs based
on whether routing disruptions originate from their internal networks, their border
routers, or remote networks. They may also find alternate routes or inform affected
customers for destinations which will experience degraded performance.
From end users’ perspective, the ability to diagnose routing disruptions also provide insight into the reliability of ISP networks and ways to improve the network
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infrastructure as a whole. Knowing which ISPs should be held accountable for which
routing disruptions helps customers assess the compliance of their service-level agreements (SLAs) and provides strong incentives for ISPs to enhance their service quality.
Past work on diagnosing routing events has relied on routing feeds from each ISP.
These techniques have proven to be effective in pinpointing routing events across
multiple ISPs [54] or specific to a particular ISP [125]. However, given that most
ISPs are reluctant about revealing details of their networks, they normally keep their
routing feeds publicly inaccessible. Today, the largest public routing data repositories,
RouteViews and RIPE, receive data from only around 154 ISPs [10, 14], in most cases
with one feed from each AS. These have shown to be insufficient to localize routing
events to a particular ISP in most cases [119]. As a result, customers are in the dark
about whether their service providers meet their service agreements. Similarly, ISPs
have limited ways to find out whether the problems experienced by their customers
are caused by their neighbors or some remote networks. They usually have to rely on
phone calls or emails to perform troubleshooting [8].
Motivated by the above observations, we aim to develop new techniques for diagnosing routing events from end systems. End systems are effectively hosts end-users
have access to and are typically located at the edge of the Internet. Our approach
differs markedly from recent work on pinpointing routing events in that it purely
relies on probing launched from end-hosts and does not require any ISP proprietary
information. In fact, using active probing on the data plane, our system can more
accurately measure the performance of the actual forwarding paths used rather than
merely knowing the expected routes to be used based on routing advertisements. Fur54

thermore, our techniques can be easily applied to many different ISPs instead of being
restricted to any particular one. This is especially useful for diagnosing inter-domain
routing events which often requires cooperation among multiple ISPs. Our inference
results can be made easily accessible to both customers and ISPs who need better
visibility into other networks. This is also helpful for independent SLA monitoring
and routing disruptions management stemmed from other networks. In addition, end
system probing can be used for both diagnosing and measuring the performance impact of routing events. It offers us a unique perspective to understand the impact of
routing events on end-to-end network performance.
In this chapter, we consider the problem of diagnosing routing events for any given
ISP based on end system probing. Realizing that identifying the root cause of routing
events is intrinsically difficult as illustrated by Teixeira and Rexford [119], we focus
on finding explanations for routing events that the ISP should be held accountable for
and can directly address, e.g.internal routing changes and peering session failures. In
essence, we try to tackle the similar problem specified by Wu [125] without using ISP’s
proprietary routing feeds. Given that end systems do not have any direct visibility
into the routing state of an ISP, our system overcomes two key challenges: i) discovery
of routing events that affect an ISP from end systems; and ii) inference the cause of
routing events based on observations from end systems. We present the details of our
approach and its limitations in terms of coverage, probing granularity, and missed
routing attributes in Session4.3.
We have designed and implemented a system that diagnoses routing events based
on end system probing. Our system relies on collaborative probing from end systems
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to identify and classify routing events that affect an ISP. It models the routing event
correlation problem as a bipartite graph and searches for plausible explanation of
these events using a greedy algorithm. Our algorithm is based on the intuition that
routing events occurring close together are likely caused by only a few causes, which
do not create many inconsistencies. We also use probing results to study the impact
of routing events on end-to-end path latency.
We instantiate our system on PlanetLab and use it to diagnose routing events for
five big ISPs over a period of more than three and half months. Although each endhost only has limited visibility into the routing state of these ISPs, our system is able
to discover a large number of significant routing events, e.g.hot-potato changes and
peering session resets, during that period. We validate the accuracy of our inference
results in two ways. Comparing with existing ISP-centric method, we are able to
distinguish internal and external events with up to 91.2% accuracy. We are able to
identify 4 out of 6 disruptions reported from NANOG mailing lists [8].
We summarize our main contributions. Our work is the first to enable end systems
to scalably and accurately diagnose causes for routing events associated with large
ISPs without requiring access to any proprietary data such as real-time routing feeds
from many routers inside an ISP. Unlike existing approaches to diagnose routing
events associated ISPs, our approach of using end system based probing creates a
more accurate view of the performance experienced by the data-plane forwarding
path. Our work is a first step to enable diagnosis of routing disruptions on the global
Internet accounting for end-to-end performance degradations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We describe the overview of
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system architecture in Session4.2, followed by description of the collaborative probing
in Session4.3. Session 4.4 illustrates the procedure to identify individual routing
changes. Then in Session 4.5 we discuss the algorithm for root cause inference. The
deployment results are shown in Session 4.6 with validation shown in Session 4.7.

4.2

System Architecture

We present an overview of our system in this section. To diagnose routing events
for any given ISP (which we call a target ISP), our system must learn the continuous
routing state of the ISP. Based on the change in routing state, it identifies and classifies
individual routing events. Because a single routing disruption often introduces many
routing events, our system applies an inference algorithm to find explanation for
cluster of events occurring closely in time. It then uses the latency measurements in
the probes to quantify the impact of these routing events. As shown in Figure, our
system is comprised of four components:

Collaborative probing: This component learns the routing state of a given ISP via
continuous probing from multiple end systems. Given the large number of destinations
on the Internet, the key challenge is to select an appropriate subset to ensure coverage
and scalability.

Event identification and classification: This component identifies routing events
from a large number of end system probes. These events are then classified into several types based on the set of possible causes, e.g.internal change, peering failure, or
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external change.

Event correlation and inference: This component searches for plausible explanation for routing events. Although each routing event may be triggered by many
possible causes, we seek to identify a small set of causes that can explain all the events
occurring close in time. We model the inference problem as a bipartite graph and
solve it with a greedy algorithm.

Event impact analysis: This component extracts latency information from end
system probes. It enables us to study the impact of routing events on path latency
according to the cause of events and the impacted ISPs. Note that this information
is not readily available in routing feeds used in previous work on routing diagnosis.
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4.3

Collaborative Probing

For a target ISP, we need to know its routing state to identify and diagnose its
routing events. Unlike previous work that uses many routing feeds from a single
ISP [125], our system relies on end systems that do not have any direct visibility into
ISP’s routing state. Note that it is important to obtain a comprehensive view of the
routing state across major Points of Presence (PoPs) of the target ISP in order to
diagnose routing events associated with the ISP. Utilizing public routing repositories,
aside from the fact they are not real-time, is insufficient due to only one or at most
two feeds from each ISP. The key question in our design is how we can learn the
routing state of an ISP from end system probing alone.

4.3.1

Learning routing state via probing

A router’s routing table contains the traffic forwarding information, e.g.the next
hop, based on the destination prefix. Although an end system may not have direct
access to the routing tables, it could learn this next hop information using traceroute
if the forward path from the host to the destination happens to traverse the router. As
is illustrated in Figure 5.2, traceroute probing from two end systems to one particular
destination experience egress PoP shifts due to the target ISP’s internal disruption.
Ideally, we can learn the next hop from any router to any destination by probing from
an appropriate source. This may not always be possible because we may not have
access to such a source or the router may not respond to our probes.
We focus on diagnosing inter-domain routing events that affect a target ISP. We
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aim to find explanations for events that the ISP should be held accountable for and can
directly address, e.g.internal routing changes and peering session failures. For internal
or intra-domain routing events it is obvious which ISP should take responsibility for
them. Therefore, we do not focus on constructing detailed intra-domain routing
tables. Instead, we keep track of the inter-domain routing tables (BGP tables) of
each major PoP within the ISP.
There are three challenges associated with constructing BGP tables. First, given
a limited set of end systems, the system attempts to obtain as many routes between
PoP-prefix pairs (PoP to destination prefix) as possible. Second, end systems have
limited resources (CPU and network), and our system must have low probing overhead. Third, probing needs to be launched frequently to accurately track the dynamic
routing state.
To address the first two challenges, we devise a scheme to select an appropriate set
of destinations for each end system to probe. We start with a set of prefixes extracted
from BGP tables. Each end system acquires its own routing view by conducting
traceroute to one IP in each of these prefixes. Using the existing method developed
in Rocketfuel [110], we can infer whether each traceroute probe goes through the
target ISP and the PoPs traversed. Combining the routing views from all the end
systems, we obtain a complete set of PoP-prefix pairs visible to our system. We
then try to select a minimum set of traceroute probes that can cover all the visible
PoP-prefix pairs with a greedy algorithm. At each step, we select a traceroute probe
that traverses the maximum number of uncovered PoP-prefix pairs and remove these
newly-covered pairs from the set of uncovered pairs. This process continues until
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there is no uncovered PoP-prefix pair left. The scheduling process has been shown
to be effective in balancing between coverage and overhead [83]. Note that because
ISP network topology and routing evolve over time, each end system periodically
refreshes its routing view. Currently, this is done once a day to achieve a balance
between limiting probing overhead and capturing long-term changes.
To address the third challenge, we developed a customized version of traceroute
which enhances the probing rate by measuring multiple destinations and multiple
hops in parallel up to a pre-configured maximum rate. To prevent our measurement
results from being affected by load-balancing routers, all probe packets have the same
port numbers and type of service value. With our improvement, all the end systems
can finish probing their assigned set of destinations in roughly twenty minutes. This
also means our system can obtain a new routing state of the target ISP every twenty
minutes, the details of which will be shown in §4.6.

4.3.2

Discussion

Although learning ISP’s routing state via collaborative probing does not require
any ISP proprietary information, it has three major limitations compared with directly accessing BGP routing feeds: (i) given a limited number of end systems, we
cannot learn the route for every PoP-prefix pair; (ii) given limited CPU and network resources at end systems, we cannot probe every PoP-prefix pair as frequently
as desired. This implies we may miss some routing events that occur between two
consecutive probes; and iii) we can only observe routing changes but not the other
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BGP attributes changes.
The first problem is a common hurdle for systems focused on finding root causes of
routing changes as described by Teixeira and Rexford [119]. They presented an ideal
architecture for cooperative diagnosis which requires coverage in every AS. Similar to
the work by Wu et al., our work addresses a simpler problem of diagnosing routing
changes associated with a large ISP but purely from end system’s perspectives. Our
ability to solving this problem relies on the coverage we get.
A straightforward solution to improving coverage is to use more end systems. We
use all the available PlanetLab sites (roughly 200) to probe five target ISPs. We
will explain the detailed coverage results in §4.6. Note that a single major routing
disruption near the target ISP, e.g.a hot-potato change or a peering session failure,
often introduces a large number of routing events and affects many different PoPs and
prefixes. In §4.7, we will show that our system is able to correctly identify many such
major disruptions despite covering only a subset of the affected PoP-prefix pairs. As
future work, we plan to study to how the coverage will improve our inference accuracy.
We consider the second problem to be less important. Our system focuses on
diagnosing routing changes that are long-lived enough to warrant ISP’s corrective
action rather than those that are transient and repaired by itself quickly. The latter
may overwhelm the ISPs. Given that inter-domain routing changes can require up
to several minutes to converge [74], our system is sufficient to detect the significant
changes.
The third problem is more fundamental to systems that rely on end system probing, given that such BGP information is inherently proprietary. This implies we
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might identify or locate a routing change but might not know why it occurs. We give
an example of this in §4.5 where we cannot distinguish a route change triggered by
different attribute changes. The focus of our work is on determining whether an ISP
should be held accountable for a routing problem and provide useful hints for the ISP
to diagnose it. After this is done, we believe the ISP itself has the most knowledge
to find the root-cause.

4.4

Event Identification and Classification

In this section, we first describe how we identify individual routing events from
the time sequence of routing states captured for a target ISP. We then present our
event classification method based on likely causes.
As explained in the previous section, we focus on the inter-domain routing state
of the target ISP. Given a PoP-prefix pair, we identify the next hop and the AS path
from the PoP to the destination prefix. The next hop can be either a PoP in the target
ISP or another ISP. This implies we need to extract the ISP and PoP information
from end systems’ traceroute probes.
A traceroute probe only contains the router’s interface addresses along the forwarding path from the source to the destination. We map an IP address to a PoP
in the target ISP using the existing tool based on DNS names (undns) [112]. For
instance, 12.122.12.109 reverse-resolves to tbr2-p012601.phlpa.ip.att.net, indicating it
is in AT&T network, located in Philadelphia (phlpa). undns contains encoded rules
about ISPs’ naming convention. For IP addresses not in the target ISP, we map them
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to ASes based on their origin ASes in the BGP tables [87]. One IP address may map to
multiple origin ASes (MOAS) and we keep a set of origin ASes for such IP addresses.
After performing the IP-to-PoP and IP-to-AS mappings for each traceroute probe,
we know the traversed PoPs in the target ISP and the AS path to destination prefix.
The IP-to-AS and IP-to-PoP mapping may have inaccuracies. Given that errors in
IP-to-AS and IP-to-PoP mappings are sometimes inevitable, we present a method to
deal with such errors in event correlation and inference (§4.5). The errors in these
mappings are less likely to affect the root cause inference accuracy since we use a
greedy algorithm for correlation which will more likely uses the correct mappings.
Note that not all the traceroute probes are used for routing event identification
and classification. They may be discarded for several reasons:
Traceroute probes may not traverse the target ISP when the source hosts do not
have up-to-date routing views or the probes are conducted during temporary routing
changes. Such probes are discarded because they do not contribute any routing
information about the target ISP.
Traceroute paths may contain ’*’ hops when routers do not respond to probes due
to ICMP filtering or rate-limiting. A ’*’ hop is treated as a wildcard and can map
to any ISP or PoP. To simplify path matching for event identification, we discard
traceroute containing two or more contiguous ’*’ hops.
Traceroute paths may contain transient loops likely capturing routing convergence.
Such traceroute paths are not stable and somewhat arbitrary because they depend
on the subtle timing when routers explore alternate paths. Since our goal is to infer
the likely causes of routing events, we are interested in the stable paths before and
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after a routing event rather than the details of the transition. We discard traceroute
paths that contain IP-level, PoP-level, or AS-level transient loops.
Some traceroute paths may contain loops that persist for more than 20 minutes.
Since most routing convergence periods are within several minutes [74], these loops
are likely caused by routing anomalies [127] rather than the unstable router state
during convergence. We still make use of such traceroute paths after truncating their
loops, since these represent stable paths.
Traceroute paths could be incomplete due to ICMP filtering or rate limiting, which
appears to be stars in certain hops. We consider any paths containing two consecutive
stars as incomplete, as missing one hop usually can be inferred from comparison with
previous paths. To save some data, we only discard the paths with two consecutive
starts in the IP level path inside and after the target AS, as we focus on identifying the
changes from the target AS to the destination. We also discard the paths containing
consecutive starts in the PoP level path and the AS level paths. The AS level path
is actually the sub paths after the target AS.
One special type of incomplete traceroute is due to ICMP filtering, which makes
the traceroute paths stop before entering the destination AS. This observation is
usually persistent as the ISPs’ policies are not often changed. Therefore, these paths
are still used for later analysis as they are considered stable.Although they are only
useful for detecting the changes before the entering the ISP performing filtering.
Our probing methodology is designed to avoid some other inaccuracies. To avoid
traceroute path change due to load balancing, we use our own customized tool similar
to Paris-traceroute [19].
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We now describe how we identify inter-domain routing events that affect the target
ISP from the continuous snapshots of routing states obtained from traceroute probes.
An inter-domain routing event is defined as a path change from a PoP to a destination
prefix, in which case either the next hop or the AS path has changed. Since our system
acquires a new routing state of the target ISP periodically, we can identify an event by
observing a path change between the same source and destination in two consecutive
measurements.
Given that there could be ’*’ hops and multiple-origin-ASes (MOAS) hops, we
choose to be conservative in comparing two paths by trying to search for their best
possible match. For instance, path(A, ∗, C) is considered to match path(A, B, C)
because ’*’ can match any ISP or PoP. Similarly, a MOAS hop can match any AS in
its origin AS set.
When observing path changes between two consecutive measurements, we classify
them into three types according to their likely causes. The categories are based on
our goal of pinpointing the ISP that causes routing changes. We focus on the only
commonly occurred types of routing disruptions.

Type 1: Different ingress PoP changes can be caused by routing events in
the up-stream ISPs, the target ISP, or down-stream ISPs. Realizing it is difficult to
enumerate all the possible causes, we do not currently use them for event correlation
and inference.
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Type 2: Same ingress PoP but different egress PoP changes can be caused
by internal disruptions in the target ISP (e.g.hot-potato changes), failures on its
border(e.g.peering session reset), or external changes propagated to the target ISP
(e.g.prefix withdraw).

Type 3: Same ingress PoP and same egress PoP changes are easier to
deal with compared with the previous two types. They may involve internal PoP
path changes, external AS path changes, or both. We will explain how to use such
information for event correlation and inference in the next section.

4.5

Event Correlation and Inference

It is well known that a single major routing disruption often leads to a burst of
routing events and affects many PoPs and prefixes simultaneously. Our goal is to
diagnose which inter-domain routing events are triggered by those major disruptions
that the target ISP should be held accountable for and can take action on.
In many cases, it is extremely difficult to infer the cause of an individual routing
event because an event may be explained by many different causes. An obvious
solution is to improve inference accuracy by correlating multiple “relevant” events
together. However, the key question is how we can discover and make use of the
relevancy between events.
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1. Ignore if the next hop is unreachable
2. Highest local preference
3. Shortest AS path
4. Lowest origin type
5. Lowest Multiple-Exit-Discriminator (MED) value among
routes from the same AS
6. eBGP learned route over iBGP learned route
7. Lowest IGP cost (hot-potato)
8. Lowest router ID

Table 4.1: BGP decision process

4.5.1

Inference model

Before describing our inference model used for event correlation, we make an
assumption that each routing event can be explained by only one cause. This is a
standard assumption made in many existing works on root cause analysis [54, 119]
and fault diagnosis [72]. Note that this assumption does not prevent us from inferring
multiple simultaneous causes as long as the events triggered by different causes are
independent.
We start by defining a few terminologies to facilitate our discussion. Since each
event is identified by observing the change between two consecutive path probes, we
call the earlier path probe an old path and the latter one a new path. We call
the egress PoP on the old/new path the old/new egress respectively. In the previous
section, we classify individual routing events into three types. Currently, we do not
use the events of the first type for correlation because it is infeasible to enumerate all
the possible causes for them. We enumerate all the possible causes for the latter two
types of events based on how BGP selects a single best route for each prefix. When
multiple routes are available, BGP follows the decision process in Table 4.1 to select
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the best one.

Same ingress PoP but different egress PoP changes can be triggered by a
prefix withdraw, a prefix announce, or a change in any of the eight steps in Table 4.1.
We ignore Step8 since router ID rarely changes. Step6 is irrelevant because both the
old and the new egresses use external paths. The following causes comprehensively
cover all the remaining possibilities:
• A change in Step1 is explained by either an Old-Peering-Down or a New-PeeringUp. The former implies the peering between the old egress and its next hop AS
is down. The latter means the peering between the new egress and its next hop
AS is up.
• A change in Step2 can be explained by either an Old-Lpref-Decrease or a NewLpref-Increase. The former implies the local preference (Lpref ) at the old egress
decreases. The latter implies the Lpref at the new egress increases.
• A prefix withdraw, an announce, or a change in Step3−5 can be explained by
either an Old-External-Worsen or a New-External-Improve. The former means
the old route to the prefix worsens due to an external factor (e.g.a prefix withdraw, a longer AS path, a higher origin type, or a higher MED value). The
latter implies the new route to the prefix improves due to an external factor
(e.g.a prefix announce, a shorter AS path, a lower origin type, or a lower MED
value).
• A change in Step7 can be explained by an Old-Internal-Increase or a New69
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Figure 4.3: The bipartite graph of root cause inference

Internal-Decrease. The former implies the cost of the old internal path increases
due to a more costly PoP-level link. The latter implies the cost of the new
internal path decreases due to a less costly PoP-level link.

Same ingress PoP and same egress PoP changes
• When there is internal PoP path change, it can be explained by an Old-InternalIncrease or a New-Internal-Decrease.
• When there is next hop AS change, it can be explained by an Old-Peering-Down,
a New-Peering-Up, an Old-External-Worsen, or a New-External-Improve.
• When there is AS path change but no next hop AS change, it can be explained
by an External-AS-Change. It implies the change is not directly related to the
target ISP.
Using the above rules, we can map each event to a set of possible causes. By
aggregating events that occur closely in time (identified between the same pair of
consecutive routing states), we construct a bipartite graph, called evidence graph, as
shown in Figure 4.3. There are two types of nodes in an evidence graph: cause nodes
at the bottom and event nodes at the top. An edge between a cause node and an
event node indicates the event can be explained by the cause. An evidence graph
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encapsulates the relationship between all the possible causes and their supporting
evidences (events).
Conflicts may exist between causes and measurement traces due to noise and errors. For instance, an Old-Peering-Down will conflict with a new trace which traverses
the peering that is inferred to be down. Conflicts stem from two major sources: i)
the subtle timing difference when traceroute probes from different end systems traverse the same peering or measure the same prefix; and ii) errors in the IP-to-AS or
IP-to-PoP mappings.
A measurement trace will never conflict with an Old-Internal-Increase or a NewInternal-Decrease because a cost change on a PoP-level link may not prevent a path
from using the link. However, a measurement trace may conflict with each of the
remaining six causes:
• Old-Peering-Down: a new path still uses a peering that is inferred to be down.
• New-Peering-Up: an old path already used a peering that is inferred to be up.
• Old-Lpref-Decrease: a new path still uses an egress that is inferred to have a
lower Lpref even when there are other egresses with a higher Lpref .
• New-Lpref-Increase: an old path already used an egress that is inferred to have
a higher Lpref (therefore used to have a lower Lpref ) even when there were
other egresses with a higher Lpref .
• Old-External-Worsen: a new path still uses an old route to a prefix even when
it is worse than a new route to the same prefix, or an old path already used a
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new route to a prefix even when the old route to the same prefix was better.
• New-External-Improve: a new path still uses an old route to a prefix even when
a new route to the same prefix is better, or an old path already used a new
route to a prefix even when it was worse than an old route to the same prefix.
We encapsulate the relationship among all the possible causes and their conflicting measurement traces using a conflict graph, as shown in Figure 4.3. Similar to
an evidence graph, it has two types of nodes: cause nodes at the bottom and measurement nodes at the top. An edge between a cause node and a measurement node
indicates a conflict between the cause and the measurement traces. For each evidence
graph, we construct a conflict graph accordingly by inspecting all the measurement
traces in the same pair of consecutive routing states. When a measurement trace
conflicts with some causes in the evidence graph, we insert a measurement node and
the corresponding edges into the conflict graph.

4.5.2

Inference algorithm

We now present our inference algorithm that uses the evidence graph and the
conflict graph to infer likely causes. Our inference is guided by two rules: i) simplest
explanation is most likely to be true. We try to find the minimum set of causes that
can explain all the evidences (events); and ii) we should take into account the noise
and errors in our measurement by minimizing conflicts between inferred causes and
measurement traces.
We use a greedy algorithm to infer causes. In each iteration, it selects a cause
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from the evidence graph with the maximum value of (E −αC), where E is the number
of supporting events and C is the number of conflicting traces (computed from the
conflict graph). Intuitively, it selects a cause that explains many events but raises
few conflicts. It then removes the events that have been explained by the cause from
the evidence graph before entering the next iteration. This process continues until
all the events have been explained.
The parameter α allows us to tune the relative weight between evidences and
conflicts. A larger α makes our algorithm more aggressive in avoiding conflicts. Currently, we set α = 1 in our experiments. However, we find our results are not very
sensitive to the choice of α between 0.1 and 10. This is likely due to the fact that the
number of evidence significantly outweighs the number of conflicts for most causes
(see §4.7).
Given that the inputs to our algorithm (the evidence graph and the conflict graph)
are limited by the coverage of our system and measurement noise and errors, it may
report incorrect causes or miss true causes. To highlight the difference between the
reliability of inferred causes, we introduce a notion of inference confidence for each
cause as E − αC, where E and C have the same meaning as in the above. Intuitively,
causes with a higher inference confidence or more evidence but fewer conflicts are
more reliable. We will demonstrate how inference confidence affects our inference
accuracy in §4.7.
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Figure 4.4: Number of changes detected (Sep. 25, 2007)
ASN
(Tier)
7018
(1)
2914
(1)
3320
(2)
3561
(1)
11537
(3)

Name

Periods

AT&T

3/23-4/9

Verio
Deutsche
Telekom
Savvis
Abilene

# of
Src
230

# of
PoPs
111

# of
Probes
61453

4/10-4/22
9/13-9/22
4/23-5/22

218

46

81024

149

64

27958

5/23-6/24

178

39

40989

9/23-9/30

113

11

17757

Probe
Gap
18.3
min
19.3
min
17.5
min
17.4
min
18.4
min

Table 4.2: Summary of data collection

4.6

Results of Event Identification and Classification

In this section, we present the results of event identification and classification
using our framework over a period of 111 days for five backbone ISPs. We validate
the identified routing events using BGP data from many vantage points at the end
of the section.
The summary of data collection is shown in Table 7.1. We study three Tier-1 ASes,
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one Tier-2, and one Tier-3 AS. As the first step, we study one AS at a time. We plan
to study multiple ASes simultaneously in the future to better diagnose routing events
at a global scale. Table 7.1 shows the number of probing source hosts used and the
number of PoPs covered. Note that there is some variability across the number of
source hosts used as not all hosts are useful for improving the coverage in PoP-prefix
pairs. This provides room for probing multiple ASes at the same time. We verified our
PoP coverage completeness using data from Rocketfuel [110] and router configuration
files from the Abilene network. Table 7.1 also shows the average number of probes
to acquire the routing state of a target ISP. Depending on the ISP, each source host
has to probe 187 to 371 destinations on average. As expected, our system can refresh
the routing state roughly every eighteen minutes. The coverage will increase as the
number of available probing end-systems increases.
Before going into the detailed description, we first use one example to illustrate
that our system is able to detect significant network disruptions with a large number
of routing events. Figure 4.4 shows the number of routing events detected using our
system for Abilene over time on Sep. 25, 2007. It is obvious that the routing event
occurrence is not evenly distributed. We do observe a few spikes across the day. The
constant background noise is often due to routing events that only affect individual
prefixes. The spike around 540min is because of an internal disruption causing the
egress PoP shifted from Washington DC to New York, affecting 782 source-destination
pairs. The next spike around 765min is because one neighbor AS2637 withdrew
routes to 112 prefixes from the Atlanta PoP. The last spike around 1069min is due
to a peering link failure, resulting in the next hop AS of the Washington DC PoP
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Removed
traces (%)

IP
loop
12584
0.18%

PoP
loop
9906
0.14%

AS
loop
1013
0.015%

IP
star
14055
0.2%

PoP
star
5832
0.08%

AS
star
9473
0.13%

No
targetAS
2466917
3.2%

Persistent
IP loop
1727
0.02%

Persistent
AS loop
410
0.005%

Table 4.3: Statistics of data cleaning: avg number of removed traces per day for each
type of anomalous traceroute.

changed from AS1299 to AS20965. All these causes have been confirmed with the
BGP and Syslog data of Abilene. It demonstrates the ability of our system to capture
significant network disruptions.

4.6.1

Data cleaning process

As mentioned in §4.4, we first need to remove the noise in our dataset. Table 4.3
shows the overall statistics of average daily traceroute probe traces removed due to
various reasons. It is expected that a relatively small percentage (0.75%) of traces are
ignored due to contiguous ’*’ hops and temporary loops. We also found 0.025% of the
traces contain persistent IP or AS loops usually occurring close to the destination,
which confirms the observations from a previous study [127].
Note that 3.2% of the traces are discarded due to not traversing the target ISP.
Such traces are not useful as we cannot distinguish between whether it is due to the
target ISP losing reachability or any of the preceding ISPes changing routes. One
noteworthy observation is that 35% of the traces stop before entering the destination.
Most of these networks appear persistently unreachable over time, possibly due to
ICMP filtering at the edges between provider and customers. We still use these
traces as they can help detect routing changes in the partial path before entering the
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Target
AS

7018
2914
3320
3561
11537

Total
events
(% all
traces)
277435
0.35%
415778
0.31%
437125
0.66%
311886
0.35%
81182
0.31%

Ingress
same
Egress
change
33325
12.1%
113507
27.3%
21419
4.9%
34307
11%
12177
15%

Ingress same,
Egress same
internal
external
pop path AS path
213562 , 76.9%
51%
35%
261525 , 62.9%
48%
19%
384233 , 87.9%
8.5%
80.7%
233915 , 75%
45%
31%
45462 , 56%
37%
40%

Ingress
change

30548
11%
40746
9.8%
31473
7.2%
43664
14%
23543
29%

Table 4.4: Statistics of classification

destination network.

4.6.2

Identified events and their classification

We first classify routing events according to the ingress and egress PoP changes.
Table 4.4 shows the fraction of events compared to all the traces as well as their
distribution for all the time periods of each target ISP. Only very small fraction of
the traces contain routing changes. Among these changes, a small fraction (7.2%
- 29%) of them are found to be ingress PoP changes. This is because most of the
probing sources enter the target AS from an ingress PoP near its geographic location.
The majority (56% - 87.9%) of the events are in the category of both ingress and
egress stay the same. This category contains either internal PoP-level path changes
and/or the external AS path changes. The remaining events (4.9% - 27.3%) involve
egress PoP changes. Some of these events may impose significant impact on the target
ISP as a large amount of traffic to many prefixes shift internal paths simultaneously.
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ASN
7018
2914
3561
11537

Dst. prefix
coverage
34145 (15%)
40881 (18.6%)
17317 (7.8%)
13789 (6%)

Dst. traversing
PoPs with BGP
3414 (1.5%)
40039 (18.1%)
2317 (1.1%)
13789 (6%)

Detected events
AS , nexthop
64714, 11% (10.3%, 3.2%)
73689, 23% (19.1%, 8.6%)
55692, 6% (5.8%, 0.5%)
36853, 17% (13.9%, 4.9%)

Missed events
short dur., filter, others
89% (75%, 13%, 1%)
77% (73%, 4%, 0%)
94% (80%, 9%, 5%)
83% (64%, 15%, 4%)

Table 4.5: Validation with BGP data for routing event identification and classification.
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Figure 4.5: Detection ratio changes with probing interval and bandwidth

Abilene, the educational backbone network, was expected to be more stable due
to its simpler topology and less frequent traffic engineering. Surprisingly, we found
that it has a larger fraction of ingress changes. This is observed mainly by three
source hosts, switching their ingress PoP to various destinations. Two of them are
universities in Oregon, with access links to Abilene in both Seattle and Los Angeles.
The other one is a university in Florida, which has access links in both Atlanta and
Kansas City. We confirm this via Abilene border routers’ configuration files. We
believe this could be due to load-balancing or traffic engineering near the sources.
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4.6.3

Validation with BGP data

Using public BGP feeds from RouteViews, RIPE and Abilene, in addition to 29
BGP feeds from a Tier-1 ISP, we validate our results in two aspects: the coverage
in routing state and the coverage in detected changes. We omit AS3320 here due to
lack of BGP feed from it.
To evaluate the coverage of our dataset, we map the destination IP to the longest
prefix using the latest routing table for each AS. Then by comparing the set of prefixes
with all the prefixes in the default-free routing table for each target AS, we compute
the coverage, as shown in the second column of Table 4.5. Arguably the coverage
is limited, between 6% to 18%. However, our traces cover all the known distinct
PoP-level links within each target AS (compared to Rocketfuel data [110]) to detect
significant routing changes associated with the AS. We didn’t include the internal
events in Table 4.5 as they are not able to be observed in BGP data.
We use the following methodology for validating changes detected using BGP
data. For the five ASes we studied, we only have BGP feeds for four ASes. For
each of them, we first identify the corresponding PoP where the BGP feed comes
from. Because different PoPs in an AS usually experience different routing changes,
we compare BGP-observed changes with traceroute-observed changes only when our
traces traverse the PoP of the BGP feed. The third column of Table 4.5 shows the
coverage of the probed destination prefixes that traverse the PoP of the BGP feed
relative to the total number of prefixes for each AS.
The subset of destinations which can be used for comparison varies across ASes
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due to the different number of available BGP feeds. We focus on examining for any
BGP-observed routing change of this subset of destinations, whether we also detect
it using our traces. Moreover, we only account for BGP routing changes with either
AS path changes or next hop AS changes, which can be detected via traceroute. By
comparing the two sets, we calculate the fraction of changes our system can detect,
as shown in the fourth column of Table 4.5. This coverage varies between 6% to 23%.
Note that we can also detect many internal changes which are not observed in the
BGP data (thus not included in this table).
For those changes missed by our system, there are two main reasons. First, the
routing changes last too short to be detected by our two consecutive probes, accounting for the majority of the missed routing events. As explained in §4.3, we do not
focus on these short-lived routing events. Second, because the traceroute may be incomplete due to packet filtering, certain changes cannot be detected as the changing
path segment is invisible from our probes. Most filterings happen in the path segment
after the next hop AS and close to the destination AS. Since we only use the next
hop AS information for event correlation, missing these changes does not have any
impact on our inference results. As is shown in Figure 4.5, the event detection rate
increases with the system’s maximum bandwidth consumption.
Only a small fraction (up to 5%) of the missed changes are due to other factors,
e.g.inaccurate IP-to-AS mappings or mismatched forward paths compared to BGP
data. In summary, our system is able to capture most routing changes to the probed
destinations that are useful for event correlation and inference.
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AS

7018
2914
3320
3561
11537

OldInt.increase
5223
(4.5%)
10366
(5.4%)
1622
(0.5%)
4410
(3.6%)
750
(1.3%)

NewInt.decrease
3843
(3.3%)
8135
(4.3%)
954
(0.2%)
4007
(3.2%)
548
(0.09%)

OldPeering
-Down
5677
(4.9%)
6666
(3.5%)
20751
(5.4%)
6017
(4.9%)
2355
(4.1%)

NewPeering
-Up
4955
(4.3%)
7024
(3.7%)
10204
(2.6%)
7667
(6.3%)
909
(1.6%)

OldExt.worsen
18142
(16%)
38748
(20%)
80385
(21%)
23232
(19%)
20745
(36%)

NewExt.improve
20961
(18%)
49075
(26%)
81761
(21%)
45495
(37%)
23502
(42%)

OldLprefdecrease
302
(0.2%)
124
(0.06%)
751
(0.2%)
85
(0.07%)
48
(0.08%)

NewLprefincrease
397
(0.3%)
164
(0.08%)
1002
(0.2%)
105
(0.08%)
51
(0.09%)

Ext.ASchange
55216
(48%)
69190
(36%)
185683
(48%)
30540
(25%)
7434
(13%)

Table 4.6: Statistics of root cause inference.

4.7

Results of Event Correlation and Inference

In this section, we first present the results of our inference algorithm. Then we
validate our system in three ways: comparing with the BGP feed based inference using
BGP data from a Tier-1 ISP; comparing with both BGP data and Syslog data from
the Abilene network; and comparing with disruptions reported from the NANOG
email list [8].

4.7.1

Result summary

Our inference algorithm takes the set of identified events and automatically clusters them based on their causes. Table 4.6 shows both the total number and the relative percentage for each type of causes inferred for each ISP. We observe that different
ISPs can have a non-negligible difference in the cause distribution. For example, for
the first three ISPs, the largest fraction of events are caused by External-AS-Change.
In contrast, Abilene (AS11537) has more events caused by Old-External-Worsen and
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Figure 4.6: CDF of the number of events per cluster
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Figure 4.8: CDF of the confidence per cluster

New-External-Improve. This is mainly caused by five neighbor ASes. The most dominant one is the neighbor AS20965 peering in New York who switches routes to around
390 destinations frequently over time.
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We study the effectiveness of our inference algorithm in clustering related events
together in Figure 4.6. A cluster is defined to be the set of events explained by a
single cause. The figure shows the CDF of the number of events per cluster over the
entire period for five ASes. While most of them have less than 10 events per cluster,
there are some clusters with many events, indicating significant routing disruptions.
New-Internal-Decrease, Old-Internal-Increase, Old-Peering-Down, and New-PeeringUp have relatively larger clusters than others, confirming previous findings that hotpotato changes and peering session up/down can impose significant impact [120].
Other types of causes have much smaller clusters, which is because they usually only
affect individual prefixes.
Another metric to evaluate the accuracy of inferred cause is based on the number
of conflicts introduced by the cause, as shown in Figure 4.7. According to §4.5, only
six types of cause may have conflicts. Overall, the number of conflicts per cluster is
small compared to the number of events per cluster, indicating the inconsistencies in
our traces introduced by incorrect mappings or difference in probing time are rare.
We use the confidence metric introduced in the previous section to assess the likelihood of causes. Figure 4.8 shows different types of causes have different distributions
of confidence value. For example, Old-External-Worsen, New-External-Improve, OldLpref-Decrease, and New-Lpref-Increase generally have much lower confidence values
as they affects only individual prefixes. Thus we need to set appropriate thresholds
to filter out different types of causes with low confidence. Throughout the rest of
this section, we use a confidence value of 30 for reporting hot-potato changes (OldInternal-Increase and New-Internal-Decrease) and 150 for reporting peering session
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changes (Old-Peering-Down and New-Peering-Up). Lower confidence value increases
the likelihood of false positives, e.g.misinterpreting multiple simultaneous prefix withdraws from a peering as an Old-Peering-Down. These two values filter out 92% of the
hot-potato changes and 99% of the peering session changes inferred by our algorithm.
In the next subsection, we will evaluate the impact of the confidence value on our
inference accuracy. We do not set any threshold for other types of causes since most
of them have only one event in each cluster.

4.7.2

Validation with BGP-based inference for a Tier-1 ISP

Most previous work on diagnosing routing disruptions relies on BGP data. The
closest one to ours is by Wu et al. [125] using BGP updates from all the border routers
to peers to identify important routing disruptions. To directly compare with their
approach, we implemented their algorithm, called Wu for convenience. We collected
data via eBGP sessions to 29 border routers in a Tier-1 ISP. Note that Wu requires
BGP data from all the border routers and it focuses on peer routes only. Given the
lack of such complete data, causes reported by Wu on our data may be inaccurate
accounting for possible mismatches.
Note that incomplete data set will only cause inaccuracies in Wu in terms of
falsely categorizing external events to internal events or inaccurate types of internal
events. The accuracy of external category is not affected by the incomplete input.
We briefly summarize Wu’s algorithm and our comparison methodology. Wu first
groups a routing event from one border router’s perspective into five types: no change,
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internal path change (using iBGP routes with nexthop changes), loss of egress point
(changing from eBGP to iBGP route), gain of egress point (changing from iBGP
to eBGP route), and external path change (both using eBGP route with nexthop
changes). This step is accurate even with incomplete data. By correlating events
from individual routers, Wu’s algorithm generates a vector of events for each destination prefix. The types of changes include: transient disruption, internal disruption
(all routers experience internal path changes), single external disruption (only one
router has either loss/gain of egress or external changes), multiple external disruption
(multiple routers have either loss/gain of egress or external changes), and loss/gain of
reachability (every router experiences loss/gain of egress). This step may introduce
inaccuracy due to data incompleteness.
Compared with Wu’s vector change report, we first perform event based validation. We map each of our events (per source-destination based routing change) to the
corresponding event in Wu, the prefix of which covers our destination. Each event
is associated with one cause from our algorithm and one vector change type in Wu
described above. Note that the set of causes and the set of vector change type do
not have direct one-to-one mapping. To conduct a fair comparison, we combine our
causes into two big categories:

Internal includes New-Internal-Decrease, Old-Internal-Increase, Old-Lpref-Decrease,
New-Lpref-Increase, which should match Wu’s internal disruption.
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Root
cause
Inte-rnal
Exte-rnal

Internal
disruption
34914
(76.9%)
16344
(24.2%)

Single
external
5947
(13.1%)
44948
(65.9%)

Multiple
external
4494
(9.9%)
6538
(9.6%)

Loss/gain of
reachability
10
(0.02%)
391
(0.6%)

Table 4.7: Event based validation: with a Tier-1 ISP’s BGP data (0.29% of prefixes,
23 days).

External includes Old-External-Worsen, New-External-Improve, Old-Peering-Down,
New-Peering-Up, which should match Wu’s single/multiple external disruption.
These two aggregated categories are of interest because our main goal is to distinguish internal disruptions from external ones. The cause External-AS-Change does
not have any corresponding type in Wu, which are omitted from comparison. Similarly, we do not compare the Same-Ingress-Same-Egress events with only internal
PoP path changes as they are ignored by Wu.
As shown in Table 4.7, each column is the vector change type in Wu, while each
row shows our aggregated categories. For each routing event, we identify the type y
inferred from Wu as well as the category x inferred by our system. By comparing
them, we generate the percentage in the table row x column y, the fraction of events
in our aggregated category x that is categorized as type y in Wu. Bold italic font
means valid matches. 76.9% of our internal events match Wu’s internal disruption,
while 75.5% of our external events match Wu’s single/multiple external disruption.
The third step in Wu is to group together event vectors of different destinations
belonging to the same type and transition trend. There are two types of clusters
reported in the third step: hot-potato changes and peering session resets. For each of
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Target AS
Tier-1
ISP
Abilene
(AS11537)

Wu
147
39

Hot potato
Our
Both
185
101
(68%,55%)
52
32
(82%,62%)

Wu
9
2

Session reset
Our
Both
15
6
(66%,40%)
6
2
(100%,33%)

Table 4.8: Validation for two important clusters (confhP =30, confs =150)

the causes reported by us, we examine if it is also reported by Wu. To be more specific,
for each New-Internal-Decrease and Old-Internal-Increase, we search for corresponding hot-potato change reported within that probing interval. Each Old-Peering-Down
and New-Peering-Up is mapped to Wu’s peering session reset in the same probing
interval associated with the same pair of egress and neighbor AS.
The comparison for two important clusters is shown in Table 4.8. We use the
confidence value of 30 for hot-potato changes and 150 for session resets based on their
distinct confidence distributions shown in the previous section. The two algorithms
reported 101 common hot-potato changes and 6 common session resets. Given that
our system does not rely on any ISP proprietary data, it is very encouraging that we
can correctly diagnose a reasonably large fraction of significant routing disruptions
(68% of hot-potato changes and 66% of session resets).
We study the impact of confidence value on our inference accuracy of hot-potato
changes in Figure 4.9. Unsurprisingly as we use greater confidence value, the false
positive rate decreases while the false negative rate increases. With a confidence
threshold of 30, we attain a balance between false positives (45%) and false negatives
(32%). For session reset, the false positive and false negative rates are 60% and 34%
respectively with a confidence threshold of 150.
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Figure 4.9: Matching rate for hot-potato changes – a common type of routing disruption.
Root
cause
Inte-rnal
Exte-rnal

Internal
disruption
3798
(78.5%)
1715
(8.8%)

Single
external
535
(10.1%)
16561
(85.0%)

Multiple
external
555
(11.4%)
1208
(6.2%)

Loss/gain of
reachability
0%
74
(0.3%)

Table 4.9: Event based validation: with Abilene BGP data (6% of prefixes, 8 days).

4.7.3

Validation with BGP-based inference and Syslog analysis for Abilene

We also validate our inference results with those of Wu’s algorithm executed on
the BGP data from all 11 border routers of the Abilene network [6]. This provides a
more complete view of routing changes for the entire network compared to the Tier-1
ISP case. Besides BGP data, router Syslog messages are also available [6] from all
the Abilene border routers. Syslog reports error messages such as link down events
due to hardware failure or maintenance. We can thus compare inferred link up/down
causes directly with Syslog messages.
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Table 4.9 shows the routing event comparison between Wu and our system. The
matching rate for Abilene is better compared to the Tier-1 ISP case, possibly due
to Wu improved accuracy with full visibility. The comparison for the two important
clusters is shown in Table 4.8. From the Abilene Syslog, the two session resets were
caused by two peering link down events which lasted for more than fifteen minutes,
possibly due to maintenance. Overall, we correctly inferred 82% of the hot-potato
changes and 100% of the session resets. The false positive rates are 38% for hotpotato changes and 67% for session resets respectively. 8.8% external events are
mis-classified to be internal events, i.e.the accuracy of classifying external event is
91.2%. Overall, the high false positive rate is due to the lack of coverage. Since there
are certain paths only traversing by a few vantage points, the evidences in the conflict
graph could be few, thus the greedy algorithm is more likely to select some wrong
causes. The high false positives could be further reduced by increasing the vantage
points and increasing the confidence level threshold.

4.7.4

Validation with NANOG mailing list

Given that operators today often use the NANOG (North American Network
Operators Group) mailing list [8] to troubleshoot network problems, we study the
archives of the mailing list messages over the time period of our study. All together
we analyzed 2,694 emails using keyword searches and identified six significant routing
disruptions with details described below. One interesting observation is that even
when we did not directly probe the problematic AS discussed in the email as the
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target AS, we are still able to identify the following four disruptions due to their
wide-spread impact:

1. Apr. 25, 2007, between 19:40 to 21:20 EDT, NANOG reported a Tier-1 ISP
Cogent (AS174) experienced serious problem on its peering links causing many withdrawals. The target AS during this time was AS3320. Our system observed increased number of routing events: 120 detected events were clustered into 96 causes
of External-AS-Change, affecting 7 sources and 118 destinations. 87 of the events were
associated with 42 destinations which were Cogent’s customers. They all switched
away from the routes traversing Cogent. Significant delay increase was also observed.

2. May 21, 2007, around 21:50 EDT, NANOG reported a backbone link fiber cut between Portland and Seattle in the Level3 network (AS3356), resulting in reachability
problems from Level3’s customers. The target AS at that time was also AS3320. Our
system detected 45 events clustered into 36 causes of Old-External-Worsen, affecting 5 probing sources and 12 destinations. They all switched from routes traversing
Level3 to those traversing AS3491 in the Seattle PoP.

3. Jun. 14, 2007, NANOG reported a core router outage around 6am EDT in
the Qwest network (AS209), affecting the performance of several networks and their
customers. The target AS studied at the time was AS3561. Our system reported 24
events clustered into 23 causes of External-AS-Change switching from paths traversing
AS209 to those traversing AT&T (AS701, AS703) around the outage time, affecting
6 probing sources and 24 probing destinations.
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4. Sep. 19, 2007, 13:00 EDT, NANOG reported that 25 routers in the Broadwing
network (AS6395) had a misconfiguration resulting in BGP session removal. It caused
multiple single-homed customers disconnected from Internet. Immediately after that,
our system detected 81 events clustered into 64 causes of Old-External-Worsen, for 76
destinations from 10 sources. The target AS, AS2914, switched from the old routes
traversing Level3 (AS3356) and Broadwing to new routes traversing other peers,
e.g.AS209 and AS7018.
We missed two NANOG-reported events related to routing and performance disruptions during our study. The first was on May 16, 2007, from 13:10 to 14:20 EDT,
related to a hardware problem on the peering link between AT&T and Broadwing in
Dallas. Our system did not capture any routing changes during this time period at
that location. The second event was on May 30, 2007, around 13:00 EDT, related to
significant performance degradation, along with temporary loss of reachability from
Sprint in the Pittsburgh area, as confirmed from Sprint. The target AS probed was
AS3561. Although our system did not report routing changes related to Sprint, it did
observe abnormal incomplete traces from PlanetLab hosts in Pittsburgh.
To summarize, our system may miss some localized disruptions due to limited
coverage. But it is able to capture disruptions with global impact even when they
are not directly caused by the target AS being probed.
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Figure 4.10: Delay change distribution in each category for AS7018 (actual path delay).
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between absolute path delay and target delay changes
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4.8

Performance Impact Analysis

Routing events are known to introduce disruption to network path performance.
Unlike the past work that relies on routing
92feeds to diagnose routing events, end-host
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Figure 4.13: Delay change distribution of routing change across different target AS
(old edge down, target)

probing used in our system enables us to understand the impact of routing events
on path performance. In this section, we study to what extent end-to-end latency is
affected by different types of routing events and variation cross different ISPs.
Figure 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13 illustrates the latency change for different routing events in AS7018.

For clarity, we only show five types of events: Internal

(Old-Internal-Increase, New-Internal-Decrease), Peering (Old-Peering-Down, NewPeering-Up), Lpref (Old-Lpref-Decrease, New-Lpref-Increase), External (Old-ExternalWorsen, New-External-Improve), and External-AS-Change. Because we use log scale
on the y-axis, the graph does not show the cases where latency change is negative.
Given that almost all the curves start from 0.5, it implies latency has the same likelihood to improve or worsen after these events. A noteworthy observation is external
events (External-AS-Change, External, and Peering) have much more severe impact
than internal events (Internal), suggesting that AT&T’s network is engineered well
internally. We observe similar patterns for the other ISPs studied.
Figure 4.11 illustrates how the latency change induced by the same event type
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varies across different ISPs. We omit External-AS-Change here because this type is
not directly related to a target ISP. Figure 4.11 shows little difference among the five
target ISPs in terms of latency change caused by internal events, as most changes are
relatively small. Turning to Figure 4.12 and 4.13, the difference between the ISPs
becomes much more noticeable. AS11537 appears most resilient to external events in
terms of latency deterioration while AS2914 appears worst. The relative difference
between the ISPs is consistent in both graphs, suggesting that customers sensitive to
performance disruptions should take great care in selecting the appropriate providers.

4.9

System Evaluation

In this section, we show that our system imposes a small amount of memory
and CPU overhead to perform event identification, classification, and inference. We
evaluate our system on a commodity server box with eight 3.2GHz Xeon processors
and 4 GB memory running Linux 2.6.20 SMP.

Memory usage The memory usage of our system is comprised of (i) the two most
recent routing states of the target ISP extracted from the traces, and (ii) the evidence
and the conflict graphs constructed from the two routing states (see §4.3). The first
type of memory usage is relatively static over time since the overall topology and
routing of a target ISP do not change frequently. The memory usage of the two
graphs is more dynamic and depends on the number of detected routing events. The
former has been dominant throughout our evaluation period of 111 days, because the
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number of traces always outweighs the number of routing events. The total memory
footprint of our system never exceeds 40 MB.

Execution speed We now evaluate whether our system can keep up with the
continuously incoming routing states. Running our system in real time allows us
to quickly detect and raise alert on significant routing disruptions to take corrective
actions promptly.in a timely manner. Figure 4.14 plots CDF of the ratio of the
execution time relative to the routing state interval. It is clear that the execution
time is much shorter, all of them are within one eighth of the routing state interval.

4.10

Summary

Given our increasing dependence on the Internet for QoS-sensitive applications, it
is critical to effectively diagnose routing-induced performance problems. Past work on
diagnosing routing events has relied on routing feeds from each ISP. These techniques
have fundamental limitation due to the limited coverage of routing data, as discussed
in Chapter III. Motivated by these analysis, we aim to develop new techniques for
diagnosing routing events from end systems.
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In this chapter, we have presented the first system to accurately and scalably
diagnose routing disruptions purely from end-systems without access to any sensitive
data such as BGP feed or router configurations from ISP networks. Our approach
differs from recent work in that it purely relies on probing launched from end-hosts and
does not require any ISP proprietary information. We summarize our key techniques
and results in the following.
To diagnose the routing changes from a given ISP, our system first learns the
continuous routing state of the ISP using end-host based continuous probing. Based
on the change in routing state, it identifies and classifies individual routing events.
Because a single routing disruption often introduces many routing events, our system applies an inference algorithm to find explanation for cluster of events occurring
closely in time. The inference algorithm is a simple greedy algorithm on two bipartite
graphs representing observed routing events, possible causes, and the constraints between them. Our system effectively infers the most likely causes for routing events detected through light-weight traceroute probes. It then uses the latency measurements
in the probes to quantify the impact of these routing events. We comprehensively
validate the accuracy of our results by comparing with existing ISP-centric method,
publicly-available router configurations, and network operators’ mailing list.
To summarize, our work is the first to enable end systems to scalably and accurately diagnose causes for routing events associated with large ISPs without requiring
access to any proprietary data such as real-time routing feeds from many routers inside
an ISP. The system in this chapter focuses on diagnosing routing-induced disruptions.
Routing change is only one type of causes resulting in performance degradations.
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Unexpected increase of traffic volume may lead to congestion on the bottleneck links
causing disruptions to the application. Even with over-provisioned capacity on most
links, ISPs may still employ various prioritization techniques to shape the traffic differently to avoid unexpected performance degradation. Various traffic prioritization
technologies are available on today’s commercial routers such as queuing mechanisms.
Different types of traffic may experience different performance within the same ISP
network due to various reasons such as commercial relationship. In chapter V, we
examine another type of performance problems induced by ISP policies. We aim at
detecting the problem of detecting traffic differentiation in backbone ISPs. Similar
to routing data, most ISPs do not reveal the details of their network policies and
configurations. In next chapter, we aim to develop an end-host based system that
can detect traffic differentiation without any ISP cooperation.
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CHAPTER V
Detecting Traffic Differentiation in Backbone ISPs

5.1

Introduction

There is significant controversy surrounding the topic of network neutrality on
the Internet. Since its early days, Internet is designed under the end-to-end principle which argues for intelligent end systems and a “dumb” network. Under this
principle, network should deliver traffic with best effort and should not treat traffic
preferentially based on various properties such as IP address, port number, or packet
content. In recent years, a variety of new applications have emerged and proliferated
on the Internet. Some require high bandwidth (e.g.peer-to-peer file sharing and video
streaming) while others require low latency and loss rate (e.g.voice-over-IP and online
gaming). Such trend has inspired ISPs to perform various types of traffic shaping to
limit network resource usage and introduce tiered services to raise profit.
Residential broadband ISPs, such as Comcast, are known to treat traffic differently, e.g.by limiting the bandwidth usage of peer-to-peer file sharing applications.
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Cellular network carriers, such as AT&T, have also been reported to restrict the usage
of video streaming services to preserve their limited wireless spectrum [2]. Researchers
have proposed various techniques for detecting traffic differentiation. Beverly et al.
presented one of the first measurement studies of port blocking behavior from the
edge of the Internet [27]. POPI is another tool for determining router traffic differentiation policy based on port numbers via end-host measurements [78]. More recently,
Dischinger et al. developed tests for detecting whether broadband ISPs rate-limit
or block BitTorrent traffic [45]. Besides these active measurement techniques, Tariq
et al. proposed to identify differentiation by applying statistical method to passive
measurements from end hosts [118]. Yet so far, there has been no detailed and comprehensive study on the current practice of traffic differentiation inside the Internet
core. Traffic differentiation in the core arguably has a much wider scope of impact,
as such policies affect much more traffic compared to the policies near the edge of the
Internet.
In this chapter, we consider the problem of detecting traffic differentiation in backbone ISPs. Different types of traffic may experience different performance within the
same ISP network due to various reasons. An ISP may throttle the traffic from a
neighbor (e.g.a free peer) by routing the traffic over a low-capacity link. It may also
prevent the traffic of an application (e.g.BitTorrent) from disrupting other traffic via
weighted fair queueing. The ability to detect traffic differentiation enables customers
to develop the appropriate strategies for improving their application performance.
For instance, large content providers, like Microsoft, Google, and Yahoo, strive to
ensure their Internet applications outperform those offered by their competitors. If
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a content provider knows the average loss rate of its traffic traversing a particular
ISP is twice that of its competitor, it may choose to negotiate better service level
agreements (SLA) with that ISP. Small customers will also benefit from such differentiation information. For instance, they may change port numbers or encrypt
packets to circumvent content-based differentiation employed by their ISP [21].
Most ISPs do not reveal the details of their network policies and configurations.
Realizing this problem, we aim to develop an end-host based system that can detect
traffic differentiation without any ISP cooperation. Such a system is not only easily
deployable but also applicable to many different ISPs. To build such a system, we
face two key challenges: i) unlike in the case of broadband ISPs, most end hosts are
not directly connected to backbone ISPs. We need to intelligently select probing destinations to cover the relevant internal paths of backbone ISPs while complying with
the requirement of limited network and CPU resources on end hosts; ii) measurement
data taken from end host is susceptible to various types of noise on the host or in the
network. We need to ensure our detection results are not distorted by noise.
NVLens is the first fully operational system that can detect traffic differentiation in

backbone ISPs by accurately and scalably monitoring packet loss behavior. It relies
on an intelligent path selection scheme to detect both content- and routing-based
differentiation while systematically balancing path coverage and probing overhead. It
leverages statistcal hypothesis tests to identify significant loss rate differences between
different types of traffic measured along the same ISP internal paths after discounting
the effects of measurement noise. Furthermore, it uses a novel technique for crossvalidating the statistical test results and the Type-of-Service (TOS) value set by ISPs.
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Type
Examples
Packet
source/destination port numbers,
headers protocol type
Applicationapplication
protocol
headers
layer
(e.g.HTTP header, BitTorrent
info
header), application payload
Traffic
flow rate, flow duration, packet
behavsize, packet interval
ior
Routing previous-hop AS, next-hop AS,
info
source/destination IP addresses
Available queue length, link utilization,
rerouter load and memory
sources

Table 5.1: Information commonly used to determine policies for differentiation.

By studying 18 large ISPs spanning 3 major continents over a period of 10 weeks,
NVLens provides concrete evidence of traffic differentiation based on application types

and neighbor ASes. We identified 4 ISPs that exhibit large degree of differentiation
on VoIP, BitTorrent, PPLive, and SMTP traffic compared to HTTP traffic. We
also identified 10 ISPs that treat traffic differently based on its previous-hop ASes,
reflecting different business contracts. The significance of differentiation increases
with network load, suggesting that differentiation is likely to be triggered by resource
competition. The absolute loss rate difference between certain pairs of applications
or previous-hop ASes can exceed 5%, large enough to impair the performance of
many TCP-based applications. Interestingly, we find a few ISPs simply rely on port
numbers to perform traffic differentiation irrespective of actual payload. We further
validate our detection results on paths where we have two-ended control.
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5.2

Traffic differentiation

An ISP may use various information in traffic and routers to construct differentiation policies. Table 5.1 enumerates a list of such potential factors [137]. First,
an ISP may provide differentiated services based on the application type for security or business reasons. It is well-known that broadband ISPs drop certain SMTP
traffic to fight spams and throttle BitTorrent traffic to restrict bandwidth usage.
Application types can be determined from packet header fields or application layer
information [88]. Even with encrypted traffic, there are sophisticated techniques that
can infer application types by identifying certain traffic behavior [124]. Second, an
ISP can differentiate traffic according to routing information, reflecting distinct business contracts with its customers and peers. An ISP may favor inbound traffic from
customers who pay for premium services or disfavor inbound traffic from peers. This
type of differentiation can be applied based on the previous-hop/next-hop ASes or
the source/destination IP addresses. Such information can be easily extracted from
packet headers and routing state. Third, an ISP may enforce differentiation policies
according to available resources. Using the link utilization information readily available from SNMP [38], it may slow down traffic with low priority to preserve sufficient
bandwidth for other traffic.
It is feasible to implement traffic differentiation in a backbone network with many
high-speed links. Today’s router already has support for various queuing mechanisms
to fulfill the need of traffic engineering, quality of service, and security guarantees.
Figure 5.1 illustrates a common architecture for implementing differentiation within
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Figure 5.1: An example of differentiation implementation.

a backbone ISP [137]. The ingress border routers perform traffic classification by
marking packets according to packet header fields and routing information, such as
port numbers and previous-hop/next-hop ASes. The marking is usually applied to
the Type-of-Service (TOS) field in the IP header. The internal routers perform traffic
shaping according to the TOS value in the packets [68]. There are various queuing
and dropping mechanisms that provide different levels of service to traffic, e.g.priority
queuing, proportional share scheduling, and policing [37]. These mechanisms differ
in details of how and when differentiation is carried out. In §5.6.7, we demonstrate
traffic differentiation can be easily implemented on today’s commercial routers in
testbed experiments.
Other than the router marking-based mechanisms using packet header information, ISPs may perform deep packet inspection (DPI) [46] to classify application
types according to packet content. Some DPI devices can perform pattern matching
in packet payload with hardware support for 100 Gps links [1, 40]. Because DPI
devices can be quite expensive, they are usually deployed only at selected locations.
In this work, we examine all types of differentiation listed in Table 5.1 except for
the one based on traffic behavior (Table 5.1 row 4) due to limitations of end-host
based probing. In fact, behavior-based differentiation is very expensive to implement
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Figure 5.2: Select path to discover various types of traffic differentiation.

by ISPs due to the required per-flow state information and potentially high false
positives. Our goal of detecting these four types of differentiation guides the design
of path selection and probe packet composition in NVLens. By providing concrete
evidence of differentiation, we hope to stimulate more research to fully understand
possible differentiation policies in backbone ISPs. We plan to extend NVLens to detect
other differentiation polices once they are known.

5.3

Methodology

NVLens detects traffic differentiation inside a particular ISP by launching probes

from a distributed set of end systems. For this purpose, we have to decide what paths
to measure, how to measure each path, and how to identify differentiation based on
measurement results. We address these three issues below.

5.3.1

Path selection

NVLens is designed to detect traffic differentiation based on packet headers, appli-

cation layer information, and routing information (described in Table 5.1). Figure 5.2
illustrates how NVLens uses measurements from end systems to identify differentiation by a particular ISP W [137]. In the leftmost figure, an end host probes three
paths to different destinations, sharing the same ingress and egress within ISP W, but
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diverging into three distinct next-hop ASes after leaving the egress. By comparing
the internal performance of the three paths between the ingress and egress, NVLens
can determine whether ISP W treats traffic differently based on the next-hop ASes
or destinations. Similarly, the middle figure shows how NVLens detects differentiation
based on previous-hop ASes or sources. In the rightmost figure, an end host probes a
path that traverses the same ingress and egress of ISP W to the same destination. By
comparing the internal path performance measured by packets of different applications (e.g.HTTP vs. BitTorrent), NVLens can detect differentiation based on content,
such as packet headers and application layer information. We leave the discussion of
resource-based differentiation to §5.6.5.
To detect traffic differentiation inside a particular ISP, we must devise an intelligent path selection strategy to ensure good coverage and low overhead. On the
one hand, a backbone ISP typically consists of multiple PoPs (Points of Presence) at
many geographic locations. We want to cover as many distinct PoP pairs as possible
in order to quantify the scope of traffic differentiation policies inside the ISP. On the
other hand, NVLens relies on end hosts to perform measurements. While this makes
NVLens easily deployable and applicable to different ISPs, we must aggressively re-

duce the measurement overhead to comply with the requirement of limited CPU and
network resources at each host.
Given a target ISP, a list of probing sources, and all the destination prefixes on the
Internet, a naive approach is to probe all the prefixes from all the sources. This may
lead to both wasteful probes that do not traverse the target ISP and redundant probes
that traverse the same internal paths multiple times. To avoid these two problems,
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we frame the path selection problem as follows.
1. Each three-tuple (src, ingress, egress) is traversed at least R times by probes
to different destinations.
2. Each three-tuple (ingress, egress, dst) is traversed at least R times by probes
from different sources;
3. A probing source does not send more than m probes.
Here, src is a probing source, dst is a destination prefix, and ingress and egress are
the PoPs in the ISP.
Conditions 1 and 2 allow us to detect differentiation based on routing information,
i.e.previous-hop and next-hop ASes respectively. We can also detect content-based
differentiation by probing the same path with packets of different applications. R is
a tunable redundancy factor that determines the tradeoff between probing overhead
and coverage. A larger R will increase not only the chance of detecting routing-based
differentiation but also the amount of probing traffic. Condition 3 caps probing load
at each source.
This problem is an instance of the set covering/packing problem [71, 83]: given
multiple sets over a universe of elements, pick a subset of input sets such that each
element is included at least R times (covering constraint), and no element is included
more than m times (packing constraint). In our case, the input sets are the probes
between source-destination pairs, and the elements are probers and the three-tuples of
(src, ingress, egress) and (ingress, egress, dst). A probe typically contains all three
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element types. This formulation enables us to perform both redundancy elimination
and probing load assignment systematically. While this problem is NP-hard, we use
a greedy based approximation: at each step, we select the probe that covers the
most uncovered elements without exceeding the probing threshold m. This process
continues until all the elements are covered at least R times. R is a pre-defined
parameter called redundancy factor.

5.3.2

Loss rate measurement

NVLens focuses on detecting traffic differentiation that affects performance. The

effect of this type of differentiation is more stealthy, compared with other brute-force
differentiation schemes used by broadband ISPs, such as traffic blocking and TCP
SYN/RST [45]. Currently, NVLens measures loss rate, one of the most important
performance metrics. It can also be extended to measure other metrics, e.g.latency,
jitter, and reachability.
Given a path, NVLens measures the loss rate as follows. First, to reduce probing
overhead, NVLens only probes the hops that map to an ingress or an egress of a
target ISP instead of all the hops along the path, given that we are only interested
in detecting differentiation inside the ISP. Second, to measure the loss rate to a
particular hop, NVLens sends probe packets with pre-computed TTL (Time-to-Live)
value which will trigger ICMP time exceeded response from that hop. In essence,
these packets are similar to traceroute probes.
Since packet loss may occur in either direction, we use large probe packets to
ensure the measured loss is mostly due to forward path loss. The assumption is that
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large probe packets are more likely to be dropped than small ICMP packets on the
reverse path. This has been widely adopted in previous work [79, 81]. To avoid
triggering ICMP rate limiting, NVLens probes each hop once per second for 200 times,
allowing us to detect loss rate as small as 0.5%. Probing each hop more times increases
the sensitivity of loss rate detection but also the probing overhead. We subtract the
measured loss rate of the ingress from that of the egress to obtain the loss rate of the
internal path. In §5.5, we conduct controlled experiments to confirm that our loss
rate measurements are not distorted by reverse path loss, ICMP rate-limiting, or load
on probing source.
To detect content-based differentiation, we measure loss rate of an internal path
using different application traffic. We select six representative applications with distinct QoS (Quality of Service) requirements: HTTP (default port 80), BitTorrent
(P2P file sharing, port 6881), SMTP (email, port 25), FTP (file transfer, port 21),
PPLive (online streaming, port 4004), and VoIP (port 5060). Except for HTTP, the
remaining five applications are selected based on how likely they will be treated differently by backbone ISPs. HTTP, one of the most commonly-used application, is
used as the baseline to compare performance with other applications. ISPs may slow
down BitTorrent, FTP, and PPLive traffic due their high volumes. Similarly, ISPs
may disfavor SMTP traffic due to email spam concerns. We also test VoIP traffic
because many ISPs provide their own VoIP service using port 5060, giving incentives
to preferential treatment.
We construct probe packets with application-specific content captured from real
application traces. This eliminates any need to understand the protocols of propri108

etary applications, such as PPLive or VoIP. To enable fair comparison between the
loss rate of different applications, all probe packets are chosen to be of the same size.
Because NVLens relies on TTL-based probes to measure path performance, it cannot fully mimic the temporal behavior of real applications. Probing too aggressively
may trigger ICMP rate-limiting on routers. The alternative of running real applications on hosts under our control is less appealing, due to access to limited number of
hosts and the challenges of inferring the properties of ISP internal paths with complex
tomography techniques [118].

5.3.3

Differentiation detection

NVLens detects differentiation by observing the performance difference measured

along the same ISP internal path using different types of probing traffic. We must
ensure that the observed differences accurately reflect how an ISP treats different
types of traffic. Since it is difficult to take two loss rate samples at the same time
under the same network conditions, we cannot detect differentiation solely based on
the difference between two samples.
We first introduce a few notions before describing the details of our differentiation
detection scheme. For a target ISP I, we define l{s,d,a,t} to be a loss rate sample
measured along an internal path of ISP I from a probing source s to a destination
d, using probing packets of application a at time t. We use the term set to denote a
set of samples that satisfy certain conditions. For example, set{s,d,a} includes all the
samples measured along a path from s to d using packets of application a. Similarly,
set{ASp ,Pi ,d,a} includes all the samples measured along the paths traversing previous109

hop ASp and ingress Pi to destination d, using packets of application a.
Our basic assumption is that the loss rate samples in a set follow a particular
underlying distribution. We can detect differentiation by comparing the distributions
of two candidate sets. We use pair{s,d,a1,a2} to denote two candidate set{s,d,a1} and
set{s,d,a2} . We can compare the distributions of an application pair{s,d,a1,a2} to detect
content-based differentiation between a1 and a2. Similarly, we use pair{ASp1 ,ASp2 ,Pi ,d,a}
to denote two candidate set{ASp1 ,Pi ,d,a} and set{ASp2 ,Pi ,d,a} . We can compare the distributions of an AS pair{ASp1 ,ASp2 ,Pi ,d,a} to detect previous-hop AS based differentiation
between ASp1 and ASp2 at ingress Pi . As long as the underlying distributions are stable and the two candidate sets include enough samples, the comparison result should
be independent from the measurement time of individual samples.
Given a pair of sample sets, we apply statistical hypothesis tests to determine
if there is significant difference between their distributions. Several commonly-used
hypothesis tests exist to compute the statistical significance of difference between two
input sets. Since the distribution of the loss rate samples in an input set is unknown,
we choose the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test [114] which makes no assumption
about the input sample distribution. The K-S test compares the distance of the
two empirical cumulative distribution functions F1 and F2 of the two input sets. It
computes the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic D1,2 = supx |F1 (x) − F2 (x)|, where sup
is the supremum, under the null hypothesis that the two sets of samples are collected
from the same distribution. The null hypothesis test is rejected at significance level
q
n2
α if nn11+n
D1,2 > Kα , where n1 and n2 denote the sizes of the input sets, and Kα
2
is the critical value in the K-S statistic table. Given multiple paths from one ISP,
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Figure 5.3: The NVLens architecture

we adjust the threshold of confidence interval differently according to the number of
paths from each ISP.
To verify whether the K-S test statistic is independent from the measurement
time of individual samples, we use Jackknife [121], a commonly-used non-parametric
resampling method, to evaluate the stability of the K-S test statistic. The idea is to
randomly select half of the samples from the two original input sets and apply the
K-S test on the two new subsets of samples. This process is repeated r times. If the
results of over β% of the r new K-S tests are the same as that of the original test,
we conclude that the original K-S test statistic is independent from the measurement
time of individual samples. We use r = 400, α = 95%, and β = 95 to ensure
95% confidence interval and up to 5% false positives. We will justify the choice of
confidence interval in §5.6.
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ASN
209
701
1239
1668
2914
3356
3549
3561
7018
2828
2856
3257
3320
5511
6395
6453
16631
6461

ISP
Qwest
UUNet
Sprint
AOL Transit
Verio
Level3
Global Crossing
Savvis
AT&T
XO
British Telecom
Tiscali
Deutsche Telekom
France Telecom
Broadwing
Teleglobe
Cogent
AboveNet

Tier

1

2

3

PoP
49
139
57
25
46
71
59
38
112
45
32
30
64
23
19
44
69
44

PoP-PoP
716
2125
1498
232
501
1750
677
502
822
539
419
267
115
303
137
538
1787
261

PoP-AS
337
806
1170
102
351
653
371
195
430
176
119
138
195
82
66
208
152
316

Table 5.2: 18 target ISPs: # of PoPs, # of PoP-PoP pairs, # of PoP-neighbor AS
pairs.

5.4

Implementation

The implementation of NVLens is illustrated in Figure 5.3. It has three major
components:

Path selector takes routing views as input and compute a task list of probing
destinations for each prober. The routing views are the traceroute measurements
conducted from all the probers to all the destination prefixes on the Internet. The
path selector uses the routing views to learn the ingress and egress of the target
ISPs that each path traverses. The routing views are updated daily to keep up with
the evolution of ISP topologies. The path selector implements the greedy algorithm
described in §5.3.1. Note that path selection is performed for multiple target ISPs
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simultaneously. This significantly reduces probing overhead by leveraging the fact
that a single probe often traverses multiple target ISPs, allowing us to cover the
same set of three-tuple elements (defined in §5.3.1) with fewer probes compared with
probing each ISP separately.

Probers run on a distributed set of end hosts, probing all the destinations in their
task list periodically. After completing each round of probing to all the destinations,
the probers send their measurement results to the differentiation detector for further
processing. Probings are conducted with a customized version of traceroute that
probes multiple hops of a path and multiple destinations in parallel. The probe
packets are constructed to reduce the probability that different probe packets from
the same source to the same destination take different IP-level paths due to loadbalancing [19].

Differentiation detector first filters the noise in the measurement results due
to overloaded probers or reverse path losses. It then tries to detect differentiation
based on content, previous-hop AS, or next-hop AS, following the process described
in §5.3.3. Finally, it performs detailed analysis on differentiation policies, such as
what input information they use, whether they are affected by network load, and
how significant their impact is.
We deployed NVLens on the PlanetLab testbed [101]. It uses all the PlanetLab
hosts across about 300 distinct sites. Each round of probing takes roughly two hours to
complete. The results are based on 74 days of data collected during a period between
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August 2008 and October 2008. Each set includes around 1,000 loss rate samples.
We run multiple instances of NVLens to take measurements of the six applications
described in §5.3.2 in parallel. We randomize the order of destinations to probe
in each round to reduce the chance of a path being simultaneously measured by
multiple instances. We studied 18 large ISPs covering major continents including
North America, Europe, and Australia, consisting of 9 Tier-1 ISPs, 8 Tier-2 ISPs,
and 1 Tier-3 ISP. Table 5.2 shows NVLens has a decent coverage of internal paths and
interconnections, traversing 115-2125 ingress-egress pairs and 66-1170 PoP-AS pairs
for each ISP. A PoP-AS pair represents an interconnection between a neighbor AS
and the target ISP at the corresponding PoP. We map an IP address to a PoP using
a name rule set derived from Rocketfuel [110].

5.5

Eliminating noise effects

Loss rate measurements taken by end-hosts are susceptible to various types of
noise on the host and in the network. As mentioned in §5.3.2, the inaccuracy of
loss rate measurements is likely to be caused by three main factors: 1) overloaded
prober; 2) ICMP rate limiting at router; and 3) loss on reverse paths. In this section,
we investigate the effect of these three factors and develop ways to mitigate their
impact. Occasionally, our measurements may be disturbed by routing events. We
simply discard the samples during the time period when routing events are detected
by observing path changes between two consecutive probes.
Many ISPs perform load balancing using equal-cost multi-paths (ECMP) to ensure
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effective utilization of network resources [18]. Load balancing is usually performed
based on the five tuple (srcip, dstip, srcport, dstport, proto). Thus, different application packets, e.g.BitTorrent and HTTP, may take different internal IP-level paths
between the same ingress and egress, given their different destination ports (e.g.6881
vs. 80). We carefully design experiments to ensure our differentiation detection is
not affected by potential performance difference of ECMP paths.

5.5.1

Overloaded probers

Previous work has shown measurement inaccuracies caused by resource contention
on probing hosts in PlanetLab experiments [108]. To deal with this problem, we continuously monitor the resource usage on each prober. We compute per minute average
CPU utilization on each prober using three instantaneous load samples obtained by
running the top command. We can then investigate the relationship between CPU
utilization and measured loss rate by temporally correlating these two types of samples. This allows us to identify abnormal loss rate samples collected in period when
high CPU utilization causes heavy losses on prober.
To determine an appropriate cut-off threshold of high CPU utilization, we design
the following controlled experiment to study the effects of CPU utilization on loss
rate measurements. We select a pair of lightly-loaded PlanetLab machines at the
same site. One machine acts as a “prober” to transmit one 1000-byte probe packet
per second. The other machine acts as an “acker” to receive probe packets and return
40-byte ACKs. In essence, the “prober” behaves just like a real NVLens prober that
measures loss rate. We then use a program to gradually increase the CPU utilization
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loss rate (%)

on the “prober” while keeping the acker lightly loaded.
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Figure 5.4: Impact of CPU utilization on loss rate.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the relationship between CPU utilization and loss rate measured by the “prober”. Because loss is unlikely to occur on the light-loaded acker
or on the local area network between the “prober” and the acker, the measured loss
rate is almost certainly due to the CPU load on the “prober.” Clearly, the loss rate
jumps up when the CPU utilization reaches above 65%. We repeat this experiment
on ten pairs of PlanetLab hosts across different sites and consistently find 65% to be
a good cut-off threshold. In our data, 15% of the samples are discarded by applying
this threshold.

5.5.2

ICMP rate limiting

ICMP rate limiting is often configured on a per-router basis to prevent router
overload. If triggered, it may significantly inflate the measured loss rate. To prevent
this, we deliberately keep a large probing interval, e.g.only one probe packet is sent
on a given path per second. We use the following experiments to confirm that this
probing interval is large enough to avoid triggering ICMP rate limiting.
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Figure 5.5: Impact of probing frequency on loss rate.

We conducted five sets of experiments by measuring the loss rate of all the internal
paths of the 18 target ISPs from all the probers. We gradually increase the probing
interval for each set of experiments from 10ms to 2s. The smaller the interval is, the
more likely a router along a path may rate-limit the ICMP time-exceeded replies. As
shown in Figure 5.5, the measured loss rates on 30% of the paths increase significantly
when the probing interval changes from 500ms to 300ms. This indicates the ratelimiting threshold of the routers on those paths is between 300ms and 500ms. The
loss rates measured using the intervals of 1s, 2s, and 500ms are very close, suggesting
that the 1-second probing interval is sufficiently large.

5.5.3

Loss on reverse path

NVLens relies on single-ended probes to measure loss rate. The measured loss rate

can be inflated due to reverse path loss. Since large packets are more likely to be
dropped [79], we use 1000-byte probe packets to ensure the measured loss is mostly
on forward paths. We study the effect of packet size on measured loss rate using
controlled experiments. We conducted three sets of experiments by measuring the
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Figure 5.6: Impact of probing packet size on loss rate.

loss rate of all the ISP internal paths using probe packets of 40 bytes, 200 bytes, and
1440 bytes. As shown in Figure 5.6, the measured loss rate increases with probe packet
size. Since the size of the ICMP responses is the same, this confirms that bigger probe
packets are more likely to encounter losses on forward path. Nonetheless, the loss rates
measured by 200-byte and 1440-byte packets are roughly the same, suggesting the

CDF

effects of packet size on forward path loss diminish when packet size exceeds 200-byte.
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Figure 5.7: Loss rate ratio (filtering vs. no filtering).

The loss rate measured by 40-byte probe packets is much smaller. Since the ICMP
response packets are of similar size (usually 56 bytes), we can use this loss rate as the
upper bound of the loss rate on reverse path. To further reduce the impact of reverse
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path loss, we compute the ratio of the loss rate measured by 40-byte packets and that
by 1000-byte packets. This loss rate ratio is an estimate of the relative error of loss
rate measurements induced by reverse path loss. From Figure 5.7, we observe that
the loss rate ratio is less than 10% for 70% of the paths. We find the loss rate ratio
tends to be high when measured loss rate is high. By filtering out 6% of the samples
with abnormally high loss rate (≥ 7%), the loss rate ratio is within 10% for 80% of
the remaining paths.

5.5.4

Effects of load balancing

Load balancing is observed extensively in our measurements, e.g.BitTorrent traffic
and HTTP traffic take different internal IP-level paths between 48% of the sourcedestination pairs. To eliminate the effect of load balancing, we take a conservative
approach in detecting content-based differentiation. We first detect potential differentiation for each application pair from the initial measurement data. We then verify
that the detected differentiation still exists when the probe packets of the two applications traverses the same internal IP-level path. Since load balancing algorithms
usually use both source and destination ports to choose an internal path, we fix the
source port of one application while changing the source port of the other application until the probe packets of both applications follow the same internal IP-level
path. The results in §5.6 are obtained after applying this controlled procedure to
each application pair.
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App
BT
PPLive
VOIP
VOIP
SMTP
SMTP

ISP
Tiscali
Tiscali
UUNet
Sprint
UUNet
Verio

Paths
3794,19
825,4.1
172,3.2
203,2.1
573,11
388,7.2

δtos
100
100
100
100
100
100

TOSδ
99
85
68
96
93
97

Same
12,0.06
24,0.1
11,0.2
25,0.2
9,0.02
52,0.9

1
3

3579,18
903,4.4
157,2.9
237,2.5
595,11.4
401,7.4

Table 5.3: K-S test results for content-based differentiation.

5.6

Experimental results

In this section, we provide concrete evidence of traffic differentiation based on
content and routing in backbone ISPs. We study the types of information used to
construct content-based differentiation policies and the impact of business relationship on routing-based differentiation policies. Without access to ISPs’ proprietary
policy configurations, we leverage both TOS value in probe packets and two-ended
controlled probing to validate the detected differentiations. We also provide insight
into when differentiations occur and how significant they are in the large ISPs we
studied. Finally, we demonstrate that content and routing based differentiation can
be easily implemented on today’s commercial routers.

5.6.1

Content-based differentiation

Table 5.3 presents the detection results of content-based differentiation. We only
listed the 4 ISPs that exhibits large degree of differentiation. We use the performance
of HTTP as a baseline in comparison with the performance of each of the 4 remaining
applications. For a particular application, the numbers in the “Paths” column are
the number of ISP internal IP-level paths on which differentiation of the application
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is detected.
Surprisingly, these 4 large ISPs show clear evidence of differentiation of applications such as BitTorrent, PPLive, SMTP, and VoIP in Table 5.3. For instance,
BitTorrent probes experience higher loss rate on 3794 (19%) paths in Tiscali. This
is also true for SMTP probes on 573 (11%) paths in UUNet. In contrast, Sprint and
UUNet treat VoIP probes preferentially on 172 (3.2%) and 203 (2.1%) internal paths.
While content-based differentiation is known to exist in broadband ISPs, we are the
first to detect such differentiation in backbone ISPs.
The percentage of internal paths with detected differentiation is a bit small for
VoIP probes in Sprint and UUNet. This is likely due to two reasons: 1) the differentiation policy has limited deployment. In fact, we only detect differentiation of
VoIP at one PoP in Sprint and UUNet respectively; 2) the effects of differentiation
are evident only during certain periods, e.g.when links are congested. Thus, we may
not always observe differentiation on certain paths even if they are configured with
differentiation polices. We will study the correlation between detected differentiation
and network load in §5.6.5.
Since we use 95% confidence interval in K-S test to detect differentiation, we want
to understand whether this threshold is robust to inherent noise in the measurements.
For this purpose, we randomly divide the loss rate samples of the same application
measured on the same path into two equally-sized subsets. Then we apply K-S test
on the two subsets and report the results in the “Same” column in Table 5.3. As
expected, the number of paths that pass the test is significantly smaller than the
corresponding number in the “Paths” column. This indicates the 95% confidence
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Figure 5.8: Validation using two-ended controlled measurement

interval is large enough to withstand noise in the measurements. In other words, the
loss rate differences on the paths in the “Paths” column are more likely to be caused
by traffic differentiations instead of measurement noise.
When we run K-S test on an application pair, each set in the pair contains roughly
1,000 loss rate samples. We want to study whether the set size is large enough to
produce stable test results. In order to do this, we randomly select

1
3

of samples

from each set and run K-S test on the two subsets. The results in the “ 13 ” column in
Table 5.3 are indeed very close to those in the “Paths” column, suggesting that 1,000
samples are sufficient for differentiation detection.
The remaining columns in Table 5.3 are used to further validate the results, which
will be explained in §5.6.4.

5.6.2

Validation with two-ended controlled probing

As mentioned in §5.5, loss rate measured by TTL-based probing could be affected
by various types of noise. We perform two-ended controlled probing to validate the
content-based differentiation results presented in the previous section. Given all the
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ISP
name
Qwest
UUNet
Sprint
Verio
Level3
Savvis
AT&T
British
Tglobe
Above

AS pairs
480, 11
440, 2.4
1086, 21
158,6
559, 16
670, 10
501, 9
662, 17
1511, 30
51, 9

Previous-hop
δtos TOSδ
85
25
48
94
89
86
21
65
98
79
71
41
77
81
99
80
67
90
94
91

1
3

449, 10
471, 2.5
1209, 23
122,5
516, 14
693,10
574,10
608,15.6
1209, 24
50,9

AS pairs
97, 1.6
130, 0.7
3159, 15
0
164, 4.9
103, 1.3
109, 1.5
93, 2.3
102, 2
0

Next-hop
δtos TOSδ
84
21
100
88
92
84
97
70
96
32
100
80
96
82
100
94
-

1
3

3012, 14
129, 3.8
-

Path pairs
in same ASes
6,0.1
90, 0.5
11, 0.05
0
10, 0.3
33, 0.4
5,0.07
39, 1
5,0.1
0

Table 5.4: K-S test results for routing-based differentiation.

PlanetLab node pairs, we first select a subset of them that traverse the ISP internal
paths with detected differentiation. In total, we found 13 such pairs, all traversing the
internal paths of Tiscali with differentiation against BT. Between each pair of nodes,
we simultaneously measure the one-way end-to-end loss rate as well as the loss rate
between ingress and egress of Tiscali with TTL-based probing, using both HTTP
and BT probes. In Figure 5.8, the two curves labeled “one-way end-to-end” and
“ingress-egress” correspond to the CDF of loss rate differences between HTTP and
BT measured by two-ended controlled probing and TTL-based probing respectively.
Clearly, the two curves match quite well, implying that the differentiation between
HTTP and BT can also be confirmed by one-way loss rate measurements.

5.6.3

Routing-based differentiation

Table 5.4 summarizes our findings for the 10 ISPs which appear to carry out
routing-based differentiation. For previous-hop AS based differentiation, the numbers
in the “AS pairs” column are the number of previous-hop AS pairs between which
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differentiation is detected. Clearly, previous-hop AS based differentiation is commonly
used by many ISPs, reflecting the fact that ISPs usually maintain different business
contracts with their customers and peers. The number of previous-hop AS pairs
exhibiting differentiation can be as large as 1511 (30%) in Teleglobe and 1086 (21%)
in Sprint. In contrast, next-hop AS based differentiation is far less prevalent. Except
for Sprint, all the other ISPs in the table show fewer cases of next-hop AS based
differentiation. This is likely due to the clear advantage of previous-hop AS based
approach in ease of implementation, e.g.an ingress router can simply mark packets
based on their incoming interfaces.
To further confirm that the 95% confidence interval used for differentiation detection is robust to measurement noise, we apply K-S test on path pairs that traverse
the same (ASp , Pi , Pe , ASn ) tuple. These path pairs are not subject to previous-hop
or next-hop AS based differentiation and should not pass the test. The last column
in Table 5.4 shows only a small number of such path pairs pass the K-S test. This implies the loss rate differences between the AS pairs in columns 2 and 6 are most likely
to be caused by routing-based differentiations rather than by measurement noise.
Simiar to the previous section, we run K-S test on each AS pair by randomly
selecting

1
3

of the samples in each set. The results in the “ 13 ” columns match those in

the “AS pairs”columns quite well. This again confirms 1,000 samples are enough to
produce stable test results. The remaining columns in the table are used for validation
purpose, which will be covered in the next section.
The neighbors of an ISP can generally be classified into customers and peers based
on whether the ISP receives payments from them. ISPs should have incentives to give
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customer traffic high priority. To confirm this conjecture, We employ the commonlyused relationship inference results by Gao [56] to classify the previous-hop ASes into
customers and peers.
Among all the previous-hop AS pairs consisting of one customer and one peer,
Table 5.5 shows the number of cases where customer’s traffic receives better or worse
treatment in columns 2 and 3 respectively. 7 ISPs either consistently or mostly give
customer’s traffic higher priority, confirming our conjecture. The remaining 3 ISPs
(Sprint, British Telecom, and Teleglobe) appear to do the opposite. This could result
from some special business agreements between these 3 ISPs and their peers.
We also investigate whether an ISP provides differentiated services to its customers. Columns 4 and 5 in Table 5.5 shows the number of customers who are
assigned higher or lower priorities than the majority of the regular customers. Most
ISPs have a small number of customers whose traffic experiences better performance,
likely due to certain premium service they purchased from their ISPs. We perform
similar analysis on the peers of each ISP and the results are in columns 6 and 7. Compared with customers, the results of peers are more mixed. Certain ISPs, e.g.UUNet,
may even assign low priority to some of their peers. This could reflect the fact that
they are dissatisfied with their existing agreements with those peers. Customers and
peers of an ISP can use our results to tell whether their actual service quality matches
their own expectations.
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ISP
Qwest
UUNet
Sprint
Verio
Level3
Savvis
AT&T
British
Tglobe
Above

customer-peer pairs
+
58, 10
7,1.2
406, 2.6
0
362, 12
541, 19
36,4
22,2.4
98, 13
13,1.7
569, 15
0
365, 12
0
99, 5
232, 12
134, 12
243, 23
15, 10
0

customers
+
7,4
0
0
0
13,2.5
0
7, 3.3
0
10,2.1 2,0.4
0
0
0
0
3, 4
0
5, 3.5
0
1, 0.4
0

peers
+
3,1.7
5,2.9
0
12,15
10,1.4
0
4, 2.8
0
0
4,2
4,10
0
8, 6
0
3,3.5
2,5
3, 5
0
0
0

Table 5.5: Customer vs. peer in previous-hop AS based differentiation.
IP

DNS name

2 192.80.43.49
3 192.80.43.65
4 216.64.190.5
5 66.192.251.27
6 213.200.80.94
7 213.200.80.26
8 89.149.186.185
9 89.149.187.121

tuco.telcom.arizona.edu
morgan.telcom.arizona.edu
static.twtelecom.net
so-1-0-0.was11.ip.tiscali.net
so-3-0-0.lon12.ip.tiscali.net
xe-2-0-0.lon10.ip.tiscali.net
xe-0-0-0.bru20.ip.tiscali.net

BT
0
0
0
0
128
128
128
128

TOS
HTTP
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 5.6: An example of content-based differentiation confirmed using TOS (from
planetlab1.arizona-gigapop.net to 193.58.13.1)
ISP
Tiscali
Sprint
Verio
UUnet

Port
1214 (Napster), 4004 (PPLive), 4662 (eDonkey),
6881-6889 (BitTorrent), 6946, 6961-6969, 6999
10, 5060 (VoIP)
179 (BGP), 16384 (VoIP), 25 (SMTP), 2525 (mail)
25 (SMTP), 53 (DNS), 109 (POP3),
443 (IMAP), 1575, 5060 (VoIP)

Table 5.7: Applications ports used for TOS marking.

5.6.4

Correlation with TOS value

As previously illustrated in §5.2, traffic differentiation can be implemented in the
router by marking the Type of Service (TOS) field in the IP header. We develop a
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method to reveal the TOS field marked by the routers along a path. We then study
whether the observed traffic differentiation can be explained by different TOS values.
Note that our probe packets trigger ICMP time exceeded messages from routers.
These ICMP messages contain the IP header of the original probe packets, including
the TOS values set by the routers. This allows us to correlate the loss rate differences
with TOS value differences for each application pair and AS pair.
We start with an example of the TOS marking behavior of content-based differentiation. Table 5.6 illustrates the traceroute output from a PlanetLab node in
University of Arizona to an IP address in AS3304 traversing Tiscali. The “TOS”
column shows the TOS value of original probe packets extracted from ICMP replies.
It is clear that the TOS value of BT probes were set to 128 by the router at the
sixth hop while that of HTTP probes are always 0. We further conduct controlled
experiments to infer which packet fields are used to perform TOS marking. We vary
the composition of probe packets by chaning destination ports or faking application
payloads. In this example, the marking is done purely based on destination port
number, e.g.packets with the default BT port and fake payloads are still marked.
In following analysis, we assume an ISP has a consistent policy of associating a
TOS value with a fixed priority. However, we do not assume that a large TOS value is
always associated with a high priority. We first need to infer the relationship between
TOS values and priorities. Starting with all the pairs that pass K-S test, we compile
a list of all the distinct TOS values observed in a target ISP. We then construct a
mapping from TOS values to priorities in a way that the loss rate differences between
the pairs with differentiation can be best explained. More specifically, given a pair
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with differentiation, if the TOS value of the first set has higher priority than that of
the second set, the former should have lower loss rates as well.
Once a mapping is constructed for each ISP, we correlate TOS value differences
with detected differentiation in two ways. First, we compute δtos , which is the percentage of pairs with detected differentiation that can be explained by differences
in priorities and TOS values. The results are in the “δtos ” columns in Tables 5.3
and 5.4, where “-” means no TOS marking is used. Clearly, there is a strong correlation between detected differentiation and priority differences inferred from TOS
values. δtos is 100% for pairs with content-based differentiation (Table 5.3). For pairs
with previous-hop AS based differentiation, δtos is over 80% in 5 ISPs (Table 5.4).
Note that δtos is below 100% in many target ISPs. This could be caused by resource
constraint at certain links. For instance, traffic traversing an under-provisioned link
may persistently experience high loss rates, even though the target ISP does not
“intentionally” treat it with low priority.
Second, we compute the percentage of pairs with different priorities that are detected to have traffic differentiation. The results are in the “TOSδ ” columns in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Overall, TOSδ is pretty high. Only VoIP in UUNet has a TOSδ
smaller than 80% in Table 5.3. For previous-hop AS based differentiation, TOSδ exceeds 80% in 6 target ISPs in Table 5.4. The reason that TOSδ is not 100% is likely
due to the fact that the effects of differentiation are perceptible only under certain
conditions, e.g. when there is resource competition. As a result, we may miss certain
pairs which are indeed configured with differentiation policies. We will study the
relationship between detected differentiation and network load in §5.6.5.
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Application
BT
PPLive
VOIP
VOIP
SMTP
SMTP

ISP
Tiscali
Tiscali
UUNet
Sprint
UUNet
Verio

High loss %
96
100
106
100
100
100

Low loss %
45
62
65
51
53
14

Table 5.8: Network load effects for content-based differentiation: % of pairs with detected differentiation compared with using all samples.

For the 4 ISPs verified to use TOS markings for content-based differentiation, we
further analyze which packet fields are used to perform TOS marking. Such information is especially useful for customers who want to circumvent ISPs’ differentiation
policy. We conduct controlled experiments by changing packet headers and application payloads in probe packets. Surprisingly, we found all the 4 ISPs simply use
destination port to mark TOS value. By enumerating different destination ports, we
can clearly observe changes in TOS markings. Table 5.7 lists all the destination ports
which are used by the 4 ISPs for TOS marking. For instance, besides SMTP, UUNet
also treats traffic destined to other email ports differently, e.g.POP3 and IMAP. We
plan to perform a more comprehensive study on whether ISPs use rules other than
destination port to construct their differentiation policy as future work.

5.6.5

Correlation with network load

Given the strong evidence of traffic differentiation performed by some large ISPs
using packet contents (application types) and routing (previous-hop AS) information,
we now investigate whether there exists other factors that may affect traffic differentiation. In particular, if ISPs intend to use differentiation to conserve limited resource
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ISP
Qwest
UUNet
Sprint
Verio
Level3
Savvis
AT&T
British
Tglobe
Above

High loss %
91
100
102
100
100
96
100
100
86
94

Low loss %
24
70
45
20
74
16
23
47
65
39

Table 5.9: Network load effects for previous-hop based differentiation: % of pairs with
detected differentiation compared with using all samples.

in their networks, we should be able to observe a strong correlation between network
load and traffic differentiation. For instance, an ISP may throttle BT traffic only
when its bandwidth exceeds 100Mbps.
Although we cannot measure network load directly, we can observe its effects in
terms of loss rate. For each application or AS pair, we sort the samples in each
set based on loss rate value and partition the samples into two equally-sized groups:
high-loss vs. low-loss. We then perform K-S test both between the two high-loss
groups and between the two low-loss groups. Tables 5.8 and 5.9 summarize the test
results. For ease of comparison, we show the relative number of pairs passing the
K-S tests compared to the corresponding numbers in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 where we
do not distinguish between high-loss and low-loss groups. The relative numbers in
the high-loss group are significantly higher than those in the low-loss group, clearly
supporting our conjecture that ISPs perform load-sensitive traffic differentiation. This
also highlights the importance of observing ISPs’ behavior continually for detecting
traffic differentiation.
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Figure 5.9: Loss rate difference for previous-hop AS based differentiation.
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Figure 5.10: Loss rate difference for content-based differentiation.

5.6.6

Degree of differentiation

The statistical tests we devise can systematically detect whether there exists differences between two loss rate distributions. We now study whether the actual loss
rate differences are significant enough to affect the perceived performance of TCPbased applications. For each AS pair with previous-hop AS based differentiation, we
first compute the mean loss rate of each set. We then compute the absolute loss rate
difference between the two mean loss rates. Figure 5.9 plots the CDF of absolute loss
rate differences of all the AS pairs in three target ISPs. Among them, AT&T has the
smallest loss rate differences, mostly under 3%. In contrast, the differences are much
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more evident for Sprint. Nearly 10% AS pairs have loss rate difference over 4%. Such
large loss rate difference will certainly lead to perceptible performance difference for
many TCP-based applications.
Figure 5.10 illustrates the CDF of absolute loss rate differences of the application
pairs included in Table 5.3. For each application pair, the absolute loss rate difference
is computed as the difference between the mean loss rate of an application (e.g.BT)
and that of HTTP. Clearly, the degree of content-based differentiation varies significantly across different applications and ISPs. For instance, UUNet treats SMTP only
slightly worse than HTTP. Their loss rate differences are smaller than 2% on nearly
90% of paths. In comparison, Sprint gives VoIP much higher priority than HTTP,
possibly reflecting their desire to meet the QoS requirements of the VoIP service
provided by themselves. Another interesting observation is that Tiscali appears to
differentiate multiple classes of applications. Although both BT and PPLive experiences worse performance than HTTP, the loss rates of PPLive are even much higher
than those of BT. Since PPLive is a real-time video streaming application, its users
are much more susceptible to high loss rates than BT users who normally download
files in the background.

5.6.7

Implementation of differentiation in router testbed

In this section, we demonstrate the feasibility of implementing and enforcing traffic
differentiation in today’s commercial routers. As shown in Figure 5.11, we set up our
own experimental testbed using two high-end routers (Cisco 7300 and 12000) running
the latest IOS 12.3 from the Schooner testbed [11]. Host A transmits BT and HTTP
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ip nbar port-map custom-01 tcp 6881
class-map BTCLASS match protocol custom-01
policy-map BTPOLICY class BTCLASS dscp 60
R2

R1
Host A

BT traffic
HTTP traffic

Host B

class-map BTCLASS match dscp 60
rate-limit output dscp 60 90000 110000 conform-action transmit exceed-actiono drop

CDF

Figure 5.11: Router testbed setup
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Figure 5.12: Loss rate difference on router testbed

traffic to host B via R1 and R2 . All the machines and routers are connected using
Gigabit Ethernet links. To configure the routers for port-based differentiation, we
define a port-map on R1 to capture all the packets with the default BT port and
mark their TOS field using policy map. Interestingly, we found the default router
configurations already include pre-defined port-maps for applications such as Napster,
Kazaa, SMTP, etc. [36], which greatly simplifies the work of configuring differentiation
for these applications. The actual router commands used in the Cisco command
line interface (CLI) are shown in Figure 5.11. Similarly, to implement previous-hop
AS based differentiation, we can easily mark packets based on incoming interfaces
by changing the definition of class-map to class-map NEIGHBOR match interface
GigabitEthernet 1/0. We configure R2 to prioritize traffic on its incoming interface
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using weighted random early drop (WRED) queuing.
In § 5.6.5, we observed that the effects of traffic differentiation are more perceptible
when network load is high. To illustrate this, we measure the variations of loss
rate differences between HTTP and BT as we control the sending rate on A. The
configurations of R1 and R2 remain the same throughout the experiments. R2 will
restrict the BT bandwidth to be within 110Mbps. Figure 5.12 shows the absolute
loss rate differences between BT and HTTP under two different ranges of sending
rates. When the sending rate is high (80 - 150Mbps), the loss rate differences can
go up to 7%. In contrast, when the sending rate is below the bandwidth limit (80
- 110 Mbps), the loss rate differences become negligibly small. We also measure the
overhead induced by the differentiation configurations on R1 and R2 . From the SNMP
logs, we observed little changes in the CPU utilization on R1 and R2 when we disable
or enable the differentiation configurations. This indicates the overhead of enforcing
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either types of differentiation is small.
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Figure 5.13: Impact of redundancy factor.
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Figure 5.16: Probing overhead under single-ISP vs. multi-ISP path selection.

5.7

System evaluation

In this section, we study the parameter settings and system performance in NVLens.
We will explain the choice of redundancy factor and maximum probing threshold
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(defined in §5.3). We will also evaluate the resource usage of NVLens in terms of
network, memory, and CPU. Our evaluation results demonstrate the feasibility of
deploying NVLens as a lightweight tool for continually detecting traffic differentiation
in multiple large ISPs simultaneously.

Parameter settings The path selection process of NVLens is controlled by two predefined parameters: the redundancy factor R and the maximum probing threshold m.
R determines the number of distinct paths that will traverse each element. An element
can be a three-tuple of (src, ingress, egress) or (ingress, egress, dst). Figure 5.13
shows the maximum number of destinations assigned to a prober increases with R
and remains the same once R exceeds 100. This means when R ≥ 100, the redundancy
of each element is no longer restricted by R but by the set of destinations the probers
can probe. We set R = 100 to obtain the best coverage.
NVLens imposes a maximum probing threshold m to prevent a prober from being

assigned too many probing destinations. This may cause the actual redundancy of
certain elements to be smaller than R. Figure 5.14 shows the fraction of elements
whose actual redundancy reaches R = 100 under different m. The fraction number
grows slowly when m exceeds 10K. We choose m = 10K to attain a reasonable balance
between element redundancy and prober overhead. Note that the redundancy of
certain elements can never reach R because the number of distinct paths traversing
an element is inherently limited by the set of source-destination pairs covered by
NVLens.
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Performance evaluation In NVLens, the number of destinations probed by each
prober ranges from 6K to 10K. This corresponds to a bandwidth usage from 17Kbps
to 443Kbps per prober. The multi-ISP path selection consumes most of the execution
time and memory compared to other components in NVLens. Since a path can only
traverse a limited number of elements, the time and space complexity of the path
selection is O(p2 ) and O(ep). Here, p is the number of source-destination pairs and e
is the number of elements.
We evaluate NVLens on a commodity server with eight 3.0GHz Xeon processors
and 8 GB memory running Linux 2.6.18 SMP. Figure 5.15 illustrates the execution
time and memory usage of NVLens as the number of ISPs increases. At 18 ISPs, it
takes 3.5GB memory for NVLens to store 182M elements. The execution time of each
run of path selection is around 25 minutes, which is only 20% of a probing interval.
This means the path selection process can keep up with measurement speed. To
demonstrate the benefit of multi-ISP path selection, Figure 5.16 compares the total
number of paths probed under single-ISP path selection vs. multi-ISP path selection.
The latter reduces the probing overhead by almost a third when 18 ISPs are being
measured.

5.8

Summary

Broadband ISPs and wireless carriers are known to rate-limit or block bandwidthintensive applications such as P2P file sharing and video streaming. Such traffic differentiation may severely degrade the application performance experienced by users.
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In this chapter, we presented the NVLens system to detect content- and routing-based
traffic differentiation in backbone ISPs by taking loss measurement from end hosts.
NVLens employs an intelligent probing scheme to attain rich coverage of ISP internal

paths while maintaining reasonable measurement overhead. It identifies significant
performance gap between different types of traffic using statistical hypothesis tests.
We deployed NVLens on PlanetLab to study 18 large ISPs across 3 continents
over 10 weeks. We find 4 ISPs perform differentiation on 4 distinct applications
and 10 ISPs perform previous-hop AS based differentiation, evidenced by up to 5%
absolute loss rate differences. The degree of differentiation increases with network
load. Some ISPs appear to carry out application-based differentiation simply based
on port numbers irrespective of packet content. The loss rate differences are often
associated with different TOS values in the traffic marked by ISP routers. Our work
serves as an important step towards increasing the transparency of the Internet.
So far, I have demonstrated the end users’ capability to accurately diagnose problems caused by both routing changes and ISP policy changes. Ultimately, the monitoring and diagnosis results should be used for mitigating the damage or preventing
being affected in the future. In the next two chapters, I will present the two applications to mitigate effectively in both short-term and long-term periods.
Based on the observed traffic differentiation, NVLens can further infer the policies
used by the ISPs to implement differentiation as well as the location of its enforcement.
The methodology is general and can be easily extended to discover other types of
differentiation, e.g.IPSec vs. non-IPSec. Such information is essential for end-systems
to make more informed decisions for selecting routes and ISPs, applying encryption
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or routing through proxies to bypass unwanted differentiation.
Even if ISPs are aware of techniques used by NVLens to detect potential traffic differentiation in backbones, they cannot easily evade our detection. The probe packets
are constructed using real traffic traces and are difficult to distinguish from actual
data traffic. Unless ISPs perform stateful TCP flow analysis, it is challenging to identify and preferentially treat our probe traffic. In the future, we plan use two-ended
controlled experiments to mimic actual TCP flows.
Revisiting the literature review in Chapter II, the work in this chapter falls into
end-host based diagnosis category. We examine one type of performance degradation, i.e.ISP policy-induced disruptions, which hasn’t been examined in the past.
Combining with the system in Chapter IV, we demonstrate the ability for end-host
to diagnose two types of disruptions, i.e.routing-induced and policy-induced disruptions. The consequence of traffic differentiation can be long delay or packet loss in
the data plane. So far, we have been using purely active measurement approach. The
active approach has its fundamental limitations in terms of non-trivial overhead. To
reduce overcome this limitation, in Chapter VI we propose a new methodology that
combines the active approach together with passive approach to achieve more efficient
measurement.
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CHAPTER VI
Measuring and Predicting the Impact of Routing
Changes

6.1

Overview

Internet routing dynamics directly influence the data plane, i.e.the packet forwarding behavior. Previous measurement studies [73, 85, 113, 123] have already shown
that routing changes can cause transient disruption to the data plane in the form of
packet loss, increased delay, and forwarding loops. In this work, we enhance our understanding of the impact of routing dynamics on the data plane performance in two
dimensions. First, we develop an efficient framework enabling a more comprehensive
study of routing changes that are not limited to just specific prefixes as in previous
studies. Second, we identify the predictability of observed performance degradation
in relation to the properties of routing updates and subsequently develop a model to
accurately predict the performance impact of future updates.
We use the term data plane failures to describe severe performance degradation
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on packet forwarding manifested as reachability loss or forwarding loops. Our study
focuses on data plane failures primarily caused by routing changes, as understanding
the impact of routing dynamics on data plane performance is critical to the deployment of real-time applications such as Voice over IP (VoIP) and moreover provides
insights into improved network operations.
Routing changes on the Internet are mostly caused by failures or configuration
changes. They occur quite frequently. At the interdomain level, one can easily observe more than 10 updates per second to a wide range of destinations from a large
tier-1 ISP such as Sprint using publicly available BGP data from RouteViews [13].
Motivated by such active routing dynamics on the current Internet, our study develops a methodology to identify properties of updates that cause data plane failures
and characterize the location, duration, and stability of these failures.
Data plane failures are often caused by inconsistent forwarding information of
routers involved in routing changes [123]. During routing convergence, some routers
may lose their routes [122] or have invalid routes [73]. Routing policies, timer configurations, and network topologies are just some of the contributing factors [122, 123].
For instance, transient loops can be caused by temporarily inconsistent views among
routers. Persistent loops are more likely due to misconfigurations [127]. We do not
attempt to identify the cause of observed failures due to lack of information but instead search for patterns to help predict the impact of routing changes on data plane
performance. Such a prediction model can improve route selection.
To achieve a comprehensive characterization of many diverse routing changes, we
develop an efficient and novel measurement framework deployed at each vantage point
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with access to real-time BGP routing updates. Light-weight probing is triggered by
locally observed routing updates. The probing target is an identified live IP address
within the prefix associated with the routing change. Compared to modeling or simulation based approaches [26, 99, 142] to understand the impact routing dynamics on
data plane performance, our measurement-based approach does not make simplifying
assumptions and provide empirical evidence of such impact.
Given that probing is triggered directly by routing updates, it may be counterintuitive why the observed data plane performance may still be impacted by the
seemingly converged route. In some cases, the routing change is still ongoing, often
manifested by subsequent updates to the same destination prefix. Given the scale
of the Internet, some routing changes may impact many routers and cause delayed
convergence [73]. Thus, even if locally the route to a destination appears to be
converged to a stable route, data plane performance may still be seriously affected.
This is supported by previous work showing that BGP messages sometimes preceded
observed path failures in the order of minutes [52].
We deployed our measurement framework at six geographically distinct locations
with different upstream providers for a period of 11 weeks. Using our collected set
of 604,925 live IPs which belong to 48% of prefixes and 53% of ASes, we analyzed
47%-55% of all observed updates corresponding to 46%-51% of observed prefixes in
routing updates across different vantage points.
We summarize our main findings by including a range of results to represent all
six vantage points studied.
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• Many prefixes became unreachable shortly after respective routing changes.
They account for 39%-45% of probed updates, covering 72%-86% of probed prefixes. These prefixes belong to 35%-42% of all announced prefixes, originating
from 39%-42% of all ASes. Stub ASes are more likely impacted. Unreachable
incidences are usually transient: 84%-91% of them lasting less than 300 seconds.
The failure location occurs roughly equally likely along the path.
• Among the unreachable incidences, a non-negligible fraction exhibits forwarding loops. This contributes to 4%-8% of probed updates, covering 36%-51% of
probed prefixes. These loops impact 17%-24% of all announced prefixes, originating from 27%-34% of all ASes. Most loops are short-lived: 60% of them
lasting less than 300 seconds. Loops are more likely to appear within large
ISPs.
• Given a prefix and its identified responsible AS where traceroute stops or loop
occurs, we identify over 51%-54% of probed updates to be predictable for causing reachability loss, and 49%-58% for causing loops. For such prefixes, our
prediction model achieves a prediction accuracy of 90% with a false positive
rate of 15% for unreachable incidences and a prediction accuracy of 80% with
a false positive rate of 12% for loops. In general, prefixes originating from
stub ASes and smaller ISPs are more predictable; responsible ASes for such
predictable prefixes also tend to be near the edge of the Internet.
Aside from measurement findings, our main contribution is a framework to efficiently measure the impact of routing dynamics on data plane performance. Based on
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identified inherent stability of routing changes, we develop a methodology to predict
impact of future routing updates. The ability to accurately predict routing-induced
data plane failures is directly useful for applications such as overlay route selection
and backup path selection.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces our measurement
methodology. Experiment setup is described in Section 6.3. We provide detailed
data analysis on probing results in Section 6.4. In Section 6.5, we present a prediction
model.

6.2

Measurement Methodology

We describe our measurement methodology to enable efficient characterization of
the impact of locally observed BGP routing updates on the data plane performance
from the local network to the relevant destination networks.

6.2.1

Terminology

We first introduce our terminology. We use the term data plane to refer to the
packet forwarding behavior on the Internet. data plane failures describe severe data
plane performance degradation in the form of reachability loss or forwarding loops.
The control plane computes the routing state of network elements performing packet
forwarding. On today’s Internet, inter-domain routing involves distributed router
computation within routers of different networks.
To describe probing results, we use the term probing incidence to mean a set
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of probes to the relevant destination prefix triggered by a BGP update of the prefix. Three ping requests optionally followed by a traceroute probe are sent for each
prefix probed. The destination is deemed reachable if any ping reply returns or the
traceroute response contains interface IPs belonging to the prefix. It is unreachable
otherwise.

6.2.2

Data Collection

There are two required data sources: control-plane BGP updates and data plane
active probes. For each monitored location, local real-time BGP data are analyzed to
identify probing destinations. BGP data can be obtained by setting up a monitoring
BGP session using software such as Zebra [5] with a BGP router with a default-free
routing table in the local network. To differentiate between unreachable destinations
and blocked probes due to firewalls, we must identify at least one live IP that responds
to ping or traceroute requests for each prefix probed. Besides active probing [131],
such data can be gathered passively from various server logs, e.g.Web and DNS server
logs, or traffic traces.

6.2.3

Active Probing Methodology

Figure 6.1 depicts the probing architecture for one vantage point consisting of a
BGP analysis host identifying probe targets based on the local BGP feed and a probe
host in the same network for performing probing triggered by routing updates. The
list of live IPs is continuously updated. To identify persistent failures and verify live
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BGP analysis host
Send request to
probe host X

Receive BGP updates
from network X

Probe host X
Receive request from
BGP analysis host

Probe dest.

Update live IPs

Record results

Background probing

Figure 6.1: Active probing architecture for vantage point X (both functionalities can
be implemented on the same host).

IPs’ responses, background probing is done.

6.2.3.1

Probing Methodology

Unlike previous studies, our probing is designed to be light-weight to scale to
many destinations covering most observed updates. Therefore, we focus on coarsegrained performance metrics associated with reachability. We are nevertheless limited
to probing only prefixes for which we have identified a live IP. We plan to remedy
this in the future.
We describe the detailed probing steps. Triggered by a routing update, three
ICMP-based ping requests are first sent to the corresponding live IP. We randomly
choose the IPs belonging to the given prefix and regularly update IP liveness. Three
is chosen to balance the overhead and packet loss probability. If any ping reply returns, the destination is considered reachable. Otherwise, traceroute is performed. If
the traceroute response contains an IP belonging to the probe destination prefix, the
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Category
Num of ASes
(Pctg relative to all
ASes in each tier)
Num of prefixes
Num of IPs

Tier-1
20
(90%)

Tier-2
173
(80%)

Tier-3
1092
(78%)

Tier-4
1235
(80%)

Tier-5
7136
(52%)

3045
73670

4672
119136

10034
134982

9424
126818

16727
116643

Table 6.1: Diversity of networks covered by our collected live IPs.

destination is deemed reachable. Otherwise, ping and traceroute probes are continuously sent after each other as soon as the previous probe finishes, until the destination
or a timing limit is reached as described later.

6.2.3.2

Probing Control

Given the potential high frequency of routing updates, we take measures to avoid
overloading the probe host and the destination networks probed. The resources under consideration are CPU and memory resources of the probe host, and network
bandwidth of both the probe host and targets. Multiple probe hosts can be used. We
make explicit trade-offs between probing coverage and consumed resources.
The first measure is to ignore routing updates caused by the BGP session reset
of the monitoring session using known techniques such as [132], as such updates do
not reflect true routing changes. As a second measure, we impose a limit on the
maximum probing duration for each destination prefix. Probing is performed as long
as the target is deemed unreachable until this limit is reached. Moreover, at most
one IP from each prefix is probed by a single host at any time.
Probe requests may not be serviced immediately due to unfinished probing. We
impose a maximum wait time between the time an update is received and the time
its probe request is initiated, as excessive delays prevent us from effectively capturing
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the impact of routing changes. As future work, we plan to explore other ways to
reduce probing overhead, e.g.by probing based on unique AS paths.

6.3

Experiment setup

We describe the experiment setup based on our measurement methodology.

6.3.1

Data Collection

We set up a software router using Zebra [5] to serve as the BGP monitor to obtain
live BGP feeds from six distinct locations with different upstream providers mostly in
the U.S.: Michigan, Massachusetts, New York, Illinois, Washington, and Amsterdam.
They belong to the PlanetLab [102] and the RON project [17]. Combining active
probing [131], DNS logs, and five days of Netflow data from a Tier-1 ISP network,
we collected 604,925 live IPs covering 48% of all announced prefixes and 53% of all
ASes. Using the tier ranking defined in [115], where a lower tier means large ISPs
and tier-5 refers to stub or customer ASes, we illustrate the diversity of collected IPs
in Table 6.1. The set is shown to cover a large percentage of ASes in different tiers.
The results presented span an 11-week period from May 3 until July 19, 2006.

6.3.2

Probing Control

We limit the maximum probing duration to be 300 seconds as most BGP routing
changes converge within about three minutes based on previous studies [73, 85]. Our
own measurements described later in Section 6.4 also show that about 90% of reach148
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Figure 6.2: Probing delay distribution for each BGP feed: Most delays are within 100
seconds.

ability problems last less than 300 seconds. To ensure our characterization captures
the effect of routing dynamics on the data plane, we limit the maximum wait time to
be 300 seconds. Background probing is performed to ensure each live IP is probed at
least once every 300 seconds.

6.3.3

Probing System Performance

During the 11 weeks of study, the average probing rate is only about 2 updates
per second for each feed with a maximum rate of 11 updates per second. Probing
duration varies from less than 10 seconds to the limit of 300 seconds.
Figure 6.2 plots the distribution of probing delays for each probing location. The
delay is computed as the time difference between the probe time and the update
receive time. The figure shows that at least 80% of updates are probed within 100
seconds for most feeds. For some locations, the delays are mostly between 50 to
100 seconds. Only 6% of updates are not probed due to the maximum wait time
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constraint.
To prevent aggressive probing, we measure the probing rate. We found that 80%
of the difference between two consecutive probes for the same IP is larger than 300
seconds, with a minimum difference of around 100 seconds. This shows that our
system did not overload the destination networks probed.

6.3.4

Probing System Limitations

We discuss the limitations of our probing methodology to understand the potential
bias introduced in our results. First, the data presented later correspond to probing
triggered by routing announcements only. We also probed after route withdrawals, as
such prefixes can still be reachable due to covering prefixes: 1.4%-2.1% of withdrawn
prefixes are reachable, while less than .013% of withdrawn prefixes are unreachable
despite the presence of covering prefixes. But most of them recover within 300 seconds.
Second, our probe delays are mostly within 100 seconds. Thus, we focus on serious
data plane failures lasting for at least 100 seconds.
The third limitation is that we do not differentiate between performance degradation due to routing changes from other possibly unrelated causes such as congestion. Given that our probing immediately follows routing updates, the observed
performance degradation could also coincide with other events. However, if a destination consistently experiences performance degradation following routing changes,
such degradation may likely be caused by routing dynamics.
Although our probing uses simple ping and traceroute probes, we try to overcome
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limitations of measurement tools. For example, we distinguish unreachable cases
caused by routers disabling ICMP replies from unreachable end hosts using history
information.

6.4

Characterizing Data Plane Failures

During a routing event such as link failures or recoveries, packet forwarding is likely
disrupted. This is likely caused by some routers temporarily losing their routes to the
destination. Moreover, even without transient failures in the control plane, i.e.every
router has a route to the destination, the route may not be valid due to routing
inconsistency. Next, we characterize data plane transient failures using “reachability”
as the performance metric. This is motivated by the fact that gain or loss reachability
will cause the most severe impact on data plane performance.

6.4.1

Overall Statistics

We conducted Internet experiments over the period of 11 weeks from May 3,
2006 to July 19, 2006. Table 6.2 shows the overall statistics. We found that 42%
of probing incidences are unreachable, affecting 73.5% of destination prefixes and
63% of destination ASes probed in our experiments. In addition, about 14% of the
unreachable incidences are caused by loops, affecting 24% of destination prefixes and
34% of ASes probed.
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Loop
Unreachable

Other
All

Reachable

Incidence
185728
(6.0%)
1129014
(36.3%)
1314742
(42.3%)
1796392
(57.7%)

Prefix
21821
(23.9%)
66321
(72.8%)
66883
(73.5%)
75578
(83.1%)

AS
5024
(33.5%)
5802
(38.7%)
9559
(63.0%)
14870
(98.0%)

Table 6.2: General statistics over the period of 11 weeks

6.4.2

Reachability Failures

6.4.2.1

Destination Networks Impacted by Failures

We classify destination ASes experiencing reachability loss according to their tiers
and geographic locations. Table 6.3 shows the top 10 destination ASes which encounter the most unreachable incidences. We observe that most of them are stub
ASes, i.e.customer ASes. Moreover, we found that many unreachable incidences affect a small portion of destination prefixes and ASes observed in our routing updates.
For example, as shown in Figure 6.3, 80% of unreachable incidences impact only 30%
of prefixes and 10% of ASes, respectively.
Identifying the failure location along the path helps us understand whether the
problem usually happens close to the destination networks. If failures occur near
or within destination networks, multi-homing or overlay routing cannot bypass such
failures. We approximate the location of a data plane failure as the IP hop where the
traceroute probe stops.
Figure 6.4 shows that the normalized hop count is evenly distributed along both
the IP level and AS level path. The hop distance is normalized by the hop count
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ASN
25543
4134
19982
8866
9121
8011
22543
4595
17974
4314

Unreachable Incidences
112784
(8.6%)
110787
(8.4%)
107709
(8.1%)
45840
(3.4%)
43021
(3.2%)
41768
(3.1%)
37267
(2.8%)
36300
(2.7%)
35573
(2.7%)
28951
(2.2%)

Prefixes
34
590
3
72
423
39
16
8
369
20

AS Name
FasoNet-AS ONATEL/
FasoNet’s AS
CHINANET-BACKBONE
No.31 Jin-rong Street
TOWERSTREAM-PROV
Towerstream
BTC-AS Bulgarian
Telecom Company
TTnet Autonomous
System
CoreComm Voyager, Inc.
PIXELWEB
Pixelweb
ICNET ICNet/
Innovative Concepts
TELKOMNET-AS2-AP PT
TELEKOMUNIKASI
CommNet Data
Systems, Inc.

Tier
5
2
4

Primary Country
Burkina
Faso
China

3

United
States
Bulgaria

3

TURKEY

4

United
States
Canada

5
5
5
3

United
States
Indonesia
United
States

Table 6.3: Top 10 destination ASes experiencing most unreachable incidences.
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Figure 6.3: Destination prefixes and ASes affected by reachability problems.

of the reachable path before the incidence. Note that the last hop of the stopped
traceroute may not be where the problem resides since absence of traceroute replies
may be due to firewalls or routers disabling ICMP replies. We differentiate such cases
by examining whether routers in a particular AS ever replied with ICMP packets in
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Figure 6.4: Normalized hop distance btw. the source and the last received traceroute
reply.

history data. Such an AS is expected appear in the data path based on history or
BGP data. Furthermore, we can usually assume that an AS applies a uniform policy
regarding ICMP for all its routers [92].

6.4.2.2

Failure Duration

We compute the duration of reachability loss to be the period starting from the
time when the update is received to the time that the destination is reachable by
probing. Figure 6.5 shows the cumulative distribution of the duration of unreachable
incidences. We found that most such incidences last than 300 seconds. They are likely
due to transient routing failures [122] or routing convergence delays. However, 10%
unreachable incidences last longer than the maximum probing limit of 300 seconds.
They may be caused by other factors such as configuration errors and path failures.
The observed reachability disruption lasting a few hundred seconds is expected to
have serious performance impact on real-time applications such as Voice over IP.
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Figure 6.5: Duration of unreachable incidences.

6.4.2.3

Failure Predictability

Routing incidences and their corresponding impact on certain destination networks can be predictable. For a given destination prefix D, we define the appearance
probability of D as the probability of an unreachable incidence occurring with any
routing update to D. We define the conditional probability of D conditioned on an
AS or an AS path segment as the probability of an unreachable incidence occurring
under the condition of observing a routing update to D through a particular AS or
an AS path segment. Moreover, we define the responsible AS for an unreachable
incidence to be the AS where traceroute stops.
Figure 6.6 shows the CDF of the appearance probability and the conditional probability conditioned on the responsible AS. Around 30% of the prefixes have unreachable appearance probability of larger than 0.5. This indicates that the reachability
loss is difficult to predict for most prefixes upon observing a routing update of that
prefix. However, the corresponding plot for the conditional probability (conditioned
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Figure 6.6: Appearance probability and conditional probability (conditioned on the
responsible AS) of unreachable incidences.

on the responsible AS) is about 80%. This indicates that, given a routing update
to a destination and the responsible AS, unreachable incidences can be much more
predictable. By comparing the looping AS path with the normal AS path obtained
from background probing, we can estimate the responsible AS’s AS level hop count
to the destination. 95.9% of these responsible ASes are at least one hop away from
the destination. Therefore, taking alternate path might be possible to bypass the
problem.

6.4.3

Forwarding Loops

We now focus on a subset of unreachable incidences – forwarding loops, which
have been widely studied [60, 98, 100, 113]. It has been shown that transient loops
can be caused by inconsistent or incomplete views among routers during routing
convergence [143], while persistent loops are more likely a result of configuration errors [127]. In our experiments, we identify loops in traceroute and compare path from
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background probing with path from triggered probing to detect persistent loops and
to exclude loops caused by measurement artifacts. We find only 0.027% forwarding
loops are persistent. We focus on transient loops in the rest of this section.

6.4.3.1

Destination Networks Impacted by Loops

Figure 6.7 shows the fraction of destination prefixes and ASes impacted by forwarding loops. Similar to unreachable incidences, we observe that the distribution of
loop incidences across destination prefixes and ASes are very skewed. For example,
top 10% of prefixes and ASes observed in our routing updates experience 60% and
80% of forwarding loops, respectively.
For each loop incidence, we consider the ASes where the loop occurs as the responsible ASes. We observe that 98% of the loop incidences are intra-AS loops, i.e.the IPs
involved in the loop are within one AS. Table 6.4 shows the top 10 responsible ASes
for loop incidences. Interestingly, we observe that most of these ASes are tier-1 ASes.
This is because large ASes in the core of the Internet have more complicated routing
policies, potentially more complex routing dynamics, and larger network diameters
translate to longer delays for propagating updates. All these factors can cause more
transient failures within such networks [60, 122].

6.4.3.2

Loop Duration

We measure the loop duration as the time period from the receipt of the routing
update until when probes can reach the destination without experiencing loops. Figure 6.8 shows about 70% loops last less than 350 seconds. Note that for loops lasting
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Figure 6.7: Destination prefixes and ASes affected by forwarding loops.
ASN
701
1239
3356
7018
174
2914
4134
6453
3549
3561

Loop Incidences
34457
(18.6%)
33998
(17.7%)
32674
(17.6%)
27971
(15.1%)
21060
(11.3%)
13612
(7.3%)
13362
(7.2%)
13106
(7.0%)
12267
(6.6%)
12087
(6.5%)

Destination Prefixes
2059
2013
1998
1587
1149
787
534
746
850
691

Responsible AS Name
ALTERNET-AS UUNET
Technologies, Inc.
SPRINTLINK
Sprint
Level 3 , LLC
Communications, LLC
ATT-INTERNET4 AT&T
WorldNet Services
PSINET
PSINet Inc.
Verio,
Inc.
CHINANET-BACKBONE
No.31, Jin-rong Street
TELEGLOBE-AS
Teleglobe Inc
GBLX Global
Crossing
CWUSA Cable
& Wireless USA

Tier
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Primary Country
United
States
United
States
United
States
United
States
United
States
United
States
China

1
1
1

United
States
United
States
United
States

Table 6.4: Forwarding loop incidences in the top 10 responsible ASes.

longer than 300 seconds from the first probe, we overcome our maximum probing duration of 300 seconds by background probing to such long-lasting loops to determine
whether they are persistent loops. We found that only 0.0027% loop incidences are
persistent loops, 74% of which occur close to the destination networks. In addition,
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Figure 6.8: Duration of loop incidences.

we observe that the vast majority of loops involves a small number of IP level hops.
For example, 81% of loops involve two IP addresses.

6.4.3.3

Loop Predictability

Similarly, we study how predicable loop incidences are. The appearance probability and conditional probability (conditioned on the responsible AS) of loop incidences
are shown in Figure 6.9. Only around 20% of prefixes have appearance probability of
more than 0.5, indicating that loop incidences are difficult to predict for most prefixes
based simply on the presence of any update to the prefix. However, 75% of prefixes
have conditional probability (conditioned on responsible AS) of more than 0.5. This
illustrates that, given a routing update to the prefix and the responsible AS, loop
incidences can be much more predictable.
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Figure 6.9: Appearance probability and conditional probability (conditioned on the
responsible AS) of loop incidences.

6.5

Failure Prediction Model

How well does a routing update indicate the occurrence of a data plane failure?
Can we detect the presence of such a failure based on observed routing updates? To
answer these questions, we develop a statistical prediction model to infer the probability of a data plane failure given a routing update. As observed in our experiments,
the predictability of failure incidences given routing updates across all prefixes follows a bi-modal distribution: some prefixes are highly predictable, while others are
not. In this section, we focus on prefixes which are more predictable as analyzed
in Section 6.4. We first present our prediction model and then verify the model via
supervised learning. Finally, we discuss applications of the prediction model.
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6.5.1

Prediction Model

In this section, we derive a model for predicting whether a failure incidence Y
occurs upon observing a routing update R to a given destination.

6.5.1.1

Model

We use the random variable Y to represent the data plane observation: Y = 1 if
there is a failure in the data plane, and Y = 0 otherwise. We use the random variable
R to represent routing updates with AS path x1 , . . . , xn . The model is built based on
observations of <failure Y , routing update R > pairs in the history data.
In our model, we use a direct acyclic graph (DAG) to represent all the paths for
each destination prefix. Each node in the graph represents an AS. In addition, we
assume that failures are independent. To determine whether a data plane failure
will occur, i.e.Y = 1 given a routing update R, we compute the data plane failure
likelihood ratio.

Λ(Y ) =

P (Y = 1|R; D)
P (Y = 0|R; D)

(VI.1)

where P (Y = 1|R; D) is the conditional probability of data plane failure occurrence
given a routing update R for prefix D, and P (Y = 0|R; D) is the conditional probability of no data plane failure occurrence given a routing update R for prefix D.
We say that a data plane failure occurs if Λ(Y ) > λ, where λ is a decision threshold
which determines false positive and negative rate.
Given an update R with the AS path x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , if a failure occurs in xb , then
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the ASes along the path can be classified to three categories:
• ASes x1 , . . . , xb−1 appearing in the path before xb are “good” AS nodes;
• AS xb is a “bad” AS node, also known as the responsible AS.
• ASes xb+1 , . . . , xn appearing after xb in the path are “unknown” AS nodes.
Therefore, the probability of AS xi being a bad node for destination D can be
computed as
P (Y = 1|xi ; D) =

BadCount(xi )
T otalCount(xi )

(VI.2)

where BadCount(xi ) is the number of occurrences AS xi appears as a bad node for
destination D, and T otalCount(xi ) is the total number of occurrences AS xi appears
in the path for destination D.
Thus, given a routing update R with AS path x1 , . . . , xn for destination D, the
probability that R will cause a data plane failure is

P (Y = 1|R = x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ; D) = 1 −

n
Y
(1 − P (Y = 1|xi ; D))

(VI.3)

i=1

Similarly, the probability that R will not cause a data plane failure is

P (Y = 0|R = x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ; D) =

n
Y
(1 − P (Y = 1|xi ; D)

(VI.4)

i=1

After computing the failure likelihood ratio Λ(Y ), we use the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) in signal detection theory [49] to decide the value of λ. ROC
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curves are commonly used to evaluate prediction results. In particular, the ROC of
a predictor shows the trade-off between selectivity and sensitivity. A curve of false
positives ratio (false alarms) versus true positive ratio (detection accuracy) is plotted
while varying a sensitivity or threshold parameter. In our experiment, given Λ(Y ),
we determine the ratio of false positive, PF P , and the ratio of detection accuracy PAC ,
with varying values of λ.

6.5.1.2

Validation

We evaluate both false positive ratio and false negative ratio of our prediction
model. A false positive refers to the case where our prediction model predicts a data
plane failure given a routing update, while there is no failure observed in our experiment. A false negative refers to the case where our prediction model fails to predict a
data plane failure given a routing update. As we have observed in Figures 6.6 and 6.9,
some prefixes are more predictable than others. The poor predictability on certain
prefixes could be explained by inherent non-stationary properties associated with certain failures, or by the limited visibility from the vantage points of our experiments.
Next, we analyze the predictability across different prefixes and focus on the set of
more predictable prefixes to further evaluate our prediction model.
We repeat the following experiments 10 times. We first divide the data set into
the training set and the testing set. In particular, we randomly sample 50% of the
entire observations as the training set and compute the failure likelihood ratio for all
the routing updates in the test set. During the training process, we only consider
observations that appear at least k times for a given prefix and a responsible AS.
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In our experiment, we choose k = 3. As a result, we discard 5.6% of observations.
Using k = 4 will increase the prediction accuracy by 0.34%, while discarding 1.3% of
observations.
Next, we compute the average Λ(Y ) of each prefix for both unreachable and
reachable incidences based on our observations. Figure 6.10 shows that the prediction
accuracy is limited considering all observed prefixes. Given λ = 1, 61% of prefixes are
predictable (i.e.Λ > 1) for all failure incidences and 72% of prefixes are predictable
(i.e.Λ < 1) for all non-failure incidences.
Given a prefix and its identified responsible AS, we identify over 51.2%-54.3%
of probed updates to be predictable for causing reachability loss and 48.9%-57.5%
for causing loops across all six vantage points. The corresponding figures for probed
prefixes are 58.7%-67.5% and 53.2%-55.8%, respectively. These destination prefixes
account for 28.1%-32.4% of announced prefixes originating from 27.4%-31.9% of all
ASes. 3.8% and 5.1% of such destination ASes are tier-1 and tier-2 ASes respectively. The figures for tier-3, tier-4, and tier-5 ASes are 22.4%, 23.6%, and 45.1%,
respectively. The set of responsible ASes for unreachable and loop incidences consists
of 10.8% tier-1 ASes, 11.9% tier-2 ASes, 19.7% tier-3 ASes, 21.2% tier-4 ASes, and
36.4% tier-5 ASes. This shows that prefixes from the edge of the Internet are more
predictable and most responsible ASes are also from the edge.
Figure 6.11 shows the receiver operating characteristics curve of predicting the
incidences in the test set. The false positive ratio is shown in x-axis and the prediction accuracy ratio is shown in y-axis. We observe that, by varying λ, our prediction
model achieves different degrees of accuracy. For example, with λ = 1 (i.e.if Λ(Y ) > 1,
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Figure 6.10: Average value of Λ for each prefix

failure is predicted to occur), our model can achieve 89.8% prediction accuracy with
14.5% false positives for unreachable failures and 79.9% accuracy with 12.3% false
positives for loops on the subset of prefixes selected above. This observation implies that the prediction model built on history observation can be used to predict
future failures on certain prefixes. Figure 6.12 shows the corresponding curves for
all prefixes. Given λ = 1, our model achieves 51% and 60% prediction accuracy for
unreachable failures and loops with false positive ratio of 21% and 18%, respectively.
This is consistent with our observation in Figure 6.10 that the predictability in general
is limited. However, compared to existing work [29] on predicting data plane performance degradations with only 50% prediction accuracy with 60% false positives, our
model is much more accurate.
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Figure 6.11: Receiver operating characteristics for selected subset of prefixes.
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Figure 6.12: Receiver operating characteristics for all probed prefixes.

6.6

Summary

In this chapter, we develop an efficient framework to measure and predict data
plane performance degradation as a result of routing changes. To achieve a comprehensive characterization of many diverse routing changes, we develop an efficient and
novel measurement framework deployed at each vantage point with access to realtime BGP routing updates. Light-weight probing is triggered by locally observed
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routing updates. The probing target is an identified live IP address within the prefix
associated with the routing change.
Using this framework, we conducted a large scale Internet measurement study and
characterized data plane performance upon receiving a BGP routing update. Our experiments and analysis cover a large portion of the announced prefixes and ASes on
the Internet. We observe that the data plane performance of a certain set of prefixes
is highly predictable. Analyzing the probing results from the framework, we present
various properties of the failures across different vantage points. Based on identified
inherent stability of routing changes, we analyze the predictability of observed performance degradation from the routing updates. We further develop a statistical model
which can accurately predict the severity of potential data plane failures based on
observations of routing updates for a given prefix. The ability to accurately predict
routing-induced data plane failures is directly useful for applications such as overlay
route selection and backup path selection. We show that our model is very useful in
a number of applications such as route selection in an overlay network. The model
demonstrates the capability for end users to construct short-term mitigation with the
assistance of monitoring and diagnosis systems.
Finally, we will present another application to show its long-term benefits of endhost based monitoring system, i.e.comparing ISPs in the long term with various performance metrics. Accurately monitoring ISP performance is important for customers
to make informed decisions on ISP selection using a customized ranking of performance metrics of interest. On the other hand, it also provides incentives for ISPs to
closely monitor its network and improve the performance to attract more customers.
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Systems proposed in Chapter IV, Chapter V, and Chapter VI focus on locating the
cause of end-to-end path performance disruptions. In Chapter VII, we will propose
a system that can accurately and scalably compare across core ISPs at the same
time from end-user’s perspectives using multiple fine-grained performance metrics of
interest.
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CHAPTER VII
Comparing Backbone ISPs using Multiple
Performance Metrics

7.1

Introduction

The quality of all network application services running on today’s Internet heavily depends on the performance assurance offered by the Internet Service Providers
(ISPs). In particular, network providers inside the core of the Internet are instrumental in determining the network properties of their transit services due to their
wide-area coverage, especially in the presence of the increasingly deployed real-time
sensitive network applications such as financial transactions, video conference calls,
and remote surgeries. End-users in the consumer community interact closely with
broadband ISPs such as Comcast and RoadRunner. However, organizations such as
universities, businesses, or small network providers are direct customers of large core
ISPs such as AT&T and Sprint. Accurately monitoring ISP performance is important
for customers to make informed decisions on ISP selection using a customized ranking
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of performance metrics of interest. On the other hand, it also provides incentives for
ISPs to closely monitor its network and improve the performance to attract more
customers. In spite of such critical importance, there is unfortunately no easy way
to effectively compare the quality of network services offered by different core ISPs
today. We focus on the services offered by the core ISPs as opposed to broadband
ISPs in this work, both due to their larger importance as well as more challenges to
address the large coverage requirement.
Even though network transit services are of high importance to business users, it is
rather opaque in terms of how to evaluate performance of different core ISPs. Service
Level Agreements (SLAs) are the only existing ways for quantitatively comparing
across ISPs and can only provide limited, coarse-grained measures for interpreting the
services offered. Usually such SLAs are in the form of average values over monthly
durations. It is unclear how such SLAs can be effectively verified to ensure ISPs’ close
compliance to their promised contracts. Besides these existing SLAs [3, 7, 9, 12],
there is however no comprehensive and standard way of comparing ISPs using the
metrics that end-users truly care about, e.g.fine-grained measures such as packet loss
rate, delay, bandwidth, availability, and stability. There exists limited commercial
systems, e.g.Keynote, to monitor the latency and loss rate of ISP internal paths. It
requires the measurement equipment to be collocated in all ISP’s major PoPs, for
which ISP cooperation is necessary and is thus challenging to deploy. Moreover, ISPs
can intentionally mislead the comparison result produced by such a system given
the locations of measurement boxes are known. The closest work on monitoring ISP
performance using end-host based probing is NetDiff [83] which measures only latency
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for only one ISP at a time. However, monitoring a single metric is usually insufficient
as application performance may be affected by multiple factors. In addition, the lack
of concurrent monitoring of multiple ISPs may lead to unfair comparison.
We designed a system that can accurately and scalably compare across core ISPs
at the same time from end-user’s perspectives using multiple fine-grained performance
metrics of interest. These performance metrics are directly relevant to network applications. We emphasize the importance of examining multiple metrics as different
applications have heterogeneous requirements on the network depending on their specific real-time QoS requirements.
In this work, we present our prototype called NetCmp that monitors multiple metrics on multiple ISPs deployed on the Planetlab testbed. NetCmp can simultaneously
perform both long-term and instantaneous real-time comparisons across multiple ISPs
using key performance metrics such as loss and reachability. We deployed NetCmp to
continuously monitor 19 ISPs simultaneously for one month for comparing them under several dimensions, including previously overlooked aspects in SLA definitions
such as consistencies in different geographic regions and temporal stability. By correlating multiple metrics, we clearly demonstrate the necessity for comparing ISPs
under different metrics to assist more informed provider selection or traffic engineering. Our system runs solely at end-hosts without requiring any proprietary internal
ISP data nor special support from the network, and therefore accurately reflect the
performance experienced from the perspectives of end systems. Our work provides
a solid foundation for developing performance benchmarks comparing QoS metrics
across major ISPs. Using NetCmp, we found the network performance measured dif171

fers significantly across ISPs. The relative ranking of each ISP under different metrics
can vary to a large degree as well. For instance, some ISPs with small internal latency can have many more unreachability events. Finally, although the ranking is
stable in short term period, (e.g.in a few weeks), it can change across several months,
suggesting the necessity for continuous ISP monitoring, which our system is designed
for.
The chapter is organized as follows. We first present our measurement methodology and data analysis techniques to carefully address measurement artifacts in §7.2.
Experimental setup and validation of our measurement methodology are presented
in §7.3 and §7.4 respectively. Analysis of experimental results of monitoring 19 ISPs
for one month is described in §7.5.

7.2

Methodology

A backbone ISP typically comprises of a number of PoPs (Points of Presence) at
different geographical locations, inter-connected with dedicated high-speed links. Its
primary job is to carry traffic from an ingress PoP to a destination IP prefix. The
performance of the traffic depends on the conditions of the internal path from the
ingress to the egress as well as the destination path from the ingress/egress to the
destination. We view the ISP as a collection of destination paths and internal paths
and use the aggregate performance of all the individual paths as a measure of the
overall ISP performance.
In the following, we elaborate on our methodology for measuring the performance
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of an individual path, including what metrics to measure, how to aggregate samples
over time, and how to deal with noise in the data. In §7.5, we will provide concrete examples of ISP performance over particular sets of paths that are relevant to
customers.

7.2.1

Path metrics

For each path, NetCmp measures four basic metrics: unreachability, latency, loss
rate, and diversity. The first three metrics have direct impact on the traffic performance perceived by customers. The last one is normally transparent to customers,
but may indirectly affect unreachability. NetCmp measures each path metric using
traceroute-like probes from end hosts. To probe a particular hop on a path, it sends
probe packets with pre-computed TTL (time-to-live) value which is expected to trigger ICMP time exceeded message from that hop. Depending on the metric to measure,
NetCmp may probe a subset of or all the hops along a path.

7.2.1.1

Unreachability

If any traffic traversing a router fails to reach a destination, the router is considered to experience an unreachability event, i.e., reachability loss, to that destination.
Unreachability events can be caused by problems such as network failures, router
misconfigurations, and traffic filtering. It is is one of the most essential metrics for
assessing the quality of transit service provided by ISPs, as reachability loss is one
of the worst-case scenarios for impacted customers. By comparing the unreachability
behavior across multiple ISPs, NetCmp provides insights on which ISPs are the most
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reliable in terms of delivering traffic to certain destinations, to what extent the unreachability of the PoPs within the same ISP differs, and which ISPs are affected by
the same unreachability events at the same time. Based on the answers to these questions, customers may select one or multiple ISPs to meet the reliability requirements
of their applications.
It is straightforward to measure unreachability from a PoP to a destination given
a traceroute path that traverses the PoP to that destination. We consider the destination unreachable from the PoP if traceroute probing stops after reaching the PoP
but before reaching the destination. Note that this simple definition can produce
misleading results due to several types of noise described below which we carefully
address.
First, traffic filtering can make certain destinations seemingly unreachable. Such
filtering common in routers and firewalls to block unwanted traffic for security considerations. Routers may also be configured not to generate any ICMP response
messages to prevent overloading router processors. Second, routing on the Internet
is often asymmetric. Thus, failures on the reverse path from the destination to the
probing source may lead to the loss of ICMP response messages, without affecting the
reachability on the forward path. Third, probe packets and ICMP response packets
may be dropped due to congestion on either direction. Many routers also limit the
rate of generating ICMP messages, making them temporarily unresponsive to probe
packets.
We deal with these uncertainties as follows. For a given PoP P and destination d,
NetCmp maintains a history of whether d has ever been reached from P in the entire
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probing period. If d is reachable from P previously but becomes unreachable at a
particular time t, it is considered a possible unreachability event. Our assumption
is traffic filtering policies are unlikely to change frequently (at least in a few weeks),
given that they are often manually configured by network administrators.
To eliminate ambiguity that arises due to reverse path failures, NetCmp confirms
an unreachability event only if d cannot be reached from P by at least R distinct
probing sources. Since the reverse paths from d to different probing sources are likely
different with limited sharing, the unreachability event is more likely caused by a
failure on the forward path from P to d which is shared by all the probing sources.
The choice of R reflects the trade-off between accuracy and coverage. A larger R
leads to higher confidence in determining forward path unreachability, but reduces
the number of (P, d) paths we can study, given only a limited number of probing
sources and with only a subset of them traversing (P, d). We have tried a few values
of R and found R = 3 achieves a reasonable balance between the two conflicting goals.
To reduce the impact of packet loss caused by network congestion and router
rate-limiting, NetCmp will probe a hop at least 3 times with an interval of I seconds
between two consecutive probes. I should eclipse most congestion periods and be
large enough to avoid triggering rate-limiting on most routers. In the current system,
we choose I to be 1 second.

7.2.1.2

Loss rate and latency

Loss rate and latency are the two of the most important metrics in evaluating the
performance of ISP networks. They directly affect the performance of most Internet
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applications. NetCmp monitors these two metrics of multiple ISPs simultaneously.
Customers may select ISPs based on the values of these two metrics and the QoS
(Quality of Service) requirements of the applications, e.g.sending delay-sensitive traffic to ISPs with low latency. ISPs may also use our measurement results to compare
with the performance of their competitors’ networks, to identify bottlenecks within
their own networks for improving service quality.
Given an internal path or a destination path, NetCmp measures its loss rate by
probing the two ends of the path from a given probe source. This means it will only
probe the hops corresponding to an ingress, an egress, or a destination instead of all
the hops along the path to reduce overhead. To measure the loss rate to a particular
hop, NetCmp sends probe packets with pre-computed TTL values expected to trigger
ICMP time exceeded response from that hop. It probes each hop 200 times to detect
loss rate as low as 0.5%. Sending more probes to a hop increases the sensitivity of loss
rate detection but also the probing overhead. The loss rate of the path is computed
by subtracting the loss rate of the starting hop from that of the ending hop. To
avoid triggering IDS (intrusion detection system) alarms from edge networks, NetCmp
currently only measures the loss rate of ISP internal paths.
There are a few factors that may lead to inaccuracy in our loss rate measurements.
First, NetCmp uses single-ended probes to measure forward path loss rate. It may
over-estimate the actual loss rate given that it cannot distinguish forward path loss
from reverse path loss. Past work suggests that big packets are more likely to be
dropped than small packets [79, 81]. Since ICMP response packets are relatively
small (56 bytes), we use 1000 byte probe packets to ensure the measured loss is
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mostly on the forward path. Note that this also biases our loss rate measurements
towards loss experienced by relatively large packets. Second, end hosts have limited
CPU and network resources, making our measurement results susceptible to resource
contention on the probing hosts, in particular Planetlab hosts [108]. To overcome
this type of interference, NetCmp continually monitors the load on each probing host
and filters out abnormal loss rate samples that co-occur with high CPU utilization on
the host. Third, probe packets and ICMP response packets may be dropped due to
router rate-limiting. As described before, NetCmp uses a one-second interval between
two consecutive probes to mitigate this problem.
NetCmp applies the latency measurement methodology in NetDiff to measure mul-

tiple ISPs concurrently. This is similar to loss rate measurement except that a hop is
probed only once to obtain an RTT (round-trip time) estimate. The latency of the
path is computed as the half of the RTT difference between that to the starting hop
and that to the ending hop. Since the measurement is lightweight, NetCmp measures
latencies for both internal paths and for destination paths. The latency of a path is
inherently correlated with the direct geographic distance of the path, e.g.long paths
tend to have large latencies. To properly compare latencies, we account for the bias
introduced by the difference in path distance. We define the stretch of a path as the
additional latency compared to that of a hypothetical direct-link between its two end
points. For instance, if the latency is 50 ms for a path whose direct-link latency is
40 ms (computed using its direct geographic distance and the speed-of-light in fiber),
the stretch of the path is 10 ms. In the remainder of this chapter, we will use stretch
instead of absolute latency for ISP performance comparison.
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Since NetCmp infers forward path latencies based on RTT measurements, assuming
equal contribution from both forward and reverse path latencies. The results can be
distorted by path asymmetry. To guard against such errors, NetCmp will discard RTT
samples of any hop whose forward path hop count and reverse path hop count differ
by more than three. The latency estimates can also be distorted by the heavy load on
a probing host, which we detect by capturing the variance of the RTT samples of a
particular hop. Samples associated with abnormally large variance are discarded [83].
Note that these heuristics are limited and thus may include samples affected by path
asymmetry or exclude samples of actual large latency fluctuations. But for the purpose of comparing ISPs using latency as a metric, we believe this approach as used
in NetDiff is reasonable.

7.2.1.3

Diversity

Given a PoP P and a destination d, we define the diversity of path (P, d) as the
total number of distinct AS paths from P to d. Unlike the previous three metrics,
path diversity is not directly visible to the ISP customers. But it provides insight into
an ISP’s ability to find alternate paths to bypass failures on the default path. The
failure location also plays a role, as failures near edge networks are more difficult to
overcome compared to those inside core networks where alternate paths are abundant.
NetCmp measures the diversity of a path (P, d) by periodically conducting tracer-

outes that traverse (P, d). The diversity is estimated as the total number of distinct
AS paths from P to d observed during the entire measurement period. This is a
coarse-grained measure as previously observed paths may no longer be usable. We
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convert IP paths measured by traceroute into AS paths using IP-to-AS mapping. An
IP address is mapped to ASes based on its origin ASes in the BGP tables. One IP
address may map to multiple origin ASes (MOAS) and we keep a set of origin ASes
for such IP addresses.
Some inferred AS paths may contain AS loops. While temporary loops may arise
during routing convergence [60], persistent loops are disallowed by BGP and should
rarely occur. They usually indicate incorrect IP-to-AS assignments and are thus
excluded from our study. Due to limited CPU and network resources at probing
hosts, NetCmp cannot probe each (P, d) as frequently as desired. This means it may
miss certain AS paths that appear only between two consecutive probes, leading to
an underestimate of diversity.

7.2.2

Path scores

Individual unreachability, latency, or loss rate sample reflects the instantaneous
performance of a path. They are informative in predicting the short-term path performance and optimizing route selection. Nonetheless, individual samples capture the
transient behavior of networks, which may change over time. This makes them less
useful in helping customers select the best ISPs based on long-term projection. Past
work [136] has demonstrated the feasibility of improving end-to-end performance and
reliability using frequent active probing. We develop temporally stable measures that
can represent the overall ISP performance.
NetCmp periodically monitors the performance of each path. By aggregating the

samples over time, it obtains a long-term, average score of path performance. In
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§7.5, we will demonstrate such scores not only capture the inherent performance
difference between ISPs but also remain relatively stable over the duration of a few
weeks to even a few months. For each metric studied (except diversity), we compute
the path score by taking the average of all the samples of the same metric collected
on the same path during the entire measurement period. An unreachability score of
(P, d) represents the fraction of time when destination prefix d is unreachable from
PoP P . Average latency and loss rate are commonly used in the SLA (service-level
agreement) specifications of many backbone ISPs [3, 7, 9, 12]. Other aggregation
methods, e.g.geometric mean, median, or 90th percentile, can also be used. Due to
space constraints, we only present the results based on average in this chapter.

7.2.3

Discussion

NetCmp relies on single-ended probes from end hosts to measure ISP performance.

We now summarize the potential sources of noise and describe ways to overcome
them. A small fraction (0.18%) of traceroute paths contain transient IP-level loops.
We discard such traceroute paths since they are most likely measured during routing
convergence period.
Built on past work on inferring ISP topologies [110], we map an IP address to an
ISP PoP using its DNS name. Mapping error may arise when an IP address has an
incorrect DNS name, often manifesting itself as persistent PoP-level “loops” in the
traceroute data. Under normal conditions, traffic that traverses a PoP should not
return to the same POP again, because ISPs want to reduce propagation delay and
avoid overloading expensive long-haul links. We detect and discard all the suspicious
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IP addresses using existing techniques [135].
To compute path stretch from absolute latency, we need to map a destination to a
geographic location. The mapping is done with the commercial geolocation database
from MaxMind [4]. MaxMind claims 99% mapping accuracy at the country-level and
80% accuracy at the city-level within the USA. To further check for mapping errors,
we apply the speed-of-light test on all the paths. The latency of a path inferred
from RTT samples should always exceed the minimum time it takes for light to travel
between the locations of its two end points. We discard IP addresses that fail in many
tests [83].
We have validated our results against various types of noise mentioned above. In
§7.4, we use the BGP data to confirm the unreachability and the diversity results.
We also thoroughly study the effects of reverse path loss, ICMP rate-limiting, and
overloaded probing host on the loss rate measurements to verify the soundness of our
methodology.

7.3

Implementation

We implement NetCmp purely using end systems without any ISP cooperation or
proprietary data. Our system builds on the probing methodology of Netdiff [83],
which is a system for identifying the latency differences between ISP backbones. It
measures many paths in one ISP at a time. The main limitations which we improve
upon are the single ISP based probing which restricts Netdiff to examine only one ISP
at a time, as well as the consideration of only the delay metric which we expanded to
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reachability, packet loss, stability and diversity metrics.
In the following we briefly summarize the implementation based on the Netdiff
framework. It consists of a centralized path selector and a distributed set of probers.
It divides the measurement process into cycles and measures a pre-computed set of
network paths of a given ISP in each cycle. Each cycle lasts at most 1 hour. At the
beginning of each cycle, the path selector takes routing views as input and computes
a task list of probing destinations for each prober. The routing views are collected
using traceroute measurements from all the probers to all the destination prefixes
at a low rate. They are updated daily to keep up with the changes of ISP routing
topologies. The path selector implements a greedy algorithm similar to NetDiff. Note
that path selection is performed for all target ISPs simultaneously instead just for
one at a time. This significantly reduces probing overhead by leveraging the fact that
a single probe often traverses multiple target ISPs.
The second major components in NetCmp are a set of distributed end hosts, accepting the destination list from path selector performing the probing. Probing is
conducted with a customized version of traceroute that measures multiple hops of
a path and multiple destinations in parallel. The probing packets are constructed
to reduce the probability that different probing packets from the same source to the
same destination take different router-level paths due to load-balancing within the
ISP [19].
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ISP
Qwest
UUNet
Sprint
AOL Transit
Verio
Level3
Global Crossing
Savvis
AT&T
XO
British Telecom
Tiscali
Deutsche Telekom
France Telecom
Broadwing
Teleglobe
Cogent
AboveNet
Abilene

Tier

1

2

3

# of
PoPs
49
139
57
25
46
71
59
38
112
45
32
30
64
23
19
44
69
44
11

PoP-dst (x1000)
All Redundancy(3)
980
752 (76%)
2919
2363 (80%)
2052
1389 (67%)
150
122 (81%)
1334
1093 (81%)
2556
1993 (77%)
1121
997 (88%)
380
358 (94%)
2456
1705 (69%)
187
159 (85%)
315
294 (93%)
151
144 (95%)
147
103 (70%)
138
101 (73%)
146
102 (69%)
242
204 (84%)
1039
822 (79%)
756
504 (66%)
96
71 (73%)

PoP-PoP
All
716
2059
1213
232
511
1501
677
502
822
539
419
325
115
202
137
539
1787
261
49

Table 7.1: Data collection (All: all measured paths; Redundancy(3): paths traversed
by at least 3 different sources).

7.4

System Evaluation

We have been running NetCmp for more one month on the PlanetLab distributed
testbed [101] to study 19 ISPs in parallel. We set up the system on 750 hosts in about
300 distinct sites. The results in this work are computed from the data collected
among 19 ISPs for 30 days, from Apr. 26 to May 9 and from Nov. 2 to Nov. 16
2008. We plan to use NetCmp to continuously monitor ISPs’ performance in the long
term and publish our findings on the Web. As shown in Table 7.1, NetCmp covers all
the major PoPs of the 19 ISPs and most of the internal PoP level paths (validated
using the Rocketfuel data [110]). In this section, we describe our experiment setup
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ISP
UUNet
Sprint
AOL
Verio
Level3
GlobalX
Savvis
ATT
BT
Tiscali
FranceT
Teleglobe
Abilene

PoPs with
for BGP feeds
NewYork
Pennsauken
Chicago
Ashburan,London
Denver,London
NewYork
SF,Sunnyvale
NewYork
London
SF,London
NewYork,London
PaloAlto,London
NewYork, Chicago, etc.

PoP-dst
coverage
9468
15038
2789
13924
20608
12810
3339
27839
5012
5539
2237
7797
13927

Detected
unreachable events
38 (80%, 76%)
89 (79%, 89%)
19 (81%, 76%)
75 (90%, 78%)
135 (82%, 90%)
76 (91%, 82%)
15 (75%, 53%)
129 (90%, 86%)
47 (82%, 78%)
20 (78%, 66%)
42 (88%, 84%)
69 (86%, 87%)
35 (94%, 77%)

Distinct paths
confirmed w BGP
40712 (99% 98%)
49623 (81%, 87%)
8378 (95%, 98%)
29240 (95%, 97%)
30919 (99%, 98%)
32015 (100%, 96%)
7345 (90%, 93%)
41758 (90%, 96%)
9021 (93%, 96%)
17170 (91%, 98%)
5145 (100%, 96%)
24955 (95%, 93%)
52922 (95%, 97%)

Table 7.2: Validation using BGP data for route instability and unreachability events.

and validation of our measurement methodology.
Table 7.1 shows the overall coverage of the ISP PoPs in column 3, the PoPdestinations in column 4, and the internal paths in column 6, as observed from our
data set. In order to accurately detect reachability problems, for ISP PoP-destination
path, we require a sufficient number of paths traversing it. In our study, we focus on
detecting reachability of a subset of paths that are probed from at least three different
hosts to balance the trade-offs between redundant coverage and probe overhead, given
the limited resource available on each prober. As is shown in column 5, the filtering
process only eliminates less than 20% paths for most ISPs. Monitoring all 19 ISPs
simultaneously, it takes about an hour for all the hosts to finish the scheduled probe
tasks. This limits us to only focus on long-term, average performance of the ISPs.
For instance, the transient reachability problems or short-lived congestion events may
be missed by NetCmp. However, we believe long-term performance metrics are more
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representative and stable for cross-ISP comparison.

7.4.1

Validation

We first evaluate the accuracy of reachability event detection using public BGP
feeds from RouteViews, RIPE, and Abilene. For most ISPs from which we have BGP
feeds, we only have the data from at most two routers. For each ISP, we first identify
the corresponding PoP where the BGP feed comes from shown in the third column
in Table 7.2. As expected they are mostly from PoPs in major metropolitan areas.
As an exception, for the educational backbone Abilene network, we have access to
BGP feeds from all its PoPs. Because different PoPs in an AS can experience distinct
routing changes due to different external BGP peerings, we compare BGP-observed
changes with traceroute-observed changes only when our probes traverse the PoP
where the BGP feed comes from. Note that we do assume consistent routing within
the same PoP, as such routers are physically co-located and usually configured with
the same routing policies.
Due to the limited number of probing hosts and their limited network locations,
we cannot cover all the paths to any destinations from every ISP at each location
with a BGP feed. We first identify the set of destinations whose paths go through
the corresponding PoP with BGP feed for each ISP, as shown in the third column of
Table 7.2. The coverage varies quite significantly across ISPs, from 5012 for British
Telecom in London to 27839 for AT&T in New York city. Large ISPs and US-based
ones naturally have better coverage due to higher chance of traversing such networks
given the prevalent U.S. location of PlanetLab nodes. Coverage is not a fundamental
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limitation to our work. With more probing hosts becoming available, coverage can
be improved.
For the subset of destinations which can be used for comparison, we identify any
reachability loss events based on BGP withdrawal messages lasting longer than our
probing interval from the BGP data. If no other larger prefix covering the withdrawn
prefix exists in the table, this prefix is unreachable from this router’s perspective
from the time the withdrawal is received till the next routing update. Then we
check whether there is any reachability loss events reported by NetCmp during the
withdrawal period. We calculate the recall and precision of our reported reachability
loss events in column four. Recall is the fraction of reachability loss events in BGP
detected by NetCmp. Precision is defined as the percentage of reachability loss events
in our results also confirmed by BGP. We can see the precision is very high, indicating
that we only miss very few reachability loss events. The recall is not as high, indicating
potential false positives in our result. This can arise due to several reasons including
legitimate ones: (1) the control plane (BGP data) and the data plane (probed paths)
may not always agree due to routing or forwarding anomalies. (2) there may exist
potentially inconsistent routing views within a PoP. (3) measurement errors may exist
in traceroute, and anomalous BGP announcements are also possible. (4) reverse path
reachability loss may occur from the router to the probing source.
We use a similar method to validate the distinct number of AS-level paths from
each ISP to each destination. We identify any AS-level path being used longer than
our probing interval from the BGP data for each destination. We then compare the
distinct AS level paths from the traceroute measurement. We present all the distinct
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Figure 7.1: Fraction of PoP-dst pairs with unreachability problem.

paths observed during the entire study period, and calculate the recall and precision
in a similar way, shown in the last column of Table 7.2, which are both very high.
The inaccuracy may be due to errors in IP to AS mapping.
In summary, our detailed and comprehensive validation demonstrate the soundness of our methodology.

7.5

Results

In this section, we present a comprehensive set of the results that compare the
performance of the backbone ISPs along multiple dimensions. We first focus on two
individual metrics: unreachability and loss rate. For each metric, we compare the
overall performance of the ISPs using the samples collected during the entire measurement period on all the relevant paths. Because customers may only be interested
in a subset of the paths of an ISP, we perform path-based comparisons tailored for the
specific workload requirements of customers. We also study the temporal stability of
the comparison results in the short-term and long-term.
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Figure 7.2: Compare unreachability for for U.S. vs. international paths.
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Figure 7.3: Compare unreachability for short paths vs. long paths.

Next, we compare the ISPs using multiple metrics simultaneously. The results of
such comparisons are particularly useful for customers who have QoS requirements
on more than one metric, e.g.both loss rate and latency. They also help customers
understand the trade-off and correlation between different metrics and moreover help
ISPs make informed optimization to their networks. The results in this section are
not exhaustive but highlight the kinds of insights on ISP performance that NetCmp
can provide.
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Figure 7.4: Compare unreachability to Microsoft and Google
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Figure 7.5: Compare unreachability to Comcast and RoadRunner
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Figure 7.6: Compare unreachability to Akamai and Limelight

7.5.1

Unreachability

Figure 7.1 shows the overall unreachability scores of all the destination paths
across different ISPs. The y-axis is the score and the x-axis is a list of ISPs sorted
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Figure 7.7: Compare unreachability in two PoPs: New York and Los Angeles to prefix
84.38.208.0/20 (a tier-3 U.S. ISP).

based on the scores, from the best to the worst. For each ISP, we compare the average
and the 95th percentile of the scores of all the destination paths. On the one hand,
unreachability events are rare. For all the ISPs, the availability of a destination from
a PoP is over 99.99% on average. On the other hand, the relative difference between
ISPs is significant, indicating the importance of ISP selection for mission-critical
applications. The average unreachability of Teleglobe is over an order of magnitude
larger than that of Bwing. The 95th percentile scores are significantly larger than
the average, suggesting unreachability events occur much more frequently to a small
set of destinations. Further investigation reveals that many of these problematic
destinations are shared among the ISPs, likely because the unreachability events to
these destinations affect multiple ISPs at the same time.

7.5.1.1

Path-based comparison

The overall score of an ISP is highly aggregated and may hide many differences
that are of interest to particular customers. We now provide a few usage scenarios and study the ranking of the ISPs according to various geographic and network
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Figure 7.8: Compare unreachability scores for two contiguous time periods.

requirements.
We first study the unreachabilty of the ISPs based on the geographic properties
of the paths. Customers may be much more interested in the paths within a specific
region where their clients and servers reside. We provide an example to show how
NetCmp results may help them choose the appropriate ISPs. Figure 7.2 shows the

average unreachability of the domestic and the international paths of each ISP. A
path is considered domestic if both ends of the path are within the U.S. Otherwise,
it is considered international. Overall, domestic paths are much more reliable than
international paths that often traverse transoceanic links, suggesting the former are
better provisioned. The ISP rankings are quite different for the two types of paths.
In this example, Teleglobe has pretty good domestic paths but its international paths
are highly unreliable. On the contrary, XO ranks much higher with its international
paths than with its domestic paths. Thus, the geographic properties of customers’
traffic workload may often lead to drastically different decisions on the choice of ISP.
Next, we study the impact of geographic distance on ISP unreachability. We
divide paths into the short and the long groups based on their direct-link latency.
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Figure 7.9: Compare unreachability scores for 5-month separated time periods.

Short paths have latency smaller than 40 ms, which usually span one continent. Long
paths often span across continents. A content provider with world-wide users may
be interested in performance for short or long paths or both depending on whether
it has presence in every continent or in just one continent. Figure 7.3 shows the
average unreachability of short and ong paths of each ISP. There does not seem to
be any strong correlation between distance and unreachability. For many ISPs, long
paths even have lower unreachability scores. Later, we will show that path diversity
has a higher correlation with unreachability. The rankings of the ISPs vary for these
two types of paths. While a few ISPs are consistently good or bad, e.g.Bwing and
Teleglobe, the relative quality of the others can be quite different. For instance,
the ranking of BT is nearly inverted for short and long paths. Therefore, customers
should choose ISPs carefully based on required geographic distance traversed by their
traffic.
The unreachability of the ISPs heavily depend on the destinations of traffic. Content providers are generally interested in paths to broadband networks with heavy
concentration of their users. Similarly, consumers in edge networks usually care about
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the paths to online service providers like Google, Microsoft, and various CDNs (content distribution networks). Figure 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 compare the paths to specific
destination networks. Compared with Figure 7.1, as expected, the unreachability
score of the paths to these popular destinations is much lower than that of the paths
to arbitrary destinations. This is likely explained by the fact that popular destination networks are usually well-connected. Except for a few exceptions, e.g.Level3,
AboveNet, and GlobalX, most ISPs experience almost no unreachability events to
these popular destinations. Such direct comparison provides strong incentive for the
ISPs to match the reliability of their competitors.
Finally, we study to what extent the unreachability of the ISPs depends on both
locations and destinations. Such comparison results are useful for customers whose
traffic always traverses between a city and a specific destination, e.g.VPN connections.
Figure 7.7 shows the unreachability of each ISP from Los Angeles or New York to
84.38.208.0/20 (a tier-3 U.S. ISP). Many ISPs are consistently good or bad at reaching
the destination from both locations, because they have similar AS paths. Surprisingly,
even within the same ISP, there can be significant difference between the reachability
from the two locations. This is most evident for Sprint, in which case traffic follows
entirely different AS paths from the two locations to the destination as visible in
traceroute paths measured.

7.5.1.2

Time-based comparison

We now investigate the temporal stability of unreachability scores. This helps
customers understand how quickly they need to change their ISP selection. If the un193
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Figure 7.10: Compare unreachability scores between day and night.

reachability scores are too volatile, customers may need to use multi-homing or route
selection to optimize the performance of their traffic in a small time-scale. Figure 7.8
shows the unreachability scores of each ISP in two consecutive periods. Clearly, the
scores are fairly consistent across all the ISPs, suggesting that the unreachability of
the ISPs are stable over a few weeks. Figure 7.9 shows the unreachability scores in
two periods with about five months apart. Not surprisingly, the unreachability of
the ISPs vary more drastically in these two periods. For instance, France Telecom,
Deutsche Telekom, and UUNet all have significant lower unreachability scores. This
highlights the importance of continuously monitoring ISP performance to keep up
with changing network conditions.
It is well known that traffic on the Internet exhibits diurnal patterns. On the one
hand, routers and links are expected to handle heavier loads in the daytime. On the
other hand, ISPs are more likely to perform maintenance tasks at night when there
is less traffic. In Figure 7.10, we study the time-of-day effect on the unreachability
of each ISP. For most ISPs, there is slight difference between the unreachability in
the day and the night time. This suggests there is little correlation between network
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Figure 7.11: Correlation of unreachability to 202.57.3.0/24 (an ISP in Indonesia) from
two ISPs: strongly correlated.
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Figure 7.12: Correlation of unreachability to 72.14.235.0/24 (YouTube prefix) from
two ISPs: uncorrelated.

load and unreachability. In addition, the maintenance tasks in these ISPs are well
planned such that they have minimal impact on the traffic. The unreachability of a
few ISPs do vary between day and night. This reminds the customers to consider the
worst-case scenario instead of just the average case when choosing ISPs.

7.5.1.3

Time correlation

Failures occurring close to the destination network are likely to affect multiple
ISPs simultaneously. On the other hand, failure happening close to the ISP in a
single region may only impact one ISP. Here, we give two examples to demonstrate
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Figure 7.13: Loss rate comparison across ISPs.

these two extreme cases. Figure 7.11 shows that both Global Crossing and Abilene
are affected for reaching destination prefix 202.57.3.0/24 (an ISP in Indonesia) at
exactly the same time. We confirmed in traceroute that the path stopped in one
provider of the destination network, suggesting the failure occurs close to the edge.
In this example, even one customer multi-homes to both ISPs, it will still suffer from
the failures. Figure 7.12 shows the reachabilty to a highly reliable prefix has little
temporal correlation across ISPs. Verio and Global Crossing are likely affected by
independent failures far from the destinations. In this example, choosing both ISPs
as providers is sufficient to provide full reliability to the destination.

7.5.2

Loss rate

Aggregating all the internal paths of an ISP together, we present the average
and the 90th percentile loss rates in Figure 7.13. We observe the loss rate difference
between the ISPs is quite big, ranging from less than 0.1% in Abilene to nearly 3%
in AOL. Customers of these ISPs are expected to experience significantly different
performance, reaffirming the importance of careful ISP selection. The loss rate of
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Figure 7.14: Compare average loss rate for long vs. short paths.
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Figure 7.15: Compare average loss rate for U.S. vs. international paths.
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Figure 7.16: Average loss rate distribution between large PoPs.

Abilene is small both for the average and for the 90th percentile, indicating it is
well-provisioned for its traffic demand as the educational backbone. Some ISPs rank
consistently high or low both for the average and for the 90th percentile, while others
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have much higher 90th percentile loss rate. For instance, although France Telecom
has relatively low average loss rate, there exists a small set of paths with high loss
rate. Identifying such lossy paths help ISPs better provision their networks and also
help customers make performance-aware routing decisions.

7.5.2.1

Path-based comparison

To reveal the detailed difference across ISPs based on the types of paths using
various attributes, we group paths in different ways for further comparison.
Similar to previous reachability analysis, we group all the paths into short and
long paths according to their hypothetical direct links. Paths across larger regions,
e.g.between two coasts in U.S. are considered long, whereas paths within the same
region are considered short. Figure 7.14 shows a lack of any strong correlation between
path distance and average loss rate for most ISPs, indicating roughly the same degree
of provisioning within the ISP in general. Exceptions do exist, however, for some
ISPs, e.g.Broadwing where longer paths have significantly higher loss rate. This
implies that customers may choose different providers depending on whether traffic
is expected to traverse longer distance. It also informs these ISPs on which paths
require performance improvement using techniques such as better load balancing or
additional capacity provisioning.
We also categorize all the paths into US based vs. foreign country based sets
relying on IP to geolocation mappings. Comparing across these two sets, as expected,
Figure 7.15 shows that paths within non-US regions tend to have slightly higher loss
rate for most ISPs, given they are mostly US-based ISPs.
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Given that there is usually higher traffic demand across PoP pairs in metropolitan
areas, we examine the average loss rate of two long paths for two pairs of big cities.
Figure 7.16 shows that a given ISP does not always have lower loss rate for both
paths. In some cases, an ISP may even have lower loss rate for the longer path (New
York-Los Angeles). Such differences are largely due to different internal topology and
congestion level. Compared to the average loss values shown in Figure 7.13, paths
between big cities are not necessarily less lossy, likely due to high traffic demand for
such paths. Moreover, only a few ISPs exhibit low loss for both paths, e.g.Global
Crossing. Many ISPs, e.g.Tiscali or XO, differ quite significantly in the average loss
behavior for these two paths. This observation suggests that customers may select
different ISPs based on the peering location and expected traffic patterns.

7.5.2.2

Time-based comparison

We examine the stability of the loss rate metric in characterizing ISP performance.
Figure 7.18 shows average loss rate measured for two distinct contiguous short-term
time periods are very consistent, giving the same relative ranking for these ISPs. For
long-term comparison shown in Figure 7.17, the two longer time periods separated
further apart by 5 months also correlates well except for a few ISPs such as XO and
AOL. This inconsistency suggests the usefulness of NetCmp for long-term, continuous
ISP monitoring.
The main factor causing packet loss is likely transient congestion. It is known that
Internet traffic distribution has time-of-day effects; therefore, we compare average
loss rate in each ISP for PoPs within U.S. measured during day vs. that measured
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at night. In Figure 7.19 we observe for most ISPs the loss rate during day time is
only slightly higher than that measured at night, although some exceptions do exist,
e.g.AOL, France Telecom. This is likely a result of the ISPs monitored being large
ISPs with customers all over the world, leading to less pronounced time-of-day effect.
For small ISPs, e.g.Abilene, loss rate during day time is indeed significantly higher.
Such observations help customers resort to solutions such as dynamic route selection.

7.5.2.3

Temporal correlation

Large ISPs usually have PoPs co-located at the same exchange points. Thus, the
shared underlying physical infrastructure may cause correlated performance degradation among ISPs. We study such temporal correlation across ISPs using the following
example. Let us assume a financial institution needs to reliably synchronize data in
real time between two data-centers in New York and Chicago. It wants to choose an
ISP with low loss rate. Since reliability is a concern, it also wants to use another ISP
as backup in case the loss rate of its primary ISP becomes unacceptable. Ideally it
should select two ISPs with as independent path performance as possible. Figure 7.20
shows the time series of the loss rate of AT&T and Level3 between Chicago and New
York. While the loss rate of both ISPs is reasonably small in most time, they are
highly correlated. This could become a serious problem for the institution if the path
performance of both ISPs degrades simultaneously. The loss rate spike between interval 120 to 140 is the exact type of scenario that the institution attempts to avoid.
This example highlights the utility of NetCmp in helping customers make intelligent
decision in selecting ISPs.
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Figure 7.17: Compare average loss rate for 5-month separated time periods.
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Figure 7.18: Compare average loss rate for two contiguous time periods.
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Figure 7.19: Time of day effect on average loss rate.

7.5.3

Correlation between metrics

Anomalous network events, such as routing failures and malicious attacks, are
known to introduce large impact on the Internet. These events may be reflected in
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Figure 7.20: Correlation of average loss rate between Level3 and AT&T (from New
York to Chicago)

multiple metrics and in different networks. Given NetCmp continuously measures the
delay, loss rate, and unreachability of 19 ISPs simultaneously, it offers us a unique
opportunity to reveal the performance correlations across metrics and ISPs. These
correlations provide a comprehensive comparison across ISPs, helping customers select
ISPs to meet the heterogeneous requirements of their applications and to be resilient
to network disruptions.
In this section, we provide a few concrete scenarios to highlight the kind of correlation analysis enabled by NetCmp and their use. These scenarios are by no means
exhaustive; customers may come up with different scenarios based on their own needs.
Furthermore, for customers making decisions to choose ISPs, the ultimate of choice
of one or more ISPs can be made using a variety of considerations facilitated by
information provided by NetCmp.

7.5.3.1

Correlation between loss and latency

Suppose a large enterprise requires real-time streaming of video traffic between two
branch offices in New York and Seattle. It desired to select an ISP that offers network
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paths with both low latency and loss rate in order to guarantee good streaming quality.
To illustrate how NetCmp can help, we plot the ranking of the 13 ISPs that provide
transit service between the two cities using both latency and loss rate. As a fair
comparison, similar to NetDiff, we use stretch instead of actual latency to eliminate
the artifact caused by different ISP size. Figure 7.21 shows the score of loss rate in left
y-axis and stretch in right y-axis. We note that different metrics of the same ISP may
not be correlated. For instance, Sprint ranks poorly using the loss rate metric but
ranks pretty well under the stretch metric. Nevertheless, some ISPs rank consistently
high (e.g.Bwing) or low (e.g.Level 3 or Quest). In this case, Broadwing is the clear
winner.

7.5.3.2

Correlation between reachability and latency

In our second example, let’s assume traders at one site of a bank need to communicate with the server located in 202.65.134.0/24 (a company in Hong Kong) for
timely financial transactions. In this scenario, both the latency and the reachability
are critical metrics in ISP selection. The traders can use NetCmp to compare the
performance of 13 ISPs to this destination prefix, as shown in Figure 7.22. This time,
we cannot find one ISP that is superior in both metrics. Sprint ranks high in terms
of reachability but ranks mediocre for stretch. In contrast, Cogent and Verio rank
low under unreachability score but have small stretch. Some ISPs such as British
Telecom ranks low in both metrics. In this case, customer may consider using Cogent
as the primary ISPs and Sprint as the backup ISP to achieve their goal, e.g.shifting
traffic from Cogent to Sprint when destination becomes unavailable. Note that in
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Figure 7.21: Correlation between loss rate and stretch between New York and Seattle.

practice these decisions likely to be made based on longer-term observations than the
one month data used in this study.

7.5.3.3

Correlation between reachability and diversity

It is known that different reachability behavior across ISPs is likely caused by
difference in their network topologies. Here we attempt to explain the observed
reachability difference by correlating reachability with diversity. We measure diversity as the number of distinct AS-level paths from a particular PoP to one destination.
Figure 7.23 shows the reachability to prefix 202.88.241.0/24 (an ISP in India) as well
as the number of distinct paths towards it. For the ease of illustration, we use maximum diversity minus the actual diversity as y-axis on the right. Thus, smaller values
indicate higher diversity. We observe relatively good correlation between reachability
and diversity as expected, given that diverse paths can help bypass certain failures.

7.6

System Performance

We discuss the resource consumption of our system in terms of bandwidth, memory, and CPU usage to demonstrate its low overhead and thus feasibility as a light204
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Figure 7.23: Correlation between unreachability and diversity to destination
202.88.241.0/24 (an ISP in India).

weight standalone distributed tool for comparing ISPs in real time using several metrics.
NetCmp was set up on the PlanetLab testbed using 186 probers on average, as

restricted by the availability of usable probe nodes. Using the tasks assigned by the
multi-ISP path selector the number of destinations each prober measures ranges from
4,058 to 12,000 destinations. The bandwidth consumption ranges from 17Kbps to
443Kbps for large packet experiments across all the probers for both reachability and
loss rate measurements. Considering the trade-off between the load and the accuracy
of detecting unreachability events, we use a redundancy factor of 3. The maximum
memory consumption is 3.5GB memory in our prototype. The complexity of the
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optimization algorithm is O(ep) (e: number of elements, p: number of src-dst pairs).
We expect e to grow slowly with number of ISPs, as each src-dst pair traverses only
a subset of ISPs. In the worst case, e = p × N , where N is the number of ISPs. In
the current prototype, the execution time of each run of the optimization component
is around 25 minutes, which is only 41% of the entire probing interval, and can thus
keep up with our experiments. Thus, we can conclude that NetCmp is quite scalable.

7.7

Conclusion

In this chapter we presented the design and implementation of a deployed system
called NetCmp that accurately and scalably measure the performance of multiple ISP
networks under several key performance metrics, covering latency, loss rate, path
diversity, and destination reachability. Our system runs solely at end-hosts without
requiring any proprietary internal ISP data or ISP cooperation. Using collaborative
probes launched from many PlanetLab hosts for one month, we reveal the detailed
differences in various network performance metrics across multiple ISPs.
The key results are summarized as follows. We found the network performance
measured differs significantly across ISPs. The relative ranking of each ISP under
different metrics can vary to a large degree as well. For instance, some ISPs with
small internal latency can have many more unreachability events. The unreachability
events are rare: the average availability of the destination paths are over 99.99% for all
ISPs. But the relative difference between ISPs is significant. For example, the score
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of Teleglobe is over an order of magnitude larger than that of Bwing. By measuring
multiple ISPs simultaneously, NetCmp has the unique opportunity to correlate ISPs
at any time instance to analyze shared risks across ISPs. We witnessed that several
ISPs can be highly correlated when the failures occurring close to the destination
network. Finally, although the ranking is stable in short term period, it can change
across several months, suggesting the necessity for continuous ISP monitoring, which
our system is designed for.
Overall, our results show that ISPs’ performance differs significantly across multiple dimensions, underscoring the importance of comprehensive evaluation of ISP
performance. Our work provides valuable information for both customers and ISPs
to make informed decisions about routing and peering selection. It also enables endusers to independently verify SLAs offered by their providers. In the long term, this
provides incentives for ISPs to improve their network performance as such ISP performance data become widely available. We believe NetCmp is an important step to
attaining better accountability and fairness on today’s Internet.
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CHAPTER VIII
Conclusion

8.1

Thesis summary and discussion

The objectives of this thesis is to enhance the reliability and performance of the
Internet by designing effective monitoring and diagnosis systems to enable efficient
recovery and prevention. To achieve this task, I take the approach of building largescale, accurate and efficient network monitoring systems from purely end-systems
perspective, which enables end hosts to diagnose and react to performance degradations in real-time. I have built a large-scale monitoring system running on 300
machines distributively which demonstrates the feasibility and value of my research
in reality.
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8.1.1

On the impact of route monitor selection: better monitor placement

This dissertation starts with systematically examining the visibility constraints
imposed by the deployment of route monitors on answering diverse important research
questions including Internet topology discovery, dynamic routing behavior detection,
and inference of important network properties. Our study of route monitor selection demonstrates one fundamental limitation of ISP-centric approach on the routing
plane: the results heavily depend on the available data set that the ISPs are willing
to reveal.
The monitor placement strategies can differ significantly according to different
objectives. Even with a single objective, it is generally NP-hard. For instance, under
the context of detecting routing attacks, the goal of placing route monitors is to
maximize the likelyhood that BGP attacks can be observed and hence detected.

8.1.2

Diagnosing routing disruptions: coverage and accuracy
trade-offs

Motivated by the above observations, we develop two systems to diagnose two
types of severe network disruptions: routing-induced disruptions and ISP policy induced traffic performance difference. We first presented the first system that accurately and scalably diagnoses routing disruptions purely from end-systems without
access to any sensitive data such as BGP feed or router configurations from ISP networks. Using a simple greedy algorithm on two bipartite graphs representing observed
209

routing events, possible causes, and the constraints between them, our system effectively infers the most likely causes for routing events detected through light-weight
traceroute probes. We comprehensively validate the accuracy of our results by comparing with existing ISP-centric method, publicly-available router configurations, and
network operators’ mailing list.
The number of the probing location and the coverage of their network locations is
a big concern in our approach. Limited location may make us not be able to detect
certain routing change. Moreover, in the greedy algorithm, some real root causes with
fewer number of support may not be selected due to the limited coverage. We are
well aware of the coverage limitations of our system. To overcome that, we apply the
common intuition that there are usually few concurrent causes explaining concurrent
routing events to identify the most likely causes associated with the given AS. A
straightforward solution to improving coverage is to use more end systems. We use
all the available PlanetLab sites (roughly 200) to probe five target ISPs. As future
work, we plan to study to how the coverage will improve our inference accuracy.
Though in reality the probing resource is limited, there are still a number of
advantages of this approach. First, big network disruptions may be visible even
with limited visibility. Therefore, covering a reasonable fraction of one target AS is
sufficient to detect big disruptions. Second, this work is the first step to illustrate
the feasibility of using the end system based approach for routing diagnosis. As the
probing resource increases, this approach will become more and more powerful. Third,
though from a given ISP’s perspective, we cannot have full visibility, it is possible for
us to monitor multiple ISPs. While sacrificing the full visibility from one particular
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ISP, we gain the ability to monitor multiple ISPs.
Given limited CPU and network resources at end systems, we cannot probe every
PoP-prefix pair as frequently as desired. This implies we may miss some routing
events that occur between two consecutive probes. Our system focuses on diagnosing
routing changes that are long-lived enough to warrant ISP’s corrective action rather
than those that are transient and repaired by itself quickly. In fact, we should avoid
overwhelming ISPs by reporting too many transient changes. Given that inter-domain
routing changes can require up to several minutes to converge, our system is sufficient
to detect the significant changes. we believe our current probing frequency is sufficient
to detect those long-lived and significant changes.

8.1.3

Traffic differentiation: detection and prevention

To detect general traffic differentiation, we presented the design and implementation of the first deployed system, NVLens , to accurately and scalably detect network
neutrality violations performed by backbone ISP networks. Using collaborative probing from end hosts with various innovative application-specific probing in carefully
designed task schedules, we demonstrate the surprising evidence of traffic discrimination carried out by today’s backbone ISPs.

8.1.4

Applications of end-host based monitoring systems

Finally, we demonstrate the potentials for both short-term and long-term mitigation. To prevent being affected by abnormal routing changes, we develop an efficient
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framework to measure and predict data plane performance degradation as a result of
routing changes. Using this framework, we conducted a large scale Internet measurement study and characterized data plane performance upon receiving a BGP routing
update. We observe that the data plane performance of a certain set of prefixes
is highly predictable. We further develop a statistical model which can accurately
predict the severity of potential data plane failures based on observations of routing
updates for a given prefix. We show that our model is very useful in a number of
applications such as route selection in an overlay network.
In this section, we discuss potential applications of the measurement framework
and the prediction model. First, the measurement infrastructure provides a platform
of measuring the impact of routing changes on data plane performance. Detecting
control plane changes and predicting corresponding data plane disruptions provide
additional information for best route selection. Thus, it helps selecting best routes in
terms of better data plane performance given alternate routes to the same destination.
By examining the predicted data plane performance among all available routes,
the least impacted route can be selected as the best route to reduce the likelihood
and degree of data plane performance degradation. we can select the routes which
have least possibility of causing reachability problem.
Let us use an example to illustrate how the route selection process can be improved
for overlay routing. Suppose a given destination prefix can be reached via multiple
overlay nodes. When a failure is predicted in AS A based on the observation of a
routing update of the destination prefix, we can select the next hop for a path avoiding
A to reach the destination. Compared to random next hop selection, this selection
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process is more deterministic and has a higher chance of avoiding data plane failures.
In the long term, we presented the design and implementation of a deployed system called NetCmp that accurately and scalably measure the performance of multiple
ISP networks under several key performance metrics, covering latency, loss rate, path
diversity, and destination reachability. Our system runs solely at end-hosts without
requiring any proprietary internal ISP data or ISP cooperation. Using collaborative
probes launched from many PlanetLab hosts for one month, we reveal the detailed
differences in various network performance metrics across multiple ISPs. Our results show that ISPs’ performance differs significantly across multiple dimensions,
underscoring the importance of comprehensive evaluation of ISP performance. Our
work provides valuable information for both customers and ISPs to make informed
decisions about routing and peering selection.
This proposed work is the first attempt to monitoring stability and SLA compliance of multiple ISPs simultaneously from the end-host users’ perspective with low
probing overhead. It is also the first system that uses end-host based measurement to
detect traffic discrimination to ensure various applications’ end-to-end performance.
We believe our work is an important step to empowering customers and ISPs to attain
better accountability on today’s Internet.

8.2

Future work

In the course of my research, I have learned three general guidelines in network
monitoring and troubleshooting. First, monitoring complex networks requires careful
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designs to balance accuracy, coverage and overhead. Second, network measurement
data is often coarse-grained containing a large amount of noise and unavoidable artifacts. Systematic statistical techniques are needed to find the needle in the haystack.
Third, in network troubleshooting, a single network event can often lead to different
consequences at different network layer and in different locations. Thus, intelligent
correlation across protocol layers and across geographic locations is greatly useful
for uncovering the underlaying causes. I believe these three guidelines can be held
generally in other types of networks.
In the near future, I am interested in identifying the new challenges of network
monitoring in other types of networks, particularly large-scale Enterprise networks,
data centers, and online social networks. The monitoring techniques in the Internet
cannot be trivially applied. There are a number of interesting questions for research
in this area.

8.2.1

Monitoring in Enterprise network and data center environment

Monitoring in Enterprise network and data center environment has more complex common underlying shared components at different levels. Todays data centers
contain tens of thousands of computers running various applications ranging from
static content-based web services to complex cloud computing. There are three key
challenges in monitoring such networks. First, complex sharing structure exists. Machines in the same rack share common power failure. Clusters of machines connecting
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to same switches/routers share common network failure and bandwidth limits. Processes of same application running on different machines may share common logical
failures, e.g., application level deadlock. Second, the requirements vary for monitoring
at different network levels and for different applications. The trade-off mentioned in
the first guideline should be considered separately. Third, the deployment is difficult
in real production system. Unlike Internet, active monitoring in the data center environment is usually difficult given the cost, reliability, privacy, and security concerns.
Designing monitoring systems with little overhead and without information leakage
can help overcome the deployment obstacles.

8.2.2

Monitoring in online social network

Monitoring in online social network has larger challenges as the normal behavior is
not well-defined. Learning techniques can be used to detect anomalous behavior. Social network properties such as degree distribution, connectivity, and communication
patterns can be explored in constructing the monitoring system. Overall, I believe
my previous work provides a solid background to address these challenging problems.

8.2.3

Analyzing the economical and technological factors in
the Internet

My research so far has focused on enabling end users to gain sufficient information
about the ISP networks instead of treating network as a black box. The topic of
network neutrality is currently highly contentious for today’s Internet. Previously,
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ISP networks are assumed to be neutral by carrying traffic without any preferential
treatment. I am interested in exploring both economic factors and technological
factors together with the monitoring results to reason about the necessity and benefit
of various “net-neutrality” violation actions. For example, end users and the ISPs
can be modeled as multiple parties on the market with equivalent information given
the end-host based monitoring. We can study the profit gain, technology cost, and
potential risk and panalty in having traffic differentiation. I would also be interested
in new network architecture and protocol designs that could create a more open
market model for the Internet.
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